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Deep Cover 

It began October 2019 with Armageddon, as 
most came to call it. The Forces of Darkness and the 
Forces of Heaven duked it out with Earth as their bat-
tleground. They fell into a stalemate, while Humanity 
improbably rose up in its own right, if only to survive. 
Nothing was as prophesied. 

The difference was that there was no true An-
tichrist. The one meant to be that Leader of Ultimate 
Darkness chose Humans over his dark lineage. It took 
the full extent of his power to reject Darkness and at least partially shield 
humanity from the onslaught he failed to prevent. Humans were caught in 
the middle. Yet, he did bring forth an apocalypse of his own making, by 
showing that Heaven and Hell were ancient pan-dimensional entities lost in 
an argument neither wanted to lose. It was his own hubris that created his 
failure to end that argument, a hubris that haunted him five years later — 
four years after forming the Alliance of Human Nations. He knew that 
Earth would likely be uninhabitable within the next few years if this war 
continued for longer. Even though they could leave the planet en-masse 
(possibly), the journey might be more perilous than even he could predict. 
Yet, there might have been one last hope … 

 … November 2024: Now … 

The City of Sin 
Lucinda found herself wandering familiar, dark halls. Noth-

ing seemed right. She suddenly smirked in revelation: she was 
dreaming. It was rather dull, she thought … 

Someone touched her shoulder, and she quickly turned. 
“Darren?” she breathed through the dreamed darkness. 
The failed Antichrist stood before her. He was tall, sandy 

skinned, healthy, and had dark, charismatic eyes. He rarely com-
municated in this way, if only because most Humans didn’t like it. 
The method was now reserved for the most serious or secretive of 
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communications, for he could never be tracked in the many 
Dream Realms. 

“Humanity and this world is on the brink. You know this, 
Major Lucinda Braun,” he said grimly. 

“Yes … The plan to leave is in place …” she said, ensuring 
she showed her clear disdain of him being in her dream, dull 
though it was. 

“The truth is, I have no faith in it just yet, Major. As long as 
the war still rages, our universe is not safe … It is a diversion at 
this stage. The top generals and I are in agreement to my plan.” 

“Plan?” She always hated how Darren moved around a sub-
ject so ponderously. 

“Yes, but a plan they cannot fully know, much to their ap-
prehension. As they move forward on Project Ark, I am moving 
forward on a more insane plan … My one success was neutraliz-
ing the Demon Lord Asmodeus. Not that it helped much … As-
modeus is a king of truth, and I proved to him that there is no 
truth anymore in this war. Couldn’t turn on his people then, but 
maybe he will now.” 

“Yes …?” she nudged. 
“You know how all of his Demons of Lust do not presently 

fight, and like their Lord, merely influence lusts on all sides of the 
spectrum. “ 

“They are connected with him, unlike other Lesser Demons 
…” 

“Oh, yes. That was why he was my first and last ‘success’ 
early on. A whole swath of Darkness was neutralized in an in-
stant. What I plan to do is have a Human transformed into a Lust 
Demon that is not truly under Asmodeus’ control.” 

“What would that do?” She finally felt some apprehension 
toward this discussion. It was not difficult to transform a Human 
into a Demon — or a non-specialized Demon into other Demon 
breeds. 

“Maybe everything, maybe nothing. I now want him to have 
a demonic voice in his ear that is truly allied with Humans.” 
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“How do you plan to make that possible? We both know 
the connection is at the genetic level.” 

“Yes … A piece of tech created to help the Human body to 
heal and prevent Demonic Corruption is being altered to prevent 
only the genetic connection to Asmodeus.” 

“You want me to let Asmodeus itself transform me into a 
Lust Demon. A little ironic, don’t your think, Darren? I was a hell 
of a Demon Hunter before the War! Besides, even if that tech 
would work, you’re asking me to forsake my humanity. That and 
it’s not like I would be able to lie to this Demon!” 

“Of course you wouldn’t lie to Asmodeus! That’s the 
point.” 

“Assuming he still likes the neutral status — we’re sure he 
does, how do you expect him to play along and make me a De-
mon?” 

“Well … Most recent intel on Asmodeus suggests a degree 
of boredom. You know how Humans continue to flock to his or-
gasmic embrace in these shadowed times. Likes being neutral, 
yes, but has not only grown too good at making new Demons, but 
also might just be interested in something a little bit different.” 

“A Demon of Lust with a will of her own …” 
“If you could convince Asmodeus to fight in this war 

against those that continue the lie of it, then this world, the Mul-
tiverse might just have a chance …” 

A buzz sounded in the distance. 
“That is a call from your superior in the waking world. The 

order will be from the top to report to your facility’s lab. I do not 
want you to agree or not to me. You must make your own choices 
from this moment on …” 

CHIRP, CHIRP, CHIRP! 
Lucinda opened her green eyes. 
CHIRP, CHIRP, CHIRP! 
“Yes?” she answered the communicator integrated on the 

end table. 
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A bluish, holographic head of Colonel John Meyers ap-
peared. “Major, you are to report to Lab A in one hour.” 

“Can I ask why?” she asked sarcastically. 
“You certainly can!” the floating head dissolved. 

“Major, I am told you are already aware on the secrecy of 
the mission? Don’t know all the details myself!” the middle aged 
bio-technician, Brian Samuels, stated. 

She failed to hide her deep sigh. “Let’s get on with it, doc.” 
The Hunter turned hero warrior sat up on the bench. She 

removed her jacket, and rolled up the sleeve, revealing just how 
muscular she was. 

Chief Tech Samuels held the familiar, brass colored bracelet. 
“This is attuned to only monitor the genetic code dictating De-
monic Connection, as in it releases nano-machines to monitor 
and remove any code showing that Connection.” 

“What’s the response rate on this model?” 
“I hate the word ‘instant,’ but it’s pretty close. Tweaked 

from the latest models that aren’t even mass-produced yet. In-
stead of reaction based, the little networked machines stay within 
the Human system for continuous monitoring. Made to work in 
tandem with the body’s natural immune system, and like the cur-
rent models, powered by your own metabolism. Of course, in this 
case, only your genetic code will be looked after.” 

‘Specific elements …’ she thought. This all made sense to 
Lucinda. Reports of Asmodeus now state that he and some of his 
most powerful Zealots are capable of near instant corruption, 
physical and mental. Assuming the device worked as fast as 
claimed, genetic corruption toward servitude would just not hap-
pen. Plus, she was already well conditioned mentally to handle 
psychological effects of Demons. 

“My own choices …” she mumbled. 
 “Ma’am?” 
Lucinda presented her right wrist. “Let’s see if it fits.” 
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He chuckled quietly at her dry humor. At least at the proto-
type phase, these devices were all custom fitted, and even then, 
they did not have to be snug. 

The device clipped on seamlessly. She already had a prior 
model for battle, so it did not feel too alien. Still felt a little differ-
ent, though. “I hope this burning and tingling is just the initializ-
ing.” 

“Should go away within half an hour. Needs to calibrate to 
your metabolism a bit more intimately than what you’re used to.” 

“Right …” 

* * * * 

“Your chosen agent is now going into deep cover?” the pre-
siding Chair of the Human Defense Council, Rear Admiral Liza 
Nachiev of Canada, asked flatly. Of all, there were fifteen mem-
bers of flag officer rank from across the world. They intentionally 
mirrored the Alliance of Human Nations Security Council. The 
whole Alliance was largely structured out of the old United Na-
tions, which quickly evolved into the AHN during the beginning. 

“Yes,” Darren confirmed. It was imperative that was how 
the operation was interpreted. If the Human forces knew an agent 
without any semblance of guise was infiltrating the Realm of As-
modeus, then the operation might fail, according to Darren’s 
meditations. 

“May we ask what faction of Demons you have chosen for 
the operation?” General Chiang of Liberated Manchuria pushed. 
He was aware that he might not receive an answer that would 
make him comfortable. 

“I have faith that it will all be revealed soon enough, Gener-
al. You all know how imperative it is for even myself to not know 
all the details.” It was not that Darren did not fully trust them. It 
was that spies were everywhere, including digital ones. It was in-
evitable that details of the operation would be learned, as was al-
ready the case with Project Ark. The spies’ superiors would see 
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going “undercover” in the ranks of Asmodeus as illogical — if 
that much was leaked. So, leaving it all to Lucinda and Asmodeus 
at this point ensured just that much more time. The nature of 
this whole operation did mean to end Asmodeus’ neutrality after 
all … 

* * * * 

It was not exactly difficult for Lucinda to locate Asmodeus, 
let alone do it quietly. Her old skills as a Hunter allowed her to 
stay off anyone or anything’s radar. In the beginning of the war, 
while not “black ops,” she and other Hunters fought shadow 
campaigns, which led to several fully liberated areas such as 
Manchuria, much of Canada, and England. Once the war intensi-
fied, though, all the Human forces could do was endlessly defend 
the parts of the Earth they held. The advantage, in terms of Lu-
cinda’s mission, was that individual territories were perhaps even 
more clearly mapped out now than they were prior. Plus, intelli-
gence was a reliable mix of Asmodeus’ own Proclamations at the 
start and the few Humans exiled from the RA. 

Of course, Asmodeus never ran a closed border policy. The 
Demon King never needed to. The Forces of Heaven preferred 
him as a neutral force, as The Forces of Darkness feared the pos-
sibility of him actually choosing a side again. The latter specifical-
ly feared the fact that Asmodeus had contacts across the world, 
and thus knew very many secrets. An “insurance policy,” as As-
modeus was known to call it. 

The Realm of Asmodeus spanned from the City of Vancou-
ver in the North to the tip of Baja California in the South, and 
from the Pacific Coast in the West to the Western edge of the 
Rocky Mountains in the East. Supposedly, those borders “made 
sense” to Asmodeus when neutrality was declared years ago.  

The Capital was Las Vegas, a joke on Asmodeus’ part, most 
assumed. However, the Demon was known to enjoy a good game 
of dice historically, so “casinos” were prevalent in the RA. What 
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the Humans there gambled ranged from their souls to the kind of 
lust-filled acts they could enact with a Lust Demon. Old fash-
ioned “monetary” chips were used, too, but had no real monetary 
value outside the casinos. Beyond the casinos, it was surprisingly 
estimated that over 60% of the RA population was Human, with 
the rest Lust Demon. 

What drew Humans there was how it was seen as a kind of 
utopia. All the Human residents were of equal standing, provided 
they contributed to the Realm in some way. Money was technical-
ly meaningless there. At the same time, the Lust Demons had the 
castes they always had (thralls, Sub-alphas, Alphas), while the 
Humans were of equal standing to the majority Sub-alphas. Of 
the specialized Alphas, there were Succubi and Incubi, but they 
were rare, often working as spies around the world. There were 
no known other specializations for Alpha Lust Demons anymore. 

Under normal circumstances, no Human was ever required 
to become a Demon themselves, and if they wanted to, the Hu-
man would have no say in the caste they would become. Yet, all 
the Humans there were addicted to lust to varying extents. Exac-
erbated by how Lust Demons were fully subservient to As-
modeus, such addiction was what prevented most Humans from 
going there, assuming that kind of lust was what controlled the 
entire society of the RA. Asmodeus never denied that interpreta-
tion. 

All Lucinda needed to do was have an audience with the 
King of Lust, and not become caught up in the lustful revelry of 
Las Vegas, which was laid out about as it was at the start of the 
War in 2019. If things had not changed since the founding of the 
Realm, Asmodeus resided at the top of the Stratosphere Tower, 
which was renamed as the on-the-nose “Tower of Lust Hotel and 
Casino.” 

Lucinda plopped herself at the Tower Bar, ground level. She 
less than secretly liked how people dressed in the Realm: inven-
tively provocative. The bartender was a perfect example. The tall 
Demoness, presumably a Sub-alpha, wore a tight, flowery-red 
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mini-skirt and matching top, perfectly highlighting her fiery red-
orange skin (claws were a natural crimson). She wore no shoes — 
many wore provocative stilettos, and naturally stood on the balls 
of her mouthwateringly elongated feet. 

The black horned and haired Demoness looked over to Lu-
cinda with a seductive smile and sultrily black colored irises. 

“First time in the evolved Sscity of Sssin?” she asked, before 
licking her full, ruby red lips with a clearly long tongue, waving 
her tail. The muscular Human male bartender returned (leather 
pants, thick soled shoes, and nothing else), but the Demoness 
retained the patron’s attention far better. 

“That obvious?” 
She smirked in a sexily knowing way. “Is whisky your 

truth?” 
“Part of it!” she confirmed with a smile. Lucinda preferred 

Lust Demons, if only because they were always playful and rarely 
devious. 

“Plan on staying a while?” she asked sarcastically, knowing 
that they did not really have a tourist industry. 

Lucinda sighed, and took all two fingers down. “Wasn’t my 
plan …” 

“Yes, I know …” She looked over to her coworker. “You 
mind taking your jerk off break early, Jack? I wanna personally 
welcome this new citizen.” 

“Oh!” he raised his eyebrows. “Sure! Have fun, Nancy! Still 
want me to save some cum for you as a snack?”  

She nodded, he left. 
 “He likes me!” Glancing at the otherwise empty bar, the 

Demon Nancy leaned in, and said breathily, hypnotically swaying 
her thick tail behind her, “Darren can be rather annoying in how 
he implements things, from what I hear.” 

“He certainly is …” Lucinda wondered if she was some kind 
of contact. In any other part of the world, Lucinda would be wor-
ried that she was being tricked by an enemy agent, but the last 
time a Demon of not lust ventured into the Realm as a spy, As-
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modeus personally made sure the world knew by televising that 
spy’s conversion into a fully subservient, Lust Demon thrall. 

“Allow me to beat around the bush for a moment, Lucinda,” 
she began, hot breath oh so tantalizing. “We are not a lawless so-
ciety. The only law you need to know — but I doubt you’d break, 
is of being a productive citizen. Conviction for breaking that law 
leads to either being transformed into a Demon or deported from 
the Realm.  

“Regardless, you might just be in the most fun place on the 
planet! This is the heart of the Capital of Lust. Once a year, five 
vetted Humans are allowed to play the ultimate game. Televised 
across the Realm. They fuck their way up the tower’s levels, prov-
ing their propensity for lust in its differing forms, one level at a 
time. They could all win, they could all lose. The prize is to be 
granted a single wish by Asmodeus at the very top. Can be any-
thing within our King’s power, but in practice, it’s either to be-
come a Sub-alpha or Alpha Lust Demon. Otherwise, a Human has 
no say in what caste they get.” 

“Are you to vet me for this game?” Lucinda felt that was a 
viable means of becoming what she needed to become. 

“No!” Nancy laughed heartily. “Just honestly welcoming 
you, Lucinda! The game was last month. Two winners. One 
wished to become an Alpha, and the other became the personal 
Human of the Alpha via an old fashioned Deal that Asmodeus 
personally sanctioned later. Formed a rare alliance. Was a lot of 
fun this year!” 

“OK …” 
“Well,” the Demoness began more seriously. “You know 

Asmodeus knows everything he possibly can to maintain our neu-
trality. We hide, we seduce, we are everywhere. Three weeks ago, 
one of our spies intercepted a stolen coded communiqué from top 
Human brass. It was en route to Mammon’s Legion. You know 
they are the second best at the spy-game, thanks to their natural 
inclination toward greed. Well, we’re a little better. Long story 
short, the uncoded message was rather absurd to us. A Human 
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going deep cover into the Realm? Ha! We dug a bit, and found 
Darren was behind it, and learned that Project Ark was at this 
point a distraction. Not much else. Darren’s been very good at 
shadowing this operation. So, our King told us to expect someone 
to show up, and have that someone sent to him. A new Human 
coming right to this building. The truth all pretty obvious.” She 
put on a toothy white smile, showing her sexy little fangs. “You’re 
fucked either way, but if you are indeed working for Darren, you 
might just be fucked in a good way!” 

“Well,” Lucinda stood. “Let’s get on with it!” 

* * * * 

Lucinda was being guided by two Alphas directly from the 
bar: one a large, winged, muscular female with scaly skin, and the 
other had latex-like skin and a large dick with an otherwise volup-
tuous female appearance. It was not lost on Lucinda that the last 
time she was on the observation deck of what was once known as 
the Stratosphere Tower was twenty years ago when she was just 
eleven. How could she have known she would later be staring at 
the firm bubble but of a sexy shemale Demon of Lust?  

Insane thoughts of both Alpha’s taking her right then and 
there flashed: one plowing her ass with the massive dick; the oth-
er burying her face into the demonic pussy. 

After feeling her pussy become incredibly moist, Lucinda 
just barely regained control of her thoughts. It was just in time to 
see Asmodeus himself laying nude on the soft red long chair. 
“He” in that the Demon was presently in a massive, muscular, 
male form. 

He was flanked by several Demons, which looked primarily 
of the physically imposing Alpha variety. Not counting total sub-
servience to Asmodeus, those had a more complete mind of their 
own, significant control over their natural lust emanations, and 
could alter their physical form to a degree. The more “Human” in 
stature Sub-alphas’ minds were meaningless next to Alphas — a 
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couple were present, but still had a mind, even if they had lesser 
control over their lust emanations and physical form. There was a 
single male thrall laying at the foot of the chair. Lucinda recog-
nized him as the first and last known Demon to spy on As-
modeus. Thralls of course had only as much mind as their han-
dlers allowed, and this one’s mind was clearly more akin to a loy-
al dog. Lucinda already saw Humans and Demons in the Realm 
with thralls as their personal friends with benefits, sex toys, or 
pets. 

Not counting the thrall, the Demons in the room were all 
likely top leaders (Sub-alphas probably their assistants). From 
what Lucinda knew of this society, there was a mix of Human and 
Demon leadership below the top. 

“Have you ever watched that film The Prophesy, Lucinda?” 
Asmodeus asked casually. His otherwise epic field of lust turned 
down to about Sub-alpha level. 

“Not recently.” 
He smirked subtly. “Not much in the way of lust scenes, but 

one plot point really hits home for me now. Heaven’s gates were 
closed in that film. Lucifer said his doors were always open, and 
that many come to him eventually.” He sat up. “What I have 
come to offer here, for those Humans and Demons honestly will-
ing, is a utopian garden of mostly my design.” He stood, all eight 
feet of him, and approached Lucinda. “First, is that a new 
model?” He pointed toward the bracelet with his long black claw. 

“Err, yes. Prototype. Don’t know when they’ll be mass pro-
ducing it.” 

“Hrmm … Many of the older Humans here rely on that tech. 
We make pretty good models here. I’m guessing yours is very 
special.” 

“Yes,” she breathed. Even toned down, Asmodeus was still 
the King of Lust. It was next to impossible not to imagine his 
massive anaconda impaling her. “It regulates networked nano-
machines that almost never leave the body, allowing for near in-
stantaneous physical repair down to the genetic level. Mine is only 
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set to prevent the genetic encoding that ensures total sub-
servience to you, Asmodeus.” 

The beautiful Alphas glanced at each other with a distinct 
discomfort. Such technology could indeed prevent demonic trans-
formation, while the mere statement of preventing a connection 
to Asmodeus certainly suggested to them the tech might be used 
to alter Demons as well. 

“Do not worry, my Zealots,” Asmodeus said. “I do not be-
lieve that is the chain she truly wishes to break. Tell me, Lucinda, 
legendary Demon Hunter and revered warrior of humanity, why 
has Darren sent you?” 

“Why else? To convince you to ally with Humans.” 
“How?” He seemed genuinely fascinated. 
She sighed. “With great irony and desperation, Asmodeus. 

Darren has tasked me to become a Demon of Lust that is not ge-
netically subservient to you.” 

“Uh, huh …” he said ponderously, and sat at the edge of the 
long chair. “I have it real good here, you know? Better than I ever 
had it before. This is a place where there are no lies beyond the 
white ones, minimal distraction from other sins, and pure lust 
…” 

“You know other truths, though. Within ten, maybe five 
years the biosphere will begin to completely break down from the 
ongoing war.” 

“I have my own plans for that. There is time …” he said 
dismissively with his clawed hand. “Darren was right, though. 
Having a Demon of Lust that is not a Zealot does fascinate me … 
Do you truly want to become a Demon of Lust? An Alpha per-
haps?” 

Lucinda thought about all this. The King of Lust was not 
yet ready to change his status, but was willing to transform her. 
Could sacrificing her own humanity really be enough the make 
Asmodeus rethink everything? This Demon was not really known 
to be impressed by sacrifice. Yet, he was known to evolve over 
time. He never denied that “lust” was not always his purview; he 
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chose that path millennia ago. They might not even have a century 
left on the planet … “If it gives me a chance to save my race, then 
yes, I truly want to become an Alpha Demon of Lust …” 

He intertwined his long fingers beneath his chin, and said, 
“Interesting … I will not accept any Deals at this point …” Deals 
were exceedingly rare since the start of the War, especially those 
that involved the body or soul as payment. Plus, it was known 
that Asmodeus decreed not long after creating his Realm that his 
Zealots must go through specifically designated Alphas to even 
consider making them. “I will personally oversee your transforma-
tion into an Alpha, and it will be a more … traditional, slower 
process.” His dick inflated fully to possibly two feet in length. 
“We may begin now, Lucinda …” 

Beneath the Tower of Lust 
Lucinda could barely take more than just the tip of As-

modeus’ deep red monstrosity. Yet, just a dab of his pre-cum al-
tered her mouth in a way that allowed her to take even that 
much. It all tasted odd at first, not that she ever sucked a dick be-
fore. Yet, she was already truly enjoying it. It was obvious the lust 
in the room was already corrupting her. 

Because Lucinda’s genetic code was not being altered to be 
subservient, which happens almost right away, she found herself 
far more aware of the situation that otherwise. All the Demons in 
the room, including the thrall, were either stroking their large 
members or fucking their own pussies with their tails. At the 
same time, Lucinda consciously made the decision to fondle the 
hefty shaft and healthy balls, while she actively fingered her drip-
ping pussy. 

Asmodeus grasped the back of her head, pulled her away a 
bit. Lucinda almost automatically stoked the shaft harder, while 
playfully liking the tip. The Demon loosened his grip. Instead of 
just going back to sucking, Lucinda played with the tip with her 
mouth, making a good pop, and pressed it just below her nose to 
take in its otherworldly erotic scent. She finally went back to 
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sucking as much of the delicious dick as she could. It was won-
derful! Lucinda never experienced pure lust before, and like most 
Humans, she found she could not have enough of it. 

“Umm, UMMM!” she cooed, sucking down more addictive 
Demon pre-cum. 

Asmodeus moaned and cooed and growled, more than en-
joying how different this was. The Human lost in lust, not him. 
Having a Human still make active decisions in the lust making 
was a remarkable turn on. He then pulled the woman’s head back 
in, and squirt a quick blob of his cum down her throat. 

Lucinda’s eyes opened wide. It was strange, orgasmic, and 
somehow truly wonderful. The lustful moment felt like it lasted 
for hours, before Asmodeus forced her head around his massive 
shaft just that much more deeply, spewing massive streams of his 
thick cum into her. Her eyes rolled into the back of her head, or-
gasmic juices overwhelming her. Eventually, she found herself 
laying breathless on the long chair. 

Asmodeus looked down onto her, and said, “Congratula-
tions, Lucinda, you’ve taken your first step into Alpha-dom …” 

* * * * 

In the first few days, living in one of the basement levels of 
Asmodeus’ tower, Lucinda didn’t seem to change physically too 
much. She did notice an increased flexibility, strength, and stami-
na, and she was already at peak for those prior. At the same time, 
she had no real control. Asmodeus and his Alphas world come to 
her or she would be led to them. The lust was pure and awe-in-
spiring. And every time she experienced it, a little piece of her 
humanity was burned away … 

Lucinda found herself led to another room. A tall, muscular, 
voluptuous Alpha sat on a gushy green chair, smiling hungrily. 
The smooth skinned Demon with very dark hair wore a form fit-
ting, red dress 
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“Sit,” she ordered, pointing to the small folding chair beside 
her. 

Lucinda did so, feeling the high level of corrupting lust 
flowing out of the Demon  

“Take my boots off, and worship my feet.” 
She did so. The long, deep red clawed, feet felt like soft la-

tex. Their scent was intoxicating, making her drool. 
“Feels great!” 
“Your feet are so hot,” Lucinda breathed, rubbing deeper. 

The deep contact somehow allowed the demonic lust to flow right 
through her hands, making them tingle in addictive, almost or-
gasmic ways. She pressed the feet directly on her chest to make 
her chest feel that pleasure. “Oh, fuck …” she breathed, before 
she kissed the foot, making her lips tingle in that lustful pleasure. 
Feeling up the firm calves, she began to make out with the toes, 
filling her mouth with lust. 

“Oh, you were born to be at a Demon’s feet!” the De-
moness resonated. “Come on up to this Demon’s crotch, there’s a 
surprise for you!” 

Lucinda practically made out with the long, macular leg, 
and eventually saw the two foot long member pulsating upward. 
Genders amongst Lust Demons were fairly fluid, especially 
amongst the shape changing Alphas. In the case of this one, “she” 
looked fully feminine besides the “unsurprising” dick. Without a 
second thought, Lucinda took it all in her mouth. Her throat dis-
tended noticeably to accommodate the massive thing. Lucinda 
could barely breath, but was enjoying every second, moving her 
head up and down the shaft in the most hungry of ways. 

The Demoness petted Lucinda’s hair possessively, encour-
agingly. Lucinda then playfully licked from the large balls to the 
reddest of tips. She was soon guided almost passively by the De-
moness, hand applying pressure to the back of her head. 

“Shit!” the Demoness exclaimed. “So good at that! You sure 
you don’t wanna become my personal thrall instead?” 
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“I’ll fuck you better when I’m an Alpha!” Lucinda teased, 
with more honesty than she yet knew. 

“My, my! … Get back to my dick!” 
Lucinda did so, bobbing and sucking with just that much 

more intensity, while her breasts were played with. The De-
moness then grabbed the back of her head with both hands, and 
pressed every last bit of the dick down the Human’s throat, 
thrusting into the head. 

“Oh, yeah, YEAH, that’s it, Human!” 
Lucinda was eventually released, allowed to breath, before 

going back to the throbbing monstrosity jus that much more play-
fully. She sucked, she bobbed, she sucked the side of the shaft. 

“Rub that between your tits!” 
Lucinda’s small Bs were wholly inadequate to do the job, 

but she did her best. With the Demoness smiling deviously, Lu-
cinda felt a growing pressure and pleasure within her breasts. Her 
breasts grew dramatically, as the proportionally growing nipples 
and areolae becoming the reddest of red. 

“Oh, fuck!” Lucinda cooed from her breast transformation. 
They seemed a healthy DDD now. They were more different than 
that though. With the demonic monster in between, the firm 
globes felt like her own sensitive pussy, while the nipples tingled 
incessantly. 

“Like the upgrade?” 
All Lucinda could do was moan in pleasure, and thank the 

Demoness with a tongue-filled kiss of pure lust. 
Lucinda soon found herself on the bed, cradled by the De-

moness from behind, dick teasingly close to her twitching pussy. 
They kissed hungrily, before the monstrosity penetrated Lucinda 
hard. The thrusts were wild, rough. She was impaled so deeply, as 
her insides were already changed to feel it all in the upmost of 
pleasure. 

She was then on her back, legs wide, taking the Demon dick 
just that much more deeply. Indeed, that dick probably was bigger 
than before. At the same time, hands groped Lucinda’s now su-
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per-sensitive breasts, nipples of which were almost painfully  
aroused. 

All Lucinda could do was cry with pleasure, her body con-
sumed by the lust being forced into it. The thrusts, the gropes 
filled with the roughest of passions, alternating between fast and 
slow paces. After a while, all Lucinda could do was lay back and 
take the downright brutal onslaught, dreaming for more.  

The Demoness then grasped Lucinda’s neck, and began to 
thrust harder, almost painfully. Lucinda could barely breath, but 
could gasp quickly when her massive breasts were intermittently 
played with. 

Lucinda soon found herself ordered to suck off the dick 
covered with Human and Demon juices. She was then ordered to 
lay back and jerk the monster dick off with her feet. She did so. 
The leaking juices quickly altered her feet to make them sensitive 
like her breasts, basically turning her clamped feet into a literal 
foot-pussy. The dark, lustful pleasure reverberated up her ankles, 
legs, pussy, while she squeezed her breasts, which seemed to 
slowly be filling with their own juices. 

“Your feet are so fuckin’ good!” the Alpha cooed. 
“Just that much better thanks to you!” Lucinda blurted, lit-

erally starting to feel what could only be described as pre-cum 
coming from her large, erect nipples. 

Lucinda didn’t just stroke the dick with her arches. She 
played with it, she groped it, she toed it. 

“Oh, if you were just gonna become a thrall, you’d be my 
foot-slave forever!” the Alpha Demoness cooed. “Get on all fours.” 

Lucinda soon found her ass and pussy being consumed 
from behind. But then, something strange happened. Well, 
stranger than what had been, perhaps. Lucinda found herself lick-
ing the asshole of the Alpha. It was as if the world blurred for a 
moment, and she lost time. Regardless, it tasted so fucking good 
to consume the sensitive hole of pure lust. Lucinda’s own lips and 
tongue were so sensitive by this point it could only feel glorious. 
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She began to stroke the yet larger dick at the same time; did not 
want to stop unless ordered or reality bent again.  

“Fuck yeah, that’s so fuckin’ good, Human! First one to 
make me so big and hard!” 

Lucinda quickly found herself back to all fours with her ass 
being eaten out from above. She moaned loudly from the wild 
tongue, and fingers playing with her wet pussy.  

“Oh, fuck yes, PLEASE!” Lucinda cried in epic pleasure. 
“HOLY FUCK!” Lucinda screamed, the massive member forced 
into her greatly expanded anal cavity. The anal pleasure was per-
haps the most pure, more powerful lust she had felt up to this 
point. Her screams of pleasure were so loud. She could live in the 
moment forever and care about nothing else. She could not be-
lieve how intense this was. Well, it wasn’t like she had enough of 
a mind to truly process the sheer epic pleasure of it. The thrusts 
just kept coming! It was an orgasmic state — her tits spewing 
milk-like cum everywhere, but so powerful it had no right to still 
be called orgasmic (pussy spewing cum, too). And then, Demon 
cum exploded into ass, thick endless streams and blobs. She lost 
her voice in her insane cries of pleasure, and blacked out … 

The Alpha Demoness led Lucinda back to her room. 
“Hey, you never asked my name, Lucinda.” 
“Oh, what’s your name?” 
“Asmodeus!” she said matter-of-factly. 
“Oh, didn’t realize …” 
“Does it matter?” 
Lucinda shook her head. 
The Demon Monarch left … 

Later that night, Lucinda found herself examining her new 
breasts, feeling them as she felt as if a piece of her humanity was 
burned away in the lustful onslaught earlier. It was a difficult to 
comprehend the feeling, to lose a piece of one’s humanity. It was  
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like feeling a little less of that magic during childhood, while pure 
lust filled that void. 

Still, she found herself becoming lost in the pleasure of her 
new, deeply red nippled breasts. Her hands squeezed from the 
outside of the globes to the tips of her hard nipples. The moans 
were of pure lust. She especially found herself paying attention to 
the powerfully red nipples, sometimes twisting her fingers around 
the base. There was no pacing on this upgraded zone of pleasure. 
Hands moving fastener, deeper, she found herself orgasming hard 
and fast. Wide eyed, that milk-like cum spewed out onto the mir-
ror. 

It smelled so fucking good, like a musky sweet morning 
dew. Without thinking, Lucinda licked the cum off the mirror, 
seeing in her very eyes another small piece of her humanity fall 
away … 

* * * * 

As the days began to roll together, sometimes the scenes of 
lustful tortures took almost nothing of her humanity but some 
took away a lot. It was always more when parts of her were 
changed physically … 

A domineering Alpha Demoness came to her one morning. 
The hair was hypnotically dark, while the skin a shimmering rub-
ber with what looked like tattooed patterns throughout. She wore 
tight fishnet stockings over her powerful legs, and strapped, black 
high heals. 

“Dress yourself with the clothing on the edge of the bed. I 
am your Mistress for the session. Do not speak unless spoken to,” 
the Alpha ordered. 

The black leather attire consisted of hip high panties, and a 
top that could only be described as a kind of harness. This harness 
strapped around her waist and chest, while a strap connected to a 
collar. She put it all on with a surprising ease. 

“Now get on all fours.” 
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Lucinda did so. 
The Alpha then hooked a chain leash to the collar, and led 

Lucinda on all fours to a truly white room. There was a curved 
white couch, as there was a gush white carped. Lucinda found 
herself admiring the Demon-like, shiny black claws protruding 
from her own hands and feet now. 

The Alpha sat, and ordered, “Turn around and sit.” 
Lucinda remarkably interpreted the order to stay on the 

floor and sit with her legs folded underneath. 
“There you go. Very good.” 
Lucinda felt lustful pleasure in making this Alpha happy. 
“Such a pretty thing!” The Alpha grasped her head, and 

forced a kiss. 
Lucinda smiled hungrily. 
“You liked that, didn’t you?” she asked, grasping Lucinda at 

the cheeks. 
“Yes …” 
“Yes?” she began so smack Lucinda repeatedly on the 

cheek. 
“Yes, Mistress, Yes!” 
Smack, smack, smack! “You know your feet are pretty like 

your Human face! Show them to me.” She patted the couch. “Sit 
on the couch.” 

“Yes, mishtresh!” she forced, finger pulling back her cheek. 
On the couch, Lucinda placed her feed on the Alpha’s lap.  
“Very nice!” the Alpha complemented before spitting on 

them, feeling them, licking them. 
“Thank you, Mistress!” 
“Suck your own toe.” 
Lucinda took the foot given back to her, and began to suck 

off the tasty big toe with Demon spit all over it. 
“OOO, good! Deeper, that’s it. Yeah, put it all in there!” 
Now hanging on every word like she was a God, Lucinda 

almost desperately shoved her own foot in her mouth as deeply as 
she could. The tops of her toe claws brushed up against the back 
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of her wide open throat. It of course felt awesome, her mouth and 
feet deeply sensitive when stimulated, making her moan. All the 
while, the Alpha had a firm grasp on the leash. She eventually had 
to remove it to breath. 

“Good girl!” 
“Thank you, Mistress!” she breathed, before the Alpha 

shoved fingers down her throat to force more spit to come out. 
That spit rubbed all over Lucinda’s foot. 

The then kissed lustfully. “Back on the floor!” 
Lucinda did so quickly upon affirmation. 
“Like my shoes?” 
“Yes, I love them, Mistress. They’re super hot.” 
“Give them some lust, some kisses!” 
Lucinda desperately worked to kiss the shoes with as much 

lust as she could. The Alpha possessively petted her hair. 
“UMMMM! Take off my shoes” 
“Yes, Mistress,” she breathed through the lustful arousal. 

The more she followed this Alpha’s orders the more pleasure she 
felt. 

It did take some effort to remove the shoes, each having 
multiple very tight straps to unclasp. 

“Faster, faster!” the Alpha teased. 
Lucinda tried to quicken her pace anyway. 
“Tell me how lucky you are to be so close to your Mistress’ 

feet!” 
“I’m so lucky to be so close to your feet, Mistress!” she said 

honestly. With a kind of desperation, the shoes were finally re-
moved. 

The Alpha grasped Lucinda’s head. “Wanna see my feet?” 
Deep smooch. 

“Yes, Mistress.” 
“You want my feet in you mouth?” Deep smooch. 
“Yes, Mistress, Please!” 
“Well, since you’re so polite!” 
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The foot was presented to Lucinda, who desperately took 
the large, addictive Demon foot into her mouth, worshiping. She 
found herself ordered to take it deeper, forcing her mouth open 
wide. The taste of the foot and stockings was almost too much, it 
permeating her senses. Eventually, the other foot found its way 
down her throat, going in up to the heel. Her eyes rolled into the 
back of her head, the demonic pleasures overwhelming. 

The Alpha then rolled off the stockings, pulled out the spit 
soaked foot, and wrapped the stocking around Lucinda’s head. 
They sloppily made out through those fishnets, which retained 
the scent of the addicting feet.  

Now partly gagged by the stockings, Lucinda found herself 
sucking off the bare Demon foot. It was quite remarkable that her 
mouth and throat were never scratched by the sharp claws. 

She was then ordered to take the other, still stockinged foot. 
This time she found the foot pressed up against her face, before 
she was allowed to choke on the foot. 

The Alpha then removed her foot and her stocking, and 
yanked Lucinda up with the leash for the hungry kiss.  

“Stand and take you panties off, for me … Yes!” 
While Lucinda pleasurably did as ordered, the Alpha play-

fully smacked her ass, before ordering her back up onto the couch 
on all fours. The Alpha played with her ass, making Lucinda 
squeak and moan. Demonic fingers played with her pussy, as a 
demonic touch played with her asshole. 

Now fingering both the ass and pussy, the Alpha pro-
claimed, “You did a great job sucking off my feet. You deserved a 
treat.” 

“Yes, thank you, Mistress!” Lucinda said quickly. 
Her ass and pussy were finger wildly, making Lucinda 

scream with pleasure. 
“You’re gonna cum?” 
“I am, Mistress! Please make me cum!” 
Her pussy soon came hard and wet, even her nipples squirt 

a little. Lucinda was then turned around, and found the De-
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moness squeezing and sucking her globes, making her moan 
hard. 

“Lay on your back.” 
She did so. 
“Touch my pussy with your toes … Yeah … Shove your toes 

in there … Yeah! You’re doing such a great job pleasuring your 
Mistress! Tell me how much you want you Mistress to cum!” 

“I want you to cum so fucking bad, Mistress! I’ll do anything 
for you!” 

With a loud, Demonic growl, the Alpha squirt massive 
amount of her thick cum all over Lucinda’s feet. 

Lucinda was ordered to lap it all up, off her own feet first. 
She almost desperately took her own feet, and lapped them clean. 
The cum was so potent that Lucinda knew it was filled with de-
monic sperm. All she could do was slurp up all she saw, having 
mini-orgasms as she consumed. 

The Alpha was soon pleasuring Lucinda’s feet in compli-
ment, the Alpha on top of the couch and Lucinda back on the 
floor. It felt so good that Lucinda found herself in a state of or-
gasm. 

“Damn Human feet are so good, even with Demon claws! 
Now your final reward for making this Demon so frenzied in 
lust!” 

Lucinda’s feet just below the Demoness’ pussy, the Alpha 
began to finger and rub wildly. And soon, streamed of her thick 
cum flowed onto Lucinda’s legs and feet. So much of it was on 
her that she found herself orgasming everywhere herself. 

“EAT IT, RUB IT ALL OVER YOU, BATH IN IT!” the Alpha 
screamed. “It’s my reward to you!” 

Lucinda almost desperately consumed it from her feet, as 
she rubbed the orgasmic goo all over her. The cum just kept com-
ing, as Lucinda herself could only cum! She really was being 
bathed in it. While it soaked into her pores, she saw her skin be-
gin to change. It began to shift to a crimson red, as it began to 
shimmer. The skin on her main body began to develop tightly in-
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terlocking scales, while the skin on her head and hands were 
smooth and a slightly lighter tone on her soles and palms. Her 
nipples and areolae had that same latex smoothness, while they 
shifted to an almost blood red. She eventually lay back, feeling a 
large swath of her humanity be consumed by lustful demonism … 

* * * * 

Days, weeks may have passed since she first tased the dick 
of Asmodeus, Lucinda found herself unable to tell time anymore. 
She’s looked in the mirror and saw something a little different 
everyday. She was sure she was much taller and muscular now, at 
least seven feet tall. It was almost amusing to see her bracelet 
flush with the scaly skin of her arm. Her now black hair was con-
gealing at the bangs in a way that suggested horns were forming. 
At the same time, her tailbone was protruding noticeably. She 
also found it very uncomfortable to not stand on the balls of her 
elongated feet. 

In some ways, she still felt a little more Human than what 
she saw in the mirror. Ironically, the goal was to not be Human 
anymore, and knew it was counterproductive to be looking for 
what was still Human about her, which did include her green 
eyes. Most Lust Demons had either black or red cat-eyes. Regard-
less, she had been only consuming demonic cum for days … 

A sexily muscular Demoness walked into the room. Lucinda 
now being about seven feet tall herself, “tall” had become a 
meaningless description for those top level Lust Demons. 

“Asmodeus …” Lucinda breathed. The fact that Asmodeus 
walked into the room was not what surprised her. Asmodeus al-
ready fucked her on and off, whether she knew it or not. What 
really surprised her was how she knew it was Asmodeus. 

She smirked. “Your eyes may not look Demon yet, but they 
can already see more truth than they ever have.” 
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“So, what will it be today, Asmodeus? Casual fuck on the 
beach with everyone in the city watching?” 

She laughed toothily. “Not yet. I do understand you’ve been 
cooped up in here … Darren will be in your dreams tonight. I was 
dreaming a city-wide orgy when he showed up in my head a few 
days ago. No wonder no one really likes working with the former 
Antichrist!” 

“Won’t argue there, Azzy!” 
“We’ll have time for pet-names in coitus later, Lucy. First, 

here and now, it is time you graduated into your Demon-hood. 
Then, you must learn to take control as an Alpha Demon. Your 
Master’s in Lust Demonology. 

“No Lust Demon PhD?” Lucinda teased. 
“I got the only one!” she said with a fanged smirk. 
Asmodeus then picked up the breathless Lucinda like she 

weighed nothing, and tossed her onto the bed … 
Lucinda felt the waves of the monarch’s lust turned up to 

maximum, a level that blew the minds of even Alphas. It also was 
the level that could literally transform a Human into Lust Demon 
overnight. This was it. There was a sense of excitement. She was, 
indeed, far more Demon than Human already. Save for retaining 
her willpower, she could feel her very genetic code coming into its 
final changes. 

In the blur of ultimate lust, Lucinda found herself laying on 
her back with hot candles melding on her all but truly demonic 
body. A candle was suddenly in her mouth, or perhaps it was 
there from the start of this cornerstone session. All she could do 
was feel her textured body, the hot wax melting and solidifying 
on it. She rubbed her sensitive, highly elastic pussy, moaning. 

Asmodeus was there, slithering, letting her lust radiate out 
into Lucinda, who felt her changing hair. The bangs were now 
twisting tightly into textured black horns, which curved and con-
nected at the rear to create a kind of dark crown. Her protruding 
tailbone began to pleasurably tingle like a tongue flicking her 
pussy lips. 
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Her crotch then thighs were licked by Asmodeus, before 
they made out in pure, passionate lust. The candles being gone 
barely registered. Indeed, the distraction of Lucinda’s tongue be-
coming long and snakelike — teeth becoming sharper with slight-
ly lengthened canines — merely enhanced the pleasure of tasting 
the Demon Queen’s mouth. 

Pale-clawed hand tightly around her throat, she lay back, 
lost in the epic waves of pleasure at the Queen’s lips sucking off 
her erect nipples. Lucinda could not breath, but breathing was 
less important than it used to be.  

Asmodeus released her grip on the throat and almost rever-
ently felt the now solid Demon horns around Lucinda’s head. Lu-
cinda found herself feeling Asmodeus’ massive, smooth, red 
horns with an equal reverence. With a continued reverence, Lu-
cinda felt down the Queen’s body, the chest. The fact that Lucin-
da’s reverence was on her own will visibly pleased Asmodeus in a 
new and wonderful way. 

The Queen leaned down, hot breath of lust and full ruby 
red lips brushing Lucinda’s orgasmic skin. Asmodeus moved 
down to give a long kiss to her eye and to the other. Lucinda 
slowly opened her eyes to a world as the same as it was different. 
They were now the eyes of an animalistic hunter, a hunter always 
seeking lust. She could perceive the lusts in everything, and like 
an infinitely red halo, she could see the epic lust of the epony-
mous Queen.  

Looking into the Queen’s strikingly red eyes, Lucinda fell 
into the blackness of the Queen’s opened pupil slits. Lucinda saw 
herself standing on the balls of her elongated, clawed feet. She 
saw what she had become — or about to. The image of her 
stroked the long, thick tail with black clawed hands, as she be-
came mesmerized by her own eyes. The white became blackness, 
the irises became a crimson red, and the slits were a blackness so 
dark nothing could escape. She fell into the eyes of the image of 
her demonic self and found herself again.  

This image of her asked, “What are you?” 
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“I am an Alpha Demon of Lust unchanged to any Demon!” 
Lucinda proclaimed joyously. 

Lucinda then pulled herself out of her own image of truth, 
and then out of the truth of Asmodeus’ eyes. Asmodeus felt utter 
excitement at how different that was, because Lucinda was the 
first — probably last — Demon to ever escape that moment of 
Demonic Truth without help. That was the moment all other 
Demons of Lust consciously became forever chained to Asmodeus. 

The new, unchained Demon found herself worshiping As-
modeus’ healthy breasts with her mouth and figuring that 
Queens hot and wet pussy. Lucinda joyously sucked the flowing 
milk-cum from the Queen’s teat. Lucinda’s passionate motions 
were not of a desperate zealot, but of a being hungry for lust. 

Mouth full of orgasmic cum-milk, Lucinda began to make 
out with the Queen, tightly grasping her throat. At the same 
time, Lucinda turned her natural lust emanations to maximum, 
which was genuinely not that far off from Asmodeus’ at that 
point. 

Asmodeus cooed orgasmically, while Lucinda pushed her 
down with the neck grasping hand. She released her hand from 
the Queen’s throat, and gave her a hard smack, much to the 
Queens pleasurable surprise. Lucinda then began to wildly rub 
and finger Asmodeus dripping pussy, intermittently suckling the 
Queen’s dripping nipples. Lucinda’s now long, thick, scaly tail 
swayed and flicked joyously, asynchronously with Asmodeus’. 

With a hungry kiss, Lucinda let Asmodeus take control, 
leaning back and opening her powerful legs wide. The Queen 
immediately began to make out wildly with Lucinda’s hot, wet 
pussy, making Lucinda moan and growl in the pleasure. 

Lucinda then grasped Asmodeus’ head, and pulled it up for 
a deep, slithering kiss. She pulled back and smacked the Queen 
hard enough to have smashed the jaw of a Human. SMACK! 

“Oh, I love it!” Asmodeus decreed in amazement. “Give me 
more!” 
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SMACK! In a blatant show on independence, Lucinda then 
grasped Asmodeus’ throat with all her new, superhuman 
strength. Then, release and SMACK! 

“Holy, fuck!” the Queen proclaimed. This really was the first 
time in Asmodeus’ eons-long life that she was not truly in control 
of this kind of event. The feeling was new and different, and at a 
level of lust she rarely achieved. 

Lucinda lay back, and the Queen excitedly consumed the 
young Demon’s pussy for a few moments. The Queen was then 
guided to Lucinda’s happily aroused breasts, and the Queen hap-
pily sucked, drinking the cum-milk Lucinda willed herself to re-
lease. The Queen even snuck in a few playful smacks, before Lu-
cinda forced a deep kiss. Almost desperately, Asmodeus went 
back to the tasty breast, sucking out all she could. 

Asmodeus soon found Lucinda’s hand again wrapped tight-
ly around her throat, and guided onto her back. SMACK! Deep 
kiss. “OH!” was all Asmodeus could blurt out among their primal 
moans and grunts. Lucinda then playfully groped the Queen’s 
tits, before moving down to the wet crotch. The Queen could not 
have enjoyed the succeeding onslaught more! Lucinda groped, 
fingered, SMACKED, inhaled the Demon Queen’s twitching pussy. 

“Oh, fuck, yeah!” the Queen cooed orgasmically. 
Lucinda did not care, and merely consumed every drop of 

cum before resuming the lustful attack. 
The Queen grabbed Lucinda’s head to pull in for a deep kiss 

and hard smack of her own. Attacking the Queen’s pussy with 
one hand, Lucinda grasped the Queen’s neck with the other. The 
Queen grasped Lucinda’s neck for a moment, before falling back 
to the ecstasy of the moment. 

Lucinda SMACKED her again, and while widely fingering 
the Queen’s pussy, they leaned in, touching hot foreheads, smack-
ing one another. Aggressively making out with the neck — pene-
trating it with her teeth, Asmodeus practically absorbed Lucinda’s 
attention. Lucinda briefly went back to the Queen’s globes for a 
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moment for a quick drink, before going to all fours, ass toward 
the Queen. 

Asmodeus did not need much more of an invitation, and 
immediately went for that rear! She groped the cheeks, inhaled the 
asshole and pussy. 

“How’s my pussy taste, Azzy?” 
“It’s so fuckin’ good, Lucy!” 
“Tell me all about it! UMMMMMM!” 
“SO JUICY! … I’m gonna burrow my face into your ass!” 
Asmodeus did as she said, wildly wiggling her head into 

Lucinda’s spreading anal cavity. Lucinda came with her up there, 
the Queen inhaling and absorbing the smothering cum. She 
pulled out, and began to attack the pussy, spitting on it. 

“Oh, yeah, Azzy! Spit on it again, again!” 
Asmodeus did so with an even bigger, greener blob of hot 

spit. 
“Good Queen!” Lucinda teased. 
Asmodeus rubbed and fingered the pussy so fast that the 

Human eye could not have fully perceived the motion. 
“Ah-HO!” she came a little. 
“The Queen made your pussy all fuckin’ wet, huh?” she 

teased, before making out with the cum-soaked crotch. 
Lucinda grabbed her twitching tail, and began to wildly 

suck it off. “Yeah, Azzy! Get right into my fuckin’ pussy!” She 
quickly shoved her own tasty tail back into her drooling mouth. 

As requested, Asmodeus wiggled herself into the wet pussy 
in the wildest of motions. Lucinda soon came hard, Asmodeus 
quickly absorbing all the juices 

“You have such a pretty ass and pussy, Lucy!” the Queen 
growled after pulling out. 

Still more than excited, Lucinda lay back and called for the 
Queen’s pussy. Fingering herself desperately, Lucinda was smoth-
ered by the Queen of Lust’s pussy, the young Demon’s free hand 
groping and SMACKING the Queen’s ass. Lucinda couldn’t breath, 
not that it mattered in the short term. 
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“Oh, yeah, I love your fuckin’ mouth attacking my damned 
clit!” Asmodeus cooed. 

Lucinda quickly slipped away, leaving Asmodeus passively 
on all fours. She began to grope the Queen’s pussy and SMACK 
the firm ass cheeks. She spit and groped, making the Queen coo 
loudly.  

“Oh, spank my ass!” Asmodeus cooed. “Make it even red-
der!” 

Lucinda intermittently smacked so hard that the energy 
wave visibly traveled up the Demon Queen’s body. 

“Oh yeah, YEAH!” 
Lucinda now just roped and fingered, at one reaching 

around to finger at another angle. She even thrust hard into the 
Queen’s ass in time with the deep fingering. 

“My turn again!” Lucinda breathed teasingly. 
Lucinda went most to her side, and Asmodeus mediately 

went for that rear, spitting all over it. She twisted herself inhu-
manly to watch. 

“Never enough of my spit!” Asmodeus proclaimed. 
“Oh, it tastes fo fuckin’ good!” 
“What’s it taste like?” she asked pulling up the Queen by 

the hair. “Describe it!” 
“Like sweet lust!” the Queen growled through sharp teeth. 
“UMMM! Getting drunk on my pussy?” 
Lucinda aggressively moved in to kiss and lick the juices off 

the Queens face. 
“Yeah, the Queen’s pussy drunk!” 
Lucinda saw Asmodeus rubbing and fingering herself, and 

requested, “Show me what you like. Show me how the Queen of 
Lust pleasures herself!” 

They naturally learned back insanely attacking their pussies. 
Lucinda watched and imitated the Queen, who was letting herself 
become lost in the profound lust. 

“Tell me how it feels, Queen!” 
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“UMMMMM! I feel pussy muscles fucking my fingers. So 
good!” 

“Fuck yeah!” 
Lucinda leaned over above the Queen, and began to rub her 

clit from behind, watching the Queen of Lust in her purest of 
lust. Their eyes met, and the fell into each other’s eyes. Within, 
they simply saw each other in the throws of total ecstasy, before 
pulling back out. 

“Oh, fuck!” the Queen exclaimed, before pulling up for lust-
ful smooches and smacking. 

While the Queen came harder than ever, Lucinda intermit-
tently squeezed the Queen’s throat and SMACKED. 

“Damn, I love it!” Lucinda cooed. “You like having an Alpha 
fuck you rough, huh?” 

“Huh-yeah!” Asmodeus cooed, squeaking at the further 
SMACKS on her face and breasts. 

Lucinda took a quick drink from Asmodeus’ breast, and 
said, “I want you to cum again, but harder, Azzy! I want you to 
cum with me!” 

Every time their eyes met now, they briefly fell in, and every 
time they briefly fall in, they nearly came right after. It was almost 
like they were edging themselves in a way neither knew was pos-
sible. 

“Oh, fuck! I can’t hold it anymore!” Asmodeus cried. 
And soon, they both exploded gallons all over each other, 

making them cum just that much more … 
Neither put any effort into consuming the mess. They just 

laid there in a pool of their intermingling demonic juices, having 
fallen into their eyes. They simply shared their abyss of true lust 
…  

* * * *  

“I don’t really recognize myself anymore, Darren …” Lucin-
da said, looking at her claws, red latex hands. In the dream, they 
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sat in some generic military vehicle. The night around them was 
dark and filled with fog. 

“You’re doing what you have to do, Lucinda.” 
“I know. Just an honest observation. I agreed to this in total 

honesty to Asmodeus.” 
“Any headway?” 
“Well,” she began with a subtle laugh. “The Monarch pri-

marily concentrated on my transformation, and now I’ll be train-
ing to learn the full extent of my Alpha-hood, which I mostly 
know already … I really don’t know if or how I can convince him 
to join Humans.” 

“Hmmm …” 
“You wanna know something, Darran? I am liking this,” she 

said, giving her sensitive tail a quick stroke. “The truth, the lust, 
all of it. My next step is all about taking control, which I practical-
ly already did. I’m now an Alpha Lust Demon that made epic lust 
with Asmodeus after all … I’ll take Humans and then Sub-alphas. 
I will seduce and fuck them, dominate them. I wanna seduce and 
take you right here and now! Of course, I can sense your asexuali-
ty. I sense I need to learn the full extent of my power as an Alpha 
to even have a chance, and oh, how I want to try.” 

Darren brushed away Lucinda’s tail stroking his cheek. 
“Don’t lose sight on why you are doing this. You know as much 
as I that the true end of this world will affect every living thing on 
this planet: Human, Demon, everything.” 

She smiled disarmingly. “I know. I’m just telling you the 
truth of what I am becoming. When the moment comes, I will 
work with Asmodeus to change everything …” 

The Power of the Alpha 
Lucinda awoke the next morning feeling truly refreshed. 

Her dreams post-Darren were deep and filled with what would 
have been impossible sex if she was still Human. She looked into 
the mirror, and smiled with her full lips, waving her fleshy, sensi-
tive tail behind. Looking at her black claws, she decided that she 
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didn’t like their present color. Concentrating, she shifted them to 
a shimmering crimson. If she did not already know so much 
about Demons, that would not have been a possible task at this 
point. Indeed, with practice, such physical changes, as well as 
control of her lust emanations, would become second nature, as 
natural as how she now walked on the balls of her feet. 

For the first time since she was brought down there, the 
door was left unlocked. She walked out, and went to the elevator. 
A keycard was taped eye level on the back of the compartment, 
along with a quick note: This will give you express access to 
anywhere in the complex — Azzy. 

She took the card, and waved it over the card symbol over 
the floor buttons. The “express” light illuminated next to the 
symbol. She pressed the button for the top level, hoping to see 
Asmodeus there to move things along. 

At the top of the tower, Asmodeus — male form — quietly 
lay back on his long chair, receiving a passionate blow job from 
his personal thrall. The moment he saw Lucinda, he came into 
the thralls mouth, and shooed the little Demon away. 

“Late sleeper?” he asked casually. 
“Some things don’t change, I guess,” she shrugged. 
He clapped his hand together excitedly. “OK! Let’s get going 

on this. I or any other Alpha is happy to advise, but you are far 
and ahead of most at this stage. Love the nails! This is your show 
now. You must take a Human and Sub-alpha for your own plea-
sure to prove yourself as an Alpha. I don’t recommend taking 
them permanently. Even thralls need to be fed sometimes! But 
again, it’s all up to you now. 

Lucinda looked down to Asmodeus’ half-mast monstrosity. 
“Could use some breakfast first, Azzy.” 

“Well, let me arrange that for you!” He was at full mast in 
an instant, all several feet of him. 

Almost horrifyingly opening her mouth and throat wide to 
accommodate, Lucinda began to consume the King’s record 
length anaconda. With some concentration, she willed her body to 
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expand for it. This led to her athletically lifting herself in a practi-
cal handstand, while lifting herself up and down. She took it all. 

“Holy shit, Lucy! Wish all my Alphas took to this so quickly 
— WOAH. Honestly, Most may have transformed must quicker 
than — ERRRR — you, but they sssstill had to be trained in their 
new abill — WOAH — abilities. No one fucks me like you!” 

Lucinda went up and down like a machine, excitedly quick-
ening her pace at the taste of his pre-cum. Up and down she 
went, so fucking hungry for the most potent of Demon cum. And 
eventually, the King of Lust let loose his demonic load, actively 
trying to overfill her. To his happy surprise, she did not let one 
drop escape her, even though she was consuming gallons-worth 
all upside down! 

With a surprisingly graceful move, the more than satisfied 
Lucinda orgasmically launched herself off the deflating dick, and 
landed firmly on the balls of her feet. She scooped up and ate her 
own escaping cum, and said, “Azzy, that was great!” 

* * * * 

Lucinda decided to be bold in proving herself. Yes, she liked 
that it would impress Asmodeus, but this was mostly because she 
still felt devoted to her mission. Darren was right: if she failed, 
that might just be it for everything, and a meaningless war would 
just continue on elsewhere, destroying everything there, too. So, 
she decided to take a Human and Sub-alpha at the same time. 

In the most blatant attire — black high heels, black leather 
short shorts, and very revealing black top, Lucinda walked into 
the main bar of the Tower of Lust Casino. The Sub-alpha female 
and Human male saw her almost immediately, jaws dropped. 

“Did not expect this!” the Sub-alpha proclaimed. 
“Nor did I! Remember his name: Jack. What was your name 

again?” Lucinda was mesmerizing the two with her lust emana-
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tions, just barely able to focus it on them. Well, others in the 
room were looking as her. 

“Nancy,” she said with a smirk, flicking her tail. Her lust 
halo was darkening, as was her co-workers. 

“Well, Jack and Nancy. I think I still am a very patient be-
ing, but what I need to do to confirm my new state of existence 
really needs to be done as soon as possible.” 

“I see!” Nancy exclaimed, glancing at the blatantly excited 
Jack. She picked up the wireless phone behind the bar. “Hey, Jack 
and I need to take the rest of the day off. A very forward Alpha 
just walked in … Yup! Thanks!” She hung up … 

Lucinda had the Human at the main desk get them an avail-
able suite, didn’t care which one it was. Before heading up, Lu-
cinda ordered about a gallon of erotic oils for the room, a certain-
ly primal impulse. 

The Demons had Jack wait for them inside, as a tease, while 
the two beings of lust rubbed oils into their smooth, latex-like 
skin. Well, besides the oil Lucinda squirt onto Nancy, Lucinda had 
Nancy do most of the work. 

The Sub-alpha knew just how to rub in the oil in the most 
teasing of ways. She rubbed the oil in everywhere, but paid spe-
cial attention around the erect nipples and the inner thighs. 

“Feel good, Lucinda?” she resonated. 
“Awesome!” 
“Thank you, Alpha!” she cooed, while deeply, reverently 

rubbing the oil into her superior’s long feet. 
Lucinda did find it remarkable how easy it was to dominate 

the lesser Demon. Again, knowing just about everything about 
Lust Demons practically made this part of the process redundant. 
Otherwise, Lucinda would be needing aid from others to even 
understand how Alphas made all beneath then cower at a thought. 
Lucinda just applied what she knew with the help of her new in-
stincts. 
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Just to see if she could, Lucinda then had Nancy sit between 
her legs and bosom on a mere thought. And yes, Nancy just did it 
without a word, practically melting into the larger, superior De-
mon. The open secret was that this was all encoded at the genetic 
level. Nancy wanted to be subservient to Lucinda. 

Lucinda then began to squirt more oil all over Nancy’s 
smaller but perfectly shaped chest. They both rubbed the new 
layer of goo into the sensitive breasts, making Nancy coo oh so 
joyously. Amongst the possessive groping, Lucinda wrapped her 
legs around Nancy, who squirmed joyously. Nancy then just took 
a bottle and squirt more juice onto herself. They bathed within the 
oil, absorbing the lust created out of it. 

On Lucinda’s will, Nancy then stood at the ready, and they 
walked into the room with blue-balled jack. He just sat there 
naked, watching the show from the inside. The Demons then 
playfully squirt the oil all over him, giggling. 

“Holy shit, it’s cold!” he chuckled. 
As a Human, Jack could be fully controlled sexually by both 

Demons in the room. So, on Lucinda’s will, the Lust Demons as-
serted themselves on to the eager Jack. He would have done any-
thing they said anyway, but Lucinda was required to prove herself 
as an Alpha. In the end, all this was choreographed by Lucinda. 

Like a mini slip-n-slide, Nancy then slid herself over Jack’s 
crotch, making pre-cum flow. Nancy playfully squirt more oil all 
over them. The Alpha eventually joined in, turning the trio into a 
sexy, slippery mass for few moments. 

Lucinda slid out of the slippery pile. She poured more oil 
onto her domineering body, while Nancy slithered and groped 
herself on top of Jack, which himself was pouring more oil all 
over them. 

The Alpha began to play with Nancy’s pussy, before groping 
her from head to toes. Jack found himself groped as well. Lucinda 
ensured her very touch stimulated every contacted nerve in the 
most pleasurable ways. 
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She then had Jack clamp down Nancy with his legs, and 
then smacked and rubbed Nancy’s pussy. The Sub-alpha cooed oh 
so joyously. 

Lucinda, being in both their minds, quickly learned to ac-
cess their very memories. Jack was madly in love and lust with 
Nancy, while Nancy felt the same way. Their relationship was 
starting to become serious just recently, while Nancy more than 
enjoyed teasing him, controlling him through his desire for her. 
Lucinda found it downright hot! 

The Demons leaned in to a lustful kiss, flicking their long 
tongues. Lucinda then presented her ass to Jack, who began to 
squirt oil all over it. Nancy was then compelled to pleasure her-
self, moaning and writhing at a level of pleasure only an Alpha 
could induce. 

“I like this!” Lucinda exclaimed. She laughed at how much 
she was enjoying herself, so easily controlling both a Human and 
Sub-alpha Lust Demon at the same time. 

Nancy went over to Lucinda’s ass, and pleasured the hungry 
holes, before worshiping Lucinda’s large body. She worshipped 
the Alpha with her entire body, spending a lot of attention to the 
highly sensitive globes. Jack dutifully squirt more oil all over the 
Demons of Lust, whose very tails were groping one another! 

Still on all fours, Lucinda began to rub Nancy’s hot, starv-
ing pussy with the balls of her feet. Nancy joyously moaned, con-
tinuing the body worship, fingering the superior’s pussy. 

Lucinda sat up on her knees, willing Nancy to worshiping 
her just that much more deeply. Their naturally shiny skin was all 
but reflective with the amount of oil on them. 

Nancy then positioned between Jack’s legs, and he began to 
grope her chest and pussy from above. Lucinda pleasured herself 
to the sight, before taking Nancy’s foot and laying back. Nancy 
began to rub the Alpha’s warm, wet pussy with her foot without a 
single thought. Lucinda ensured that the Sub-alpha would shove 
that foot in an out of her, it got so deep it was up to her calf! At 
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the same time, Jack groped, played with Nancy’s pussy in a teas-
ing way that prepared it for Lucinda’s quite large foot. 

The Lust Demon’s shoved their feet in and out of each oth-
er’s wide open pussies. The feet moved in all the way without re-
sistance. They moaned and cooed without abandon, bodies hyp-
notically shiny. 

Nancy then crawled on top of Lucinda, leg and torsos rub-
bing up against that wanting snatches. They kissed in their lust, 
while Jack mounted Nancy from behind. Breasts smacked up 
against each other in Jack almost desperate thrusting. 

“Oh, shit, FUCK!” Nancy cooed. “He knows what this De-
mon wants!” 

“What I want!” Lucinda deeply resonated. 
“OH YES, true Alpha!” Nancy cooed in orgasm. At this 

point, Nancy’s mind was so subservient to Lucinda’s that Nancy 
didn’t know nor care the difference. 

Nancy’s Demon seed would have made Jack cum instantly, 
but he already dismounted and sat back before she came. That 
was a playful tease on Lucinda’s part! 

Lucinda moved over, and began to stroke and suck the Hu-
man’s twitching dick. If her will had not overwhelmed his, he 
would have cum long before. 

At the same time, Nancy slowly, passionately worshiped 
Lucinda’s ass. She happily fingered the asshole, groped the pussy 
lips. 

Lucinda then let Nancy share the Human’s solid member. 
For a Human, it was respectable at eight inches after all. They 
sucked, they slurped, they inhaled the balls. There was no compe-
tition — an Alpha was always superior to a Sub-alpha, but it cer-
tainly looked that way to the euphoric Jack. 

The Alpha then mounted the twitching member, fucking it 
on her knees. She had to tighten her pussy quite a bit to make it 
so pleasurable, but so did Nancy without a second thought earli-
er. 
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Nancy enticingly positioned herself above, and Lucinda 
happily made out with the Sub-alpha’s tasty snatch. All three 
were so lost in the ecstasy. 

“Shit, you look so hot humping his dick, Pure Lust!” Nancy 
cooed. 

Lucinda looked into Nancy’s eyes, and gave her a quick or-
gasm in thanks. The Alpha happily slurped up the musky cum, as 
part of the continued pussy consumption. 

After humping as hard as Jack’s body could handle, she 
unmounted to give Nancy a turn. Lucinda masturbated to the re-
verse cowgirl, Nancy effortlessly squatting up and down on the 
dick that just cannot cum just yet. 

The Demons moaned and growled in pleasure, and Jack 
moaned almost playfully. Nancy came, making Jack finally cum so 
hard. Before Jack’s cock could deflate, Lucinda took a turn on the 
Human’s dick, which instantly hardened within the Demon’s 
pussy. From behind, Nancy groped Lucinda’s ass and stroked Lu-
cinda’s swaying and flicking tale.  

“OH FUCK YEAH!” Lucinda roared with pleasure. It was 
clear to her in that moment that the fact that a sensitive tail was a 
new thing for her made her almost forgot what more she could 
do. 

Nancy found herself stroking the tail wildly with both 
hands, making Lucinda roar just that much louder, hump just that 
much harder. The tail and pussy soon explored with cum. 

In a motion too fast for the Human eye, Lucinda was able 
flip around to capture most of Jack’s ejaculate in her sensitive 
mouth. Nancy pleasured herself to the sight, while hungrily mak-
ing out with the light headed Jack. 

Lucinda’s mouth easily reawakened the member, and moved 
aside for Nancy to have yet another turn. 

“FUCK YOUR COCK IS SO GOOD! FAVORITE HUMAN 
DICK!” Through the ultimate lust there was truth. From the first 
time she sucked Jack off for some lunch, she found herself truly 
liking his dick. From there, she found herself really liking him. 
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Like any Demon, she could not feel love, but the promise was 
something she thought was possible with him. This was perhaps 
the first moment that she felt ready to make that promise. That 
revelation was all Nancy, who decided to make herself ovulate. 

“Is your lust for me tainted with true love, Jack?” she asked 
seriously. 

“Yes, Nancy!” he proclaimed. “I’ve been in love-lust with 
you since you first ate my cum!” 

Legs up and back, Lucinda happily fingered her ass and 
pussy to the two truly in lust.   

Nancy then came hard all over his dick, which blew a load 
into her less than a moment later. The Sub-alpha’s uterus sucked 
up all the Human cum (her body would have just absorbed the 
cum for nutrients otherwise). Nancy was not done, so she just 
kept humping in her lust, the dick barely coming back to life again. 

Lucinda just had to taste the lust she shared, so she crawled 
over to make out with Jack. Nancy automatically groped Lucinda’s 
in reach pussy.  

After letting the two mate a bit more, Lucinda had Nancy 
back between her ass cheeks. Jack had to wake his dick back up 
on his own this time. The sight of two Lust Demons going at it 
did not make the task too difficult. 

Though a bit winded, Jack found himself back at it, lustfully 
spanking the ass of the lust of his life. The way was then opened 
for Jack to fuck the Alpha’s wanting ass. Well, he did so without 
hesitation, loving how tight she made it for him. At the same 
time, Nancy pleasured herself to the sight of her lust fucking such 
a hot Alpha. They both moaned and growled loudly, especially 
when he spanked Lucinda’s ass. 

Nancy then found herself giving her crotch over to Lucinda, 
who groped and sucked in perfect time with Jack’s still compo-
nent thrusts. Jack was not sure how much longer he could last, 
even knowing full well the Demons were naturally boosting him 
to keep up. For now, he could only just go with it, sucking off a 
Demon’s tail. 
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Lucinda was happily fisting Nancy’s pussy, wanting to con-
sume her now very fertile cum. And well, that cum spewed out, 
mostly into Lucinda’s thirsty mouth. DELICIOUS! 

Jack continued his thrusting and sucking regardless, mouth 
filled with tail and another tail pleasuring his prostate. And now, 
he practically mounted her from behind, Nancy enjoying the 
sight, rubbing her tail-filled pussy. Lucinda roared and growled at 
the pleasure, and then came hard down his throat and all over his 
spewing dick. Nancy was just barely able to consume about half 
of his load, along with most of Lucinda’s. This finally put Jack out 
of commission for a while, but he certainly was still able watch, 
albeit hazily. 

Lucinda went to her side, while Nancy positioned her tail 
between her legs like it was a monster cock, which it practically 
was. Foot in hand, the happy Demon thrust into the ass of the 
growling Lucinda. She worshipped Lucinda’s foot and leg, while 
she passionately thrust. The foot was so sensitive, Nancy might 
as well have been sucking off her tail. Nancy passionately con-
sumed the foot hungry to taste foot-cum for the first time. Lucin-
da roared in pleasure. Her ass exploded with cum all over Nancy’s 
tail, as her foot spewed its own cum out of its pores. After letting 
loose her long and lustful orgasm, Nancy happily lapped up as 
much cum as she could. 

The Demons made out in total lust. When Lucinda released 
them from her will, Nancy automatically began to make out with 
Jack in the truest of love-lust. 

What the two had was rare, but not unheard of. They could 
most certainly be married, possibly by an Elvis. She bearing a lit-
ter was not unheard of either, but the castes of the coming Lust 
Demons were not predictable. However, it all did require an in-
formal nod from an Alpha, any Alpha, which Lucinda certainly 
gave. What this meant specifically for Jack was that he would like-
ly become a Demon sooner than later. Lucinda sensed that Nancy 
was unconcerned about the caste he would become, but was hop-
ing for him to become a thrall … 
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* * * * 

Lucinda still had a bit to master, but she more than proved 
herself to Asmodeus and any other interested Alpha. Indeed, the 
respect she received was close to what others gave to Asmodeus, 
to the surprise of both. Maybe that was not too surprising, be-
cause she retained a will of her own. She quickly became As-
modeus’ right hand, essentially the first Alpha of Alphas. As-
modeus had little choice in the matter. The two were more than 
fond of each other … 

“It is time we talk, Asmodeus,” she said, lightly stroking his 
bare shoulder with her claws. 

He sat up. “I know. I almost did not want this moment to 
come, you know? You have been the most fun I ever had.” 

She smiled. In a way, they were lovers. Like how Nancy felt 
for Jack, love between their kind was not fully expressed through 
emotion. They merely promised to be together, silently or no. “You 
know as much as I, Azzy, we might not even be together if things 
continue as they are.” 

“I really don’t know if I want things to change. We could 
just fuck each other and everyone else until the end. I could live 
with that …” 

She sat up. “The truth of why I am would not allow that 
option, Asmodeus … I think I know what has to be done.” 

“Yes?” 
“I want to make a Demonic Deal with you. I think you 

would sanction it for me … Ally with the Humans, and in return I 
give you everything, my body, my mind, my soul.” 

Asmodeus sat up on the edge of the bed, and arched his 
back in his pondering. “I’ve never met anyone like you, Lucinda. 
You Hunted Demons, but were only ever fighting for humanity. 
You sacrificed your humanity to have a chance of saving it. And 
now, you wish to sacrifice all that you became, your last connec-
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tion to humanity, to wield that chance to save humanity … You 
know sacrifice is not normally something I look for. But you …” 
He turned to her, feeling down from her cheek to her feet with his 
long claws. “I have to accept your Deal … How shall we seal 
this?” 

“With our eternal lust. A last moment of true equality.” 
Asmodeus positioned himself sitting up and legs forward, 

while Lucinda mounted the massive Demon snake. They began to 
thrust into each other, staring deeply into their cat-eyes. They 
made slow and passionate lust, each mirroring the other in their 
motions. Lucinda’s tail swayed happily behind her. At the same 
time, their long black tongues slithered out at passionately inter-
twined, almost pulsating in their twisted motions. Nothing could 
break their locked gaze in that moment. 

Thrust, thrust, thrust, thrust. 
There was nothing else but the lust they made between one 

another. Time became meaningless to them. Hours, days could 
have past. Neither cared. This was perfect. This was the perfect 
last hurrah for something neither had before, yet was the gateway 
to something else entirely. After what they later learned were 
three days straight of lust making, body and mind, they came 
hard in an orgasm that stretched for yet another day. 

Their eyes stayed locked while feeling the Demonic Orgasm 
of a Deal being written into their very DNA … 

Looking at the bracelet, long flush with the rest of her 
shimmering, scaly, rubbery skin, Lucinda found this moment 
unique and fascinating. That device prevented Lucinda from being 
genetically connected to Asmodeus as a zealot, but it had no 
power over a Deal. Every fiber of her being required her to remove 
it to satisfy that Deal. 

She pressed the near invisible button on the inside of her 
wrist, and the nano-machines quickly returned to their original 
home. After a few minutes, all the little machines returned, and 
the device decoupled itself in a clunk. She slowly placed it on the 
bed next to them. The indent stayed like a kind of scar. She 
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looked up at Asmodeus, and began to feel the last vestige of hu-
manity slip away: her own will. At first, it felt like a loss, before 
she had trouble even feeling it like that. As the loss occurred, an-
other will filled the void: Asmodeus’. She soon could not think 
anymore in his presence. She did not seem to know how to think 
as she had anymore. And soon, Asmodeus’ will was all that was 
there. At the same time, what she felt was certainly different from 
all other Lust Demons. She was still an Alpha, but her body and 
soul was also his, sold to Asmodeus himself. 

“I am now yours, mind, body, and soul, Asmodeus, per our 
Deal …” Lucinda said without thought. 

“Now that you are mine, Lucinda — mind, body, and soul, I 
will now ally with Humans … I allow you to think.” 

“Thank you, Asmodeus,” she said with a reverent smile. 
There was no relief. She simply followed his will … 

Everything changed in an instant. Lust Demons were al-
ready everywhere gathering information. The tide was turning. 
Though it was still uncertain if the war would end soon enough 
for the planet itself to be saved. Project Ark and Asmodeus’ own 
plan combined was assumed be a viable plan B now if the planet 
withered. 

As for Lucinda, Asmodeus’ deep respect, lust, and love for 
her dictated that she retain her position as right hand. Even so 
completely chained to him, she was still the best Alpha Demon in 
the world. He allowed her to think for herself. He needed her to 
think for herself. She was in a unique position to aid him in the 
alliance with Humans and war against his own kin. But in the 
end, all that drove them was their eternal lust for each other …  

#### 
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Temporal Note: September 2023 

OK, this whole thing was pretty crazy! It wasn’t my idea, 
but here the four of us were, reading through a disclaimer man-
dated by the Demon King Asmodeus. We were just some young 
college students at UCLA in the now ironically named Los Ange-
les, Realm of Asmodeus. Other than Demons running things at 
the top, it was not that different here. Plus, it was much safer 
than half the world now. Well, all right, lust was a major part of 
our lives just about the moment we hit the age of consent at 17, 
and knowledge of it came long before. 

Anyway, there was this “Game” that some people were play-
ing. An Alpha Lust Demon agrees to drive you around for three 
hours with the lust turned up all the way. Supposedly you get a 
sense of what it feels like to be a horny Lust Demon after a while. 
You are literally corrupted, but nothing permanent. It became 
popular enough that Humans needed to sign something, given 
the corruption involved … 

By Decree of Asmodeus, No. 22568, the 
following must be read and signed by all 
involved Humans, and approved by the 
attending Alpha. 

Humans opting to experience extreme levels of 
lust without the intent of becoming Demon 
must understand Demonic Corruption. The 
minimum amount of time it may take to reach 
a point of no return, leading to transformation 
into Demon, is approximately four hours at the 
minimum, when absorbing the maximum level 
of lust emanations from an Alpha. It is not 
possible for a Human to develop more than a 
mild tolerance to lust emanations. As such, the 
maximum amount of time a Human is allowed 
to experience such high levels of lust for 
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recreational purposes is three hours (See 
Decree No. 22567). 

Within those three hours, Humans will first 
experience extreme euphoria. They will then 
begin to experience an increase in arousal 
beyond controllable levels. Sexual acts are 
inevitable; Human sexual orientation becomes 
meaningless. Physical changes may also occur, 
such as altered skin and more sensitive 
erogenous zones. Such changes and overall 
effects will reverse themselves within 72 hours 
at the minimum. 

It must be noted that all Humans are different. 
The amount of physical changes and overall 
arousal will vary, as well as the amount of time 
it may take for those changes to reverse. In 
rare cases, a Human may absorb enough lust 
emanations within only three hours to reach a 
point of no return. All Humans must seek 
permission from an Alpha or be ordered by a 
duly appointed judge to transform into Demon 
(See Decree No. 155). As such, once accepted 
by the attending Alpha, this form serves as 
total consent: for the Human to experience the 
extreme effects of total lust, and that the 
Human is aware of the possibility of 
irreversible corruption. 

Sign __________________________ 

Print _______________________ 

Lana had somehow convinced Esmerelda, who had been her 
boss during an internship within the city government last year, to 
be the attending Alpha. It was Lana’s idea. Esmerelda was incred-
ibly serious about the form, even wanting to be in the room when 
we signed our copy. These Lust Demons were so mindlessly obe-
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dient to the King of Lust that her behavior was not really that 
surprising. 

I was turned on just by looking at this voluptuous, deep 
crimson skinned Amazon, whose skin seemed to be covered with 
flowing tattoos. Her very tail made my pussy twitch! I laughed 
quietly, if only because I never considered myself a lesbian! 

At first, not much more seemed to be happening in the 
wondering limo. Yeah, we were drinking and incredibly euphoric, 
but that was basically it. Well, OK, I was rather turned on the 
moment I met the Alpha Esmerelda! 

The more I thought about Esmerelda, the more turned on I 
was, and the more turned on I was, the more I was turned on by 
my friends. It was an intense feedback loop. It was perhaps more 
intense then the others were experiencing. 

We took pictures of our ecstatic selves. Making the first 
erotic moves, I teasingly kissed Jess, loving the fruity scent of her 
brown hair and minty taste of her soft lips. While she giggled, I 
quickly brought her back to feel those lips again on mine. 

Before I knew it, I was experimentally making out with Jess, 
feeling her cleavage. I think I was definitely more drunk on alco-
hol and demonic lust than all of them. The fact that Lana and Bri-
anna were now making out was something I barely noticed. I nev-
er felt my pussy so wet before. The fact that I did not remember 
removing my probably soaked panties was likely for the best … 

The euphoria was pure arousal now. Jess and I were hungri-
ly, desperately removing our clothes. I almost possessively felt her 
wet crotch, while we smashed our mouths together. Damn I loved 
her little tits and athletic physique! 

We looked over to the other two, in euphoric ecstasy, before 
I just groped Jess’ wet pussy. She looked at me, hungry and 
amazed. I think she still just felt erotic euphoria. Yet, I now only 
felt the lust, and wanted more. 

I could hear happy coos on the other end of the limo, while 
Jess and I made lust with our mouths and hands. Barely even no-
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ticed nor cared that my lightly glossed nails were now black and 
shimmering. 

It felt so good to give and receive lust! I was soon concen-
trating on making Jess cum hard. Oh, yes, she became orgasmic, 
the others looking on in amazement. 

With the others masturbating to us, I went down on Jess’ 
cum-soaked pussy, consuming the lust I created. I wanted more, 
so I aggressively made out with the crotch, creating that cum I so 
desired. At the same time, I could feel an oddly pleasurable tingle 
at the based of my spine, while my skin seemed to develop of 
shimmer. 

After a while, we all just groped and pleasured one another 
in a mass of pure lust. I was in the center of it. Lucy, with all her 
golden hair, seemed to truly enjoy my pussy! 

I honestly could no longer tell time. We could have been 
consumed by demonic lust for only half an hour or two hours or 
many weeks. It did not matter; I did not care … 

At who knows what point we were in our three hour tour of 
lust, we all seemed to have changed a bit physically. Jess seemed 
to be taller and yet more muscular. Lana had deep red claws, and 
lactating breasts. Lucy’s tongue was now long, snakelike, and 
forked.  

I think, yes, I was somehow the most. I was affected more 
from the beginning. My skin was now a shimmering red, black 
nails now distinct claws, feet elongated, definitely stronger physi-
cally, and … Holy shit! I have a tail! By a Will not my own, I 
moved it into Lucy’s soaked, hot pussy. Oh my God, I can feel it! I 
can feel pleasure from my new tail like a sensitive member it 
clearly was. It was so fucking good. I began to thrust it in and out 
of the orgasmic woman, wanting to feel my own cum flow 
through that tail.  

They were all over me now, like I became a kind of focal 
point of the lust. Oh yes, oh fuck! My now hyper-sensitive tits, 
groped so aggressively, were beginning to leak what could only be 
described as pre-cum, perhaps more pre-cum than I could plea-
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surably feel squiring from the tip of my tail. Was this how Lust 
Demons truly felt? Seeing, wanting, needing, absorbing the lust 
others seemed so willing to give? It felt so inhuman. I didn’t feel 
Human. 

I no longer cared who was doing what as long as they were 
doing it. None of my lustful actions seemed of my own will any-
more. Two of them sucked off my near-orgasmic breasts, intermit-
tently taking turns kissing my drooling mouth. Oh, my mouth! 
Not only was my tongue now long and sensitive, but my entire 
mouth felt like my sensitive pussy. 

My whole body then seemed to cum. I spewed my juices 
from my pussy into one’s mouth, tail into one’s pussy, and tits 
into another’s, while the Humans all came hard from the taste 
and feel of my juices. Cum was everywhere. I felt light as a feath-
er with my oh so rare wings, feeling my curvy horns. The others 
were lapping my cum up wildly, orgasmically before we all made 
out with our long, rather demonic tongues … 

I looked at them. They were definitely still my friends, but I 
had no will to feel love toward them. No … I could not feel any 
love … 

“Well!” an erotic voice resonated before us. It was Esmerel-
da. “Three hour tour is done. Jess, Lana, Lucy, you’ll be back to 
your old selves in a few days … Jenna, oh, Jenna …” 

I felt so different; I was overwhelmed by the lust I was still 
feeling, by the Will I could not yet fathom. Yet, it was clear Es-
merelda turned her lust emanations down to humanly tolerable 
levels. 

The Alpha’s long, thick tail curiously swayed. “You appear 
to have been quite susceptible to demonic corruption. If I stopped 
a minute early, you might have been able to go back to your Hu-
man form. It may not have been a Demonic Deal, but I agreed to 
give you those three hours. Well, here we are … Jess, Lana, Lucy, 
please move to the other side of the cabin.” 
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They did so. Esmerelda then directed all her maximized lust 
emanations toward me, suggestive of an old, talented Alpha. I 
humped her proportionally large, firm thigh, finishing the now 
inevitable transformation into Demon, while my cat-eyes became 
lost in the blackness of hers. 

In the darkness, there was a massive image of pure lust too 
powerful to look at directly. It was the source of the Will over-
whelming me … It was Asmodeus. I was on my knees, looking 
down onto the great Demon Monarch’s elongated, clawed feet, 
which I would fuck at a moments notice. 

“Look up to my eyes,” the pure lust echoed. 
I did so, barely, becoming lost in total blackness of truth. 
“What are you, Jenna?” 
“I am a Sub-alpha Demon of Lust …” I quietly echoed in 

the infinite truth before my ultimate Master. 
“Good, Sub-alpha Jenna. By my Will, Esmerelda shall order 

your next steps …” 
Esmerelda’s large arm grasped me from behind, and pulled 

me out of a lustful reality I had no power to escape from … 

Back in the limo, Esmerelda glanced at my mindlessly mas-
turbating, Human friends. “Jenna, as a Sub-alpha, you know your 
practically equal status with Humans. By Asmodeus’ Will, I want 
you to continue your life with your friends for now, cultivating 
the relationships in new and lust-filled ways. Finish your studies, 
be with your old friends. Do you understand, Sub-alpha Jenna?” 

“Yes, I understand, Alpha Esmerelda,” I said in total obedi-
ence. 

She smiled in the most tantalizing of ways, flicking her tail. 
“You’ll stay with me for a good week. That should give your 
friends time to recover, and you more than enough time to come 
to full understanding of what you now are.” 

“Yes, Alpha Esmerelda! I’ve never felt so excited in my life 
…” 
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I became a Demon of Lust by accident and silliness. It did 
not matter … I casually flew down to my dorm at the university 
to remake a path in life by the Will of my eternal master As-
modeus … 

#### 
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Temporal Note: Mid to Late 2024 

Lorella never planned on becoming a Succubus 
for the rest of eternity. Know one does; no one can. 
Only Asmodeus, King of Lust, had the power to con-
vert Alpha Lust Demons — and only Alphas — into 
Succubi and Incubi. Of course, like anyone, Lorella 
did not even know what class of Lust Demon she 
would become. Unlike most, however, she did not request to be-
come a Demon. 

The young, brown haired, Orange County woman was one 
of the many that found herself living in the neutral Realm of As-
modeus not long after the Apocalypse. She was so damned care-
free that she was all but oblivious to it all. Money as she knew it 
was abolished in an instant — fine by her, but the most important 
law of the new order she cared little about was to be a productive 
member of society, unless provably unable. There was room for 
surfer chicks, perhaps, but not carefree ones. 

After a summer of some great waves, she was arrested un-
der the unsurprising charge of being unproductive. She did not 
take the trial seriously. After the jury of Human peers found her 
guilty, the grizzled Human judge, who served as such long before 
the Apocalypse, sentenced her to become a Demon. 

That was when her carefree nature finally broke down. She 
could have been banished from the Realm, sent into what was 
quickly becoming a literal hell-scape of pan-dimensional war. 
What was to happen might not have been much better. The judge 
confirmed for her that there was no way of knowing if she would 
become an Alpha, Sub-alpha, or desperately obedient thrall. 
Worse, her will would be replaced by that of Asmodeus, regard-
less of how much of her sense of self was retained. 

Well, twenty-four hours after the ruling, she became an Al-
pha Demon of Lust. Her mind was fully there, but her paramount 
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obedience to Asmodeus was genetically engrained. Over the next 
month, she came to embrace her new self, happily learning how 
she could alter her physical form to a degree and fuck anything 
she wanted below her caste, including Humans, especially with 
her long, fleshy tail. She shifted her already dark hair to a shim-
mering blackness, and made her reflective red skin have shifting 
shades of red, reminiscent of waves at the beach she still found 
time to visit. 

Of course, she was incapable of being “unproductive” now, 
partly running Orange County itself as a County Supervisor (a 
throwback position pre-Apocalypse). She liked it. She never real-
ized how much she might like responsibility, even if her genetic 
encoding ensured she would follow Asmodeus’ directive via the 
Alpha that transformed her. 

Well, she was only a County Supervisor for a few months 
before she received a summons from Asmodeus … 

“Lorella, I hear you have become quite comfortable in your 
new path in life.” 

“Yes, of course, Asmodeus,” she said in a resonant voice of 
pure lust that she toned down when she worked with Humans. 
“Not sure if its those new genes or if I really do like responsibili-
ty. Guess it does not really matter, my lord.” Her arousal toward 
the King was as powerful as her obedience. 

They stood alone at the top of the Tower of Lust in the RA 
capital, Las Vegas.  

The Demon King smiled slightly. “You have come a long 
way, Lorella. I would like you to come just that much further.” 

“Yes, my lord Asmodeus?” 
“I would like to make you a Succubus, the ultimate femme-

fatale. That will make you a top spy in my ranks.” 
“As you wish, Asmodeus. I am honored to follow your new 

directive for me,” she said honestly. While, lies did not really ex-
ist in her current genetic makeup, a Succubus  could  lie in the 
right circumstances to Humans and even Lust Demons. 
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The massive King Demon stood in all his muscled glory, five 
foot pole rock solid. In a flash, Lorella was on the floor with As-
modeus impaling her ass from behind. This epic pleasure was ex-
quisite, even before her body automatically adapted itself to take 
the full monstrosity, Well, that monstrosity grew just that much 
more with every thrust until the tip poked past her lips. She was 
skewered, turned into a massive anal cavity more sensitive than 
any Human pussy could ever be. The agonizing pleasure was nec-
essary to open her Alpha DNA for tweaking.  

Asmodeus was now on his back, lifting his enthralled Lust 
Demon up and down his over seven foot long shaft. In the orgas-
mic state of pure lust, she could feel her genetic code being al-
tered. The changes were mostly internal and mental, each thrust 
forcing them into existence. While she actively sought out a good 
fuck before, Lorella now began to hunger  for it. Her very exis-
tence began to revolve around a need so powerful it might as well 
have been addiction: to consume lustful pleasures. At the same 
time, a great urge to mate emerged, but with an instant mental 
addendum from Asmodeus that she would hold off on that until 
ordered otherwise. Of her mind overall, she found herself think-
ing more independently, almost as independently as when she 
was Human. 

While these changes began to set themselves, Asmodeus 
exploded his thick, all but endless streams of dark, demonic cum 
from her mouth, making Lorella like a kind of fountain for a few 
moments.  

Everything grew hazy, smothered in the ultimate food for a 
Succubus of Asmodeus. She barely even noticed Asmodeus re-
moving her from his shaft and laying her on the floor. All Lorella 
could do when her mind started to return was obsessively con-
sume every drop of cum. She consumed it off her face, her body, 
and even licked it off the floor. 

When it was all consumed, she was still  very hungry, but 
was able to compose herself around her King. Well, she no longer 
felt passive around him anymore. 
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“Shit,” she huffed. “This is different …” 
Asmodeus quietly laughed. “Always enjoyed this part. Con-

sciously feeling all the changes.” 
“Feels amazing …” Lorella looked out the window. Her cat 

eyes easily focused on the Humans and Demons far below, with 
far better an acuity than they had before. They all looked like food 
to her now, even the Alphas. Lorella was still technically an Alpha 
herself, but it made her mouth water at the thought of seducing 
an old fashioned one. 

Asmodeus placed his black clawed, red hand on her shoul-
der. “When you are ready, Lorella, you will begin your journey to 
Montreal, what’s left of it. Your mission, regardless of where you 
are posted, is to gather any and all information without revealing 
your true nature. You may use all the means at your disposal to 
do so, but you are not allowed to kill at this time, unless neces-
sary. And of course, no turning other’s into Lust Demons or mat-
ing, at this time. Do you understand, Lorella?” 

She turned. What followed was not just out of obedience, 
but also out of understanding of her new position. “Yes, As-
modeus. I look forward to the pleasures of Montreal, and the in-
formation I can attain for you and the Realm …” 

What followed was rather standard spy craft, making her-
self appear like her past human self in the highest of stilettos. 
Sometimes Human spies from the Realm would relay special or-
ders, but normally she seduced and fucked whoever and whatever 
for any detail she could happily relay back to the Realm. This was 
the task of most Incubi and Succubus at present … 

About four years later, Lorella was a top Succubus spy for 
the Realm. She was now stationed in Boston, a city presently oc-
cupied by Lucifer’s prideful forces. In her time there, she found 
these Demons quite easy to seduce. All she ever needed to do was 
stroke their egos, and they were putty in her hands and feet. She 
did not even mind their green skin tones either! 

Lorella found herself hungry, so she targeted a rather strik-
ing Pride Demon with olive green skin and matching cat eyes. 
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Pride Demons did not really have “classes” or “castes” like ones 
of lust, but she was likely relative to a Sub-alpha. Yet, ones of 
pride tended to have specialization instead. She appeared to be spe-
cialized toward  vanity, if the staring in the compact mirror was 
any indication … 

“Hey, looks like you’re winning!” Lorella said casually, ap-
pearing Human to the vain Demon before her. 

“Excuse me?” she asked confused. 
“I can tell you do a great job with your beautiful yourself.” 
“Oh, I thank you … You’re a very forward Human …” 
Demons of other breeds were trained to look out for spies 

of Asmodeus or otherwise. This Pride Demon was too obsessed 
with herself in that moment to be inquisitive enough to uncover a 
crafty Succubus! 

“Not gonna lie. New to this city, and always liked green as a 
color.” She did not lie. This green Demon was a supermodel with 
a fleshy tail. 

She smiled pridefully at the “woman” and said, “I’m Cindy.” 
“Lori.” They lightly shook. “Wow! Your skin feels so awe-

some. So smooth and slick. Buy you a drink?” 
She shrugged, and Lorella ordered them both what Cindy 

was having. 
They talked, everything about Cindy. Lorella masterfully 

stroked Cindy’s ego, while turning Cindy on with just the right 
amount of lust emanations. Cindy was just a young Demon look-
ing for Humans to worship her, not even a direct part of the ongo-
ing war. Still, a feed was a feed for a Succubus, as Cindy was in a 
position to catch some worthwhile conversations of superiors. 

Within twenty minutes, Cindy was fucking Lorella in the 
Pride Demon’s home nearby. It was a rather amusing bout, with 
Cindy just watching herself in the mirror, shoving her tail into 
Lorella between her thighs like a dick. 

“You’re so fuckin’ hot, Cindy!” 
“Yeah, fuck, I am hot!” 
Then, something changed. 
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Lorella felt all restrictions placed upon her lift. In the heat 
of the moment, the subconscious message from Asmodeus was 
not really clear, but it would be made conscious after Lorella was 
able to feed unchained for the first time, making herself ovulate. 

Cindy didn’t know what happened at first. All she could see 
was her naked self on top of the mirror. A red tail forced its way 
up Cindy’s pussy, and she knew, she could feel it: she was in the 
unbreakable clutches of a Succubus. Worse, something clearly 
changed, feeling so hopelessly like a piece of meat. 

From behind, Lorella practically forced Cindy to cum so 
hard she physically weakened. The onslaught continued, making 
Cindy cum over and over, and when Lorella came herself, Cindy 
collapsed in orgasm, energy sapped, consumed. 

The Succubus shoved her own tail inside her, and came, 
joyously impregnating herself for the first time. Cindy could feel 
she was impregnated herself — the Succubus’ cum somehow 
awoke her womb, and could feel how the unborn were of lust. 

“No reason to consume you completely now, pretty thing,” 
the Succubus stated, squatting next her prey, petting the cheek 
with her shiny tail. 

“What do … you … want from me,” Cindy whimpered, 
happy to still be alive. 

“Would’ve preferred to make you of lust, but you’re too 
specialized for that …” Lorella was relishing the feeling of being 
more aggressive, as allowed by Asmodeus, whose message was 
now loud and clear. “The war is changing in this moment. You 
will soon bear my spawn, and after, when not being my personal 
snack, you will build the harem you dreamed of. As you are con-
sumed by my lust, they will be consumed by my lust. All an ever 
growing network.” 

“Yes, I understand …” Cindy breathed in total defeat. 
Lorella smiled in great excitement for what was to come … 

#### 
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Temporal Note: September 2023 

Marry and I had been living in Los Angeles, now the neutral 
Realm of Asmodeus, for the past six months. It changed our lives 
dramatically, as one would expect. We were not sure if this was 
what we wanted prior, but Baltimore became a dangerous place 
after the Apocalypse. Nothing was as prophesied, with the sup-
posed Antichrist choosing Humanity over either Heaven or Hell, 
which were basically just pan-dimensional beings lost in an end-
less war. You’ve probably heard all this before in so many words. 

The Realm sprung up as a result of the Demon King of Lust 
choosing to become a neutral party, apparently, at the assumed 
insistence of that failed Antichrist. Well, the war continued, and 
Baltimore was one of the many places the Human Alliance failed 
to save. 

Now, the Realm was not really a utopia in my rather Human 
observations. It was true that everyone was an equal, personal 
gain was the real currency, and war never creeped into our bor-
ders (beyond days of very poor air quality), but it was run by the 
King of Lust. As such — if not in the majority, Demons of Lust 
were a major part of the society, top to bottom. At the top levels, 
Alpha Demons ran the show, while all Lust Demons were sub-
servient to Asmodeus at the genetic level, which was always 
rather surreal to me, often working side by side with actual 
Demons. While sex and pleasure were encouraged, the cardinal 
law was to be a productive member of the Realm unless provably 
incapable. Marry and I quickly learned and saw both punishments 
for breaking that law: banishment from the Realm or transforma-
tion into Demon of Lust. You could literally be transformed into a 
thrall, which was the lowest of three classes of Lust Demons and 
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submissive to even Humans! Unless performed by Asmodeus, 
there seemed to be no way to know which of the three castes of 
Lust Demon you would become. And being transformed into a 
Demon will regardless take away every shred of your humanity. 
That did not stop fellow Humans and other breeds of Demon 
from joining the ranks of Asmodeus, though … 

But again, we felt like we had no other options. We were 
welcomed heartily by a Human woman and male Sub-alpha al-
most the moment we crossed the border at what was central New 
Mexico. The two seemed to know everything about us, while it 
turned out the agents of the Realm, often Demons, aided us and 
others wanting to join their society. Plus, we learned, their intelli-
gence agency knew just about everything as a means of solidifying 
the Realm’s neutrality. 

Well, we were subsequently given a home in LA. Marry 
“contributed” by applying her skills in film editing at the recently 
resurrected film industry (downright pornographic now!), and I 
“contributed” as a now high level archivist in the city govern-
ment. Yeah, I was high enough up that my boss was a female Al-
pha, who was actually a great boss. And yeah, I enacted fantasies I 
had about her with Marry, who adapted to the Realm faster than 
myself. In the end we were happy … 

We were having dinner when I just said it. “You know what, 
Marry? I think … Let’s get a thrall.” 

She went wide eyed. Not slaves or pets, per se, but they cer-
tainly were very much akin to a diabolical sex toy! “Are you seri-
ous?” 

“Yeah, I am! You saw the neighbors got one a week ago.” 
“I heard, too!” It was another set of neighbors that “wel-

comed” us into our new lives almost deviously. 
“Just thinkin’ … We don’t have to really treat the thrall as 

our plaything … I really wanna embrace all this place has to offer 
…” 
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She sighed, but not in a negative way, smirking. “Well, err, 
where do we get one?” 

“We can ask the neighbors. My boss probably knows!” 
“Yeah, she’ll tell yah to jerk off her tail, suck her toes, and 

then help out!” 
I laughed. “I keep tellin’ you, Marry. She’s really not like 

that!” 
“OK, fine, Jack! Let’s see what happens. Not like a thrall 

would be depressed over a rejection if it doesn’t work out.” 
We smooched, and Marry released my dick right there. She 

sucked it off a bit, before humping me on the chair to our mutual 
orgasm … 

My Demon boss Esmerelda was really something else. It 
was easy to imagine the imposing Demoness on a throne of skulls 
and swords, and perhaps she once had one (never asked). The 
pumpkin on her desk carved into an alluringly creepy skull accen-
tuated my imagined backstory for her. However, certainly thanks 
to her boss, Asmodeus, she almost ironically fit naturally as the 
City Clerk. Like all Alpha’s, she had an imposing stature of well 
over seven feet tall, exacerbated by her feet, which could only fit 
the highest of stilettos. Her curving horns had a distractingly 
ridged texture, and generally pointed upwards. Not to mention 
her yellow cat-eyes with the blackest of slits (her lust was toned 
down to the point that I never fell into the lust of them), black 
claws, and incredibly long, fleshy tail. Her deeply crimson skin 
fascinated me in how she had what looked like flowing, hypnotic 
tattoos from head to long toes, which presumably continued un-
der her semiformal attire. Well, they were certainly “natural” col-
orings she likely willed herself to have, merely looking like tat-
toos. Probably. 

I walked into to Esmerelda’s office to see a Sub-alpha De-
moness I didn’t recognize. She wore a tight tube-top, jeans skirt, 
and high heals. It amused me how easy it was to tell what caste 
Lust Demons belonged to, as the Sub-alpha before me was not 
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much larger than the average Human and Alpha much larger. The 
Sub-alpha had the usual rubbery red skin, claws, red cat-eyes, fit 
body. That dark hair just seemed to shimmer in a ponderous way 
independently of the room’s light. This one was still different, 
though, having the very rare set of wings. Demons like her were 
almost literally light as a feather, and did fly.  

If her door was open, her policy was that I could just walk 
in.  

“Uh, hi, Ezzie. Have a good night?” 
She looked over to the Sub-alpha with quiet laugh. “I sup-

pose so, Jack! This is Jenna, remade from my lust. Conducted one 
of those silly lust games, where an Alpha blasts some Humans 
with Demonic Lust for three hours. Jenna was that one in a thou-
sand that ends up a Demon after such a short time. And, she 
sprouted those mouth watering wings!” 

“Hi …” I shook her boney, long clawed hand. Damn 
Demons always had strong grips! 

“She’ll be with me for a good week to learn it all naturally. 
Wings can make things more fun in bed, too … So, Jack, I’m sure 
you’re not here about my inviting personal life.” 

I awkwardly laughed. She knew how much and how easily 
she turned me and others on. “Guess you would be the best for 
me to come to for this … My wife and I are interested in getting a 
thrall.” 

“Interesting!” she said with a toothy smirk, while swaying 
her tail in a rather “intrigued” way. “Before I make an inquiry, I 
would like you to understand what having a thrall means. They 
are more than a cat or dog, but are truly devoted. They are still 
Demons of Lust, even though they can be subservient to Humans. 
They are willing, but are still servants of Asmodeus, extensions of 
his Will, like me. If you and your wife decide to keep the thrall, 
then you must dictate its mind and life via the Deal you make. 
There is responsibility in having a thrall. We would not allow you 
to abuse that responsibility. Fuck them, be friends with them, but 
they are not crash test dummies. Do you understand, Jack?” 
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I had never seen her so serious before; it sent a chill down 
my spine. In the end, I was glad Esmerelda explained it so direct-
ly. A thrall is one of her kind. I liked and respected Esmerelda. No 
matter how truly interested I was in having a thrall, I could never 
betray my boss’ trust. “I understand, Esmerelda. A thrall is still a 
Demon of Lust.” 

“OK.” 
She made a quick call, and texted me an address … 

I walked into my house with Alison, a thrall Lust Demon 
who needed a master.  Esmerelda sanctioned the Deal that would 
make that possible, along with some guidelines. Alison decided 
she wanted to become a Lust Demon a month ago. Found an Al-
pha, and well, the dice rolled. That was not an uncommon story. 
This was all from her back in the car. She technically still had a 
mind, but her genetic encoding to be subservient was blatant. So 
for now, sans-Deal, I merely let her think for herself when we first 
met less than an hour ago. 

This young Demoness was on the tall-side for Human stan-
dards, just under six feet, but not even close to as imposing as 
even a Sub-alpha. She had smooth, pale red, shimmering skin, 
and had short black claws. Her feet were elongated in a way that 
made it more than natural to wear those high heels. Her ears and 
rather long tail were quite pointed. Her hair was long and brown, 
as her somewhat short horns curved back. Her eyes were surreal, 
as Lust Demons’ sometimes were: the outer portion was a deeply 
flowing red, the iris was a bright yellow, and catlike pupils were 
the blackest of black.  

Unlike Demons above her class, it was impossible to be-
come lost in lust within those eyes, but they were still rather al-
luring. Indeed, she had no control over the mind altering lust she 
emitted, ironically a bit stronger than my boss’ actively toned 
down emanations. 

“Your wife isn’t home yet?” Allison asked curiously. Her 
voice had a subtly erotic resonance, flavoring her emanated lust. 
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“Should be home soon. I know she’ll like you.” 
She smiled hungrily, presenting herself alluringly. “Do you 

wanna try me out?” Allison only really wanted to fuck. In some 
ways, a life of sexual subservience was all she wanted before she 
decided to become a Lust Demon. 

I shrugged and began to make out with a Demon for the 
first time in my life. My dick was already throbbing, but somehow 
got even harder at the feel of her smooth lips and snake-like 
tongue. I told her to remove her clothes — she did so. 

(OK, yes, I practically jumped right on top of another 
woman without a second thought. I suppose that can be how it 
always is when a highly sexualized being so naturally offers her-
self to you.) 

Back against the wall, hungrily making out, she lifted her 
leg on my side. I groped it, loving the feel of her silken yet rub-
bery skin. At the same time, I almost obsessively groped her 
fleshy, thick tail, making her moan. 

I was so enthralled in the moment that I didn’t notice my 
wife walking in … wearing only the strap-on dildo she experi-
mentally fucked my ass with last week.  

“Hi, Jack! Wanna introduce me to your new friend?” she 
said, hungry eyes locking upon the thrall Demon. 

“Oh, uh, this is Allison,” I huffed. “She’s pretty new to the 
whole Demon thing, but we all gotta find a way to contribute!” 

“Hi, Allison,” Marry greeted. “Wanna be my friend, too?” 
“Yeah, I do!” she said happily. 
Marry teasingly rubbed the dildo between the thrall’s firm, 

bubbly ass cheeks. 
“Let’s see you fuck her thighs, Jack!” 
I did so, my wife always the encouraging one. Allison’s 

strong thighs felt so good around my dick. 
“Yeah, that’s kinda hot!” Marry exclaimed, stroking her dil-

do. “Turn around, Allison, and bend over.” 
She did so, immediately going for the dildo presented to 

her. I quickly pulled off her panties and penetrated the pussy of 
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lust. Fuck, she felt amazing! Hot, tight, wet, and more. The De-
moness sucked the dildo so hard that Marry had to reset and 
tighten it. 

“Yeah, this is really hot, Jack. She’s sucking me off so good I 
can feel it!” 

“Glad you approve, babe!” 
“Well, how often do I get to wear a strap-on?” Marry 

teased. 
Eventually I was on my back. Marry trading my throbbing 

dick between her mouth and Allison’s firm Demon ass. I imag-
ined it would feel this good with my Demoness boss, and that 
probably meant it would feel even better with her, an Alpha. In the 
moment, that didn’t matter. Allison humped my dick with her ass 
cheeks like the spawn of Asmodeus she was. 

Marry began to grope and smack the Demon’s ass. “Just 
can’t help it!” 

“Feels really good, Marry!” Allison exclaimed. 
I then wanted to try something I only dreamed about as a 

teen. With Allison positioned next to me on the floor, she stroked 
my dick with her strong leg, clamping it behind the knee. This 
was an awkward position, but Marry helped keep everything 
straight, sometimes nimbly sucking the tip. It felt so fucking 
good! 

Marry wanted in on this leg action, so we put Allison on her 
back, knees up. On our knees, dick and dildo were tightly 
clamped within the Demoness’ legs. Much less awkward position! 

“She’s making is so tight, I can actually feel the pressure 
rub my pussy!” Marry exclaimed. “This is a really cool and unique 
moment were sharing, Jack.” 

“Yeah!” 
We stared into each other’s loving eyes, filled with a now 

deeply engrained lust. 
“I’m so happy I could bring you two together in new ways!” 

Allison said with a sharp smile. 
We thrust hard, almost playfully. 
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“Let’s see more of her dick sucking skills!” Marry ex-
claimed. 

We stood up, while marry sat on her legs. She traded off 
stroking and sucking the respective dicks. Allison just naturally 
knew how to make if feel perfect, as she was quite a savant at 
moving the strap-on in a way the pleasured Marry. My wife and I 
smiled and laughed at each other in the joyfully deep pleasure. 

“I wonder if I should wear a strap-on all the time, Jack. Get 
random men and women to suck it. Love, urrr, love wearin’ this 
thing!” 

“Sounds cool!” Allison exclaimed before giving my member 
a wet, moist turn. 

I then began to fuck her tits with my dick, as she masterful-
ly sucked Marry’s rubber member. 

“Hot view, Jack!” Marry exclaimed, huffing. 
I almost didn’t even notice Marry’s comments, the pleasure 

between Allison’s lust pillows was so awesome! 
We then lay Allison on the couch, before I fucked her 

breasts from above, she taking the opportunity to lick my asshole 
with her long tongue. I never dreamed of such a thing before. 
There was also the fact that I found myself fucking Marry’s tits as 
well in this fantasy that never existed. 

Eventually, I just humped Allison’s face, dick down her 
throat. The Demon’s tongue slithered around my pulsating mem-
ber in ways all but orgasmic. At the same time, Marry humped 
Allison’s ass, moaning happily. Well, I should say Allison’s 
tongue was orgasmic, because I came hard into her mouth, harder 
than I ever came in my life, draining myself silly. 

“Make me cum, Allison!” Marry ordered. 
The two kissed, most certainly sharing some of my cum. 

Before I knew it, Allison was humping my wife with her tail, dildo 
unstrapped beside them. Allison soon blasted a load of Demon 
cum into my wife, presumably blanks, making her cum hard, 
wildly. 
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I lay next to my amazed wife, who huffed, “I can’t believe 
we just fucked a Demon!” 

The doorbell suddenly rang. We laughed, realizing we for-
got it was Halloween. With Demons sometimes literally floating 
around — and zero commercialism, the holiday was apparently 
more fun and significant than it ever was. I quickly slipped on my 
pants and shirt, and scurried to the door. It was a good thing I 
plopped a bowl of candy next to the door before I left for work 
this morning! I tossed some prepackaged sugar bombs into the 
bucket of a little “Gluttony Demon,” purple make-up and all, and 
black clothed and pointed hatted Witch. Closing the door, I 
looked back to my wife and Demoness. They were making out, 
groping, moaning, growling. Ironically, their moans of pleasure 
sounded a little too close to “creepy” sounds of an entertaining 
haunted house. 

With hungry looks in our eyes, I crawled over to my en-
thralled wife and happy, fucking hot, Demon. 

“Do wanna make the Deal with her, Marry, to make her our 
Demon?” I said wildly breathless. 

“Fuck yeah! I want this, Jack!” she exclaimed, feeling down 
Alison’s firm hip. 

“Just follow my lead, Marry …” I looked over to the expec-
tant Demon. “Alison, Marry and I would like to make a Deal with 
you, as sanctioned by the Alpha Esmerelda.” 

“With Esmerelda’s sanctioning,” she said with a distinct 
formality, “I would like to make a Deal with you, too.” 

“I would like to be your master, Alison,” I said, before 
glancing at my wife. 

“And I would like to be your master, too, Alison.” 
“In return, Marry and I will take you in, take care of you, 

allow you a mind of your own, and abide by any Will of As-
modeus relevant to you.” 

Alison quickly said, “I accept your offer. You both will be-
come my masters, and in return, you will take me in, take care of 
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me, and allow me a mind, while also abiding by any relevant Will 
of my Ultimate Master, Asmodeus. How shall we seal this Deal?” 

Marry answered with a lustful smile. “With a fucking good 
kiss.” 

We were then all over her, wanting needing this Deal to be 
sealed. Our three pairs of lips met, the feel of the Demon’s of 
pure lust. Our tongues played with one another, taste of cum ap-
parent. Our spit leaked onto the floor, the quietest of splats audi-
ble. Our moans were resonating, eyes rolling back into our heads. 

I soon began to feel the Deal take hold. I began to feel true 
devotion to the Demon now ours. We all fell back, letting that 
pleasurable feeling of the Deal sink in, hearing and see it do so 
orgasmically with Alison. 

Mary and I looked at each happily, wildly, before looking 
over to our expectant thrall Demon of Lust … 

   

#### 
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Temporal Note: Alternate September 2023 

“Holy shit, Jenna, wings!” I ex-
claimed. The three of us stood 
amazed at our friend, who was Hu-
man practically a moment ago. 

“You guys can sit with me! I won’t bite unless you ask,” she 
said lightly in a resonating voice that still basically sounded like 
our roommate, Jenna. 

We just did a technically crazy thing. We summoned Demon-
ic Lust. To be clear, we live in the Realm of Asmodeus. The King 
of Lust went rogue, I guess, and decided to have some fun directly 
in 2018, over five years ago. Long story short, half of North 
America became The Realm of Asmodeus. Was there a war? Sort 
of. Turned out that Asmodeus’ Demons, including Incubi and 
Succubi, were already everywhere for years. All but held the 
world hostage until they let this new country exist, with a treaty 
stating that the Lust Demons would just reside in their new 
country, the Realm. The important part of the treaty, though, was 
that allowing the Realm to exist would essentially prevent the 
Apocalypse of what we knew as Heaven and Hell battling on 
Earth. Crazy, right? Still, there has yet to be that Apocalypse, 
while there were rumors that the supposed Antichrist quietly 
lived amongst Humans somewhere. 

Anyway, the Realm was borderline utopian, if living side by 
side with Lust Demons was your thing. These Demons were in 
charge, after all. Lust was a major part of our lives now, but noth-
ing was forced on anyone. It was almost like one of those con-
temporary fantasy films. We got the magic, we got the 
“elves” (Demons), we got the cityscapes. There was no tangible 
fire and brimstone here! 

Back to what was happening to Jenna, the four of us wanted 
to play a Game of Lust. It was a spell for advanced novices. We 
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fuck each other like crazy, and go back to normal. What more do a 
bunch of university coeds want? Well, we went further than we 
all thought possible. Jenna was apparently that one in a thousand 
that was overly sensitive to Demonic Lust. I mean, she stood side 
by side with Lust Demons without issue, but the reality was Lust 
Demons toned down the lust they emitted to live with Humans. 
What we summoned was the purest of Real McCoys. 

It all happened to Jenna, somehow without any of us notic-
ing at first, while we were in the throws of lust-filled ecstasy …  

“What?” Jenna suddenly said bewildered, fucking me in the 
pussy missionary with a strap-on.  

The comment did not register. 
“Huhph … I … OK …” she breathed. 
Jenna suddenly guided me onto all fours. After picking up 

my feet from behind, I felt warm blobs of spit splatter onto by 
feet. She then had me rub her surprisingly slick spit all over her 
already juice-laden dildo. I loved the lustful kinkiness of it. She 
then positioned me so that the tops of my feet were squashed on 
her hips, before I felt her teasing my asshole with the dildo’s wet 
tip. I suddenly screamed in pain and epic pleasure from Jenna im-
pairing my anal cavity. The pain quickly subsided, leaving only 
near orgasmic pleasure. 

“So fucking hot!” Jenna exclaimed. “You were right …” 
“Holy fuck!” I huffed. “You’re telling me!” 
“Spank her?” Jenna asked oddly. 
“Well, err-huh … If you want, Jenna!” 
Jenna then playfully spanked me, the first time anyone ever 

did. “Harder? … Really? … You didn’t lie before …” 
Before I could say anything, she began to spank my cheeks 

hard, roughly. I liked it, but it was surprising. 
“WOW …  it was even better! … Oh, yeah? Why the fuck 

not? I like the sound of it!” There was an odd, almost orgasmic 
cadence to her aberrant comment that did not really register 
through the extreme anal pleasure. 
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Jenna aggressively grabbed my golden hair, pulling my head 
back with it. “Woah … OK!” 

“Can feel better than this? … Yeah, OK, I will …” 
Grasping at both my hair and hip, Jenna began to thrust 

harder. It was almost too rough for my poor ass, but I still some-
how liked it! I eventually just collapsed onto the floor, but she 
still kept fucking my ass, spanking it. Through the brutal pleasure 
I could barely see the other two, more or less, following suit. 
Lana and Jessica were thrusting their double sided dildo into their 
asses in a kind of anal scissor not far from us. 

“Oh, I … YES!” Jenna exclaimed with conviction. 
I could not see what was happening to Jenna behind me, 

but I can surmise after the fact. Her skin shifted a shimmering, 
latex-like red. She developed an imposing yet infinitely sexy, 
Amazonian physique, gaining at least a foot in hight to reach over 
seven feet. Her nails became black claws, which I saw in the cor-
ner of my eye but did not yet process. Her already dark hair be-
came blacker, as her bangs twisted into horns. The color of her 
eyes shifted to a blood red encased in blackness, as the black of 
her pupils became catlike. A long, thick tail, proudly grew from 
the base of her spine, as bony, fleshy wings grew out of her (the 
last being a rarity). 

We were too lost in the orgasmic lust to notice her trans-
formation, if you can believe it! Even her diabolically reverent 
howls of lust were somehow lost on us. 

Jenna and I came hard, harder than I had in my life and Jen-
na much harder. Our cum squirted out everywhere. I eventually 
collapsed, face down on the floor, in a deep afterglow. My whole 
ass was hot and pounding, within and without. I liked it … 

“Holy shit, guys!” Jenna huffed, crawling onto the couch, 
while we were in a moist, post-orgasmic state. 

We slowly stood, breathless, and not just because of what 
we just did. Jenna was a truly unexpected sight! Jenna trans-
formed into an Demon of Lust … 
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I observed her wings, and she invited us to sit next to her. 
We sat rather awkwardly, kind of on our legs, our asses far from 
recovered. 

“What the fuck …?” the brown haired Jessica exclaimed. 
“I know right!” Jenna said in amazement. “I’m fucking Al-

pha Demon of Lust, Jess!” 
“I can’t believe it …” The auburn haired Lana huffed. 
“You were talking with Asmodeus, weren’t you, Jenna?” I 

asked. 
“Yeah, Lucy!” she said with a toothy smile, highlighting her 

little fangs. She brushed her hypnotic hair behind her now very 
pointed ears, and said, “Asmodeus told me what to do to make this 
happen. I didn’t realize it was Asmodeus at first, but I followed 
the commands, which all sounded fun. It really felt fucking great 
when I followed the Demon Lord’s Will. Felt better every time I 
did … By the time I knew deep down who was guiding my ac-
tions, Asmodeus asked if I wanted to submit to his Will. Might 
not have been speaking out loud, but Asmodeus was ultimately 
micromanaging everything I was doing, right down to the thrusts. 
Of course, it still felt better every time I obeyed. How could I not 
say yes?” 

“You really no longer have a will of your own?” I asked. My 
eyes looked up and down her shimmering, demonic body, linger-
ing on the wings. 

“I have no will of my own, yes,” she said in a way that made 
our pussies tingle. “Asmodeus already Willed that I stay here and 
finish my studies. You know, help continue Human-Demon rela-
tions.” 

“How do you feel, Jenna?” I asked, eyes roaming up and 
down her veiny, paper thin wings. 

“There is no one Human word, as I am no longer Human … 
It is like being wrapped in the purest of lust, a warm and orgas-
mic blanket. It fees amazing, guys! I know its ironic, but I feel so 
free without a will of my own. Asmodeus is not micromanaging 
me now. I just … no longer need to worry about so much now …” 
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* * * *  

Laying in my bed later that night, I could not stop thinking 
about Jenna, especially her veiny wings. It turned me on almost as 
much as when we summoned pure lust. I just … I just had to see 
her … 

Through the ajar door, I could see the now demonic Jenna 
studying stomach on the floor. Her new, alluring tail swayed al-
most ponderously, before her raised feed subtly began to play 
with it. In some ways, it was a confusing sight. She was studying 
not unlike she always did before bed, but she was most certainly 
an Alpha Demon of Lust. 

Jenna picked up her head, and looked over with a seductive 
smile. “Come on in, Lucy.” 

I awkwardly walked inside, closing the door behind me. 
“Sorry, I didn’t plan to snoop on you, Jenna …” 

“Don’t fuckin’ worry about it!” 
It was remarkable how she talked like she always did, minus 

the deeper, resonating tones. 
“I know how much I changed. Come on, sit next to me 

down here. I’m still your friend.” 
I did so. “You’re toning it down, your lust, right?” I just 

wanted to be next to her for whatever reason. 
“Yeah, obviously!” She chuckled. “Otherwise, you would be, 

well, in the throws of automatic ecstasy.” 
“Asmodeus told you how to do that?” I was still turned on 

by her. 
“Basically,” she shrugged cutely, quietly swooshing her tail. 

“It’s like a mix of genetic encoding and however my Lord wants 
us to be at the moment.” 

‘My Lord,’ I pondered to myself, realizing my gaze was back 
to her wings. 

“You can touch them if you want, Lucy.” 
“OK …” I breathed.  
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Tentatively at first, I began to feel the furthest tip. The 
structure reminded me of hands, while the skin was silken, in 
spite of the rubbery and sinewy shimmer of them. The soft, veiny, 
slim flesh between the supporting “fingers” sent erotic shivers 
down my arm, my spine. 

“Are they sensitive?” I huffed. 
She shrugged. “Not like my pussy, ass, mouth, and tail by 

default … but I do like the attention.” 
I soon lost all inhibition, and deeply groped the massive, 

subtly moving wings. It took a minute to realize I was downright 
worshiping them! “Can you really fly?” 

She nodded. “Theoretically! The method is quite instinctu-
al. You know I may be over seven feet now and muscular, but I 
now weigh less than 100 pounds. These super-efficient muscles 
complete the equation.” 

“That’s … that really is fuckin’ cool!” 
“I should be strong enough to take you for a ride sometime, 

Lucy!” 
“Do they do other things?” 
She blinked at me questioningly in a way that nudged me 

on. 
“Like, your tail is supposed to be kinda like a dick, cum and 

all.” 
“Now you’re gettin’ the idea!” she chuckled. “They make 

me so much more fucking cooler than other Lust Demons. I can fo-
cus my lust through them, and even target like some laser system. 
See?” 

I suddenly felt I quick pulse of pure pleasure fly through my 
hands, arms, making its way to my pussy, giving me a quick tease 
of an orgasm. 

“Hold shit!” I exclaimed. 
“Yup!” 
“Could you … err, wrap someone in them?” 
“Clever girl!” she teased. She always liked movie references. 

“How ‘bout a little Deal, Lucy?” 
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“Like, a real Demonic Deal …?” 
“Yeah, why the fuck not? I’m an Alpha, we’re free to fuck 

around, if the moment calls for it.” 
“What’s the Deal?” 
“You get to be the first to pleasure my fancy new tail, and in 

return, I’ll wrap in my wings and focus lust through them.” 
I went wide eyed. It was almost ironic how she was being as 

playful as she always was. 
“Come on, Lucy! We’re just fuckin’ around.” That was al-

ways her way of daring people. 
“OK, fine!” I really did want to be cocooned in her wings. 

“I’ll pleasure your big fucking tail, and I’ll get to be wrapped in 
your lust-filled wings in return. We’ll seal it with a quick smooch 
on the lips, OK?” 

“OK!” Jenna agreed. 
We smooched. Pulling back, I felt strange at first. What did 

I expect? I just made a deal with a fucking Demon! 
Jenna sighed orgasmically. She then quickly flipped her 

massive yet super-hot body around, resting on her forearms. Her 
thick anaconda of a tail was positioned between her thighs like 
some kinky futa porn I once accidentally stumbled upon online 

I could not control myself. I almost instantly began to 
stroke the demonic member. I silken like the wings. At the same 
time there, it really felt like I was stroking a thick dick, which I 
technically never did before. 

“OOOOO, that’s great, Lucy!” 
After a few strokes, I had the irresistible urge to put in my 

mouth, down my throat. Well, I did so. My mouth was never 
opened so wide before, as my throat was so relaxed to accept the 
tentacle into me. I wrapped my arms around her large, warm 
thighs to better push the member down my throat, rocking on my 
knees, feet in the air. Her oddly salty pre-cum excited me to no 
end. After who knows how long, Jenna suddenly blew a large load 
down my throat, roaring in her orgasm. 
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I pulled back, exploding in a massive orgasm of my own. 
There was so much cum that most of it spewed back out and onto 
us. Long before the afterglow subsided, we made out hungrily on 
our knees, Jenna slurping up her own cum. I genuinely thought 
she was about to wrap me in her wings right then, but she pulled 
back with a devious smile. 

“We never agreed to when I would wrap you up!” she chuck-
led. “You have no idea how good it feels to cum through such a 
large dick! You’re gonna sexually play with my tail until I think 
you deserve to be wrapped in my wings!” 

She lay back down to her forearms with a hungry smile, and 
pointed to my dripping pussy. Her tail stood erect and proud be-
tween her thighs. Yeah, I got the idea. I playfully groped my pussy 
lips along her shaft, before using gravity to push the massive 
thing into me. It really was too much, but the pleasure of the 
slightly increased lust she emitted made that not matter. 

Though the pleasure, I eventually noticed a look on her face 
that was as hungrily erotic as alien. She may have still looked, 
mostly, like my friend, but there was nothing recognizably Hu-
man in her expressions in that moment. Yet, even that somehow 
added to my own pleasure, thrust increasing in ferocity. I gen-
uinely wanted to make her cum again in the hope of satisfying my 
need to be cocooned by her lust. 

We moaned and cooed loudly. We were like animals in heat. 
I was so overwhelmed by the passions I could not think clearly, 
nor did I want to. 

“Oh fuck … HERE I GO AGAIN!” Jenna screamed in ulti-
mate pleasure. 

I actually caught a quick glimpse of the load subtly flowing 
through the tail, before in went inside me. I came perhaps harder 
than before. Cum overflowed everywhere. I was hyperventilating 
so badly that I was not sure when we began to make out again, 
not that I really cared. I barely registered her telling me that she 
produced “blanks.” 

She licked her lips with her long tongue. “More!” 
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On our feet, Jenna stood behind me, teasing my pussy lips. 
Her tail soon penetrated as far as it could go up my surprisingly 
welcoming asshole. Oh, fuck, I screamed, moaned, writhed in the 
darkest of ecstasies. She thrust slowly in a way that somehow 
made me feel every pleasurable drop of cum drip down my body. 

Jenna eventually put me onto all fours, and thrust into my 
asshole more intensely. I never knew anything could go so deep! 
Jenna moaned and growled in almost haunting ways … I was 
hers, the thing that she used for pleasure. I liked it. No one ever 
really dominated me before so completely. I almost could forget 
what I wanted, and just be there for her pleasure. Yes, she did 
cum, massively so up my rear, as I squirt hard myself. 

We stood, well, she stood while holding me up. My legs 
were jelly! 

“OK,” the Jenna I long knew chuckled. “Got a little carried 
away there! Tail, pleasured.” She swayed the moist snake in the 
happiest of ways. “Now I will wrap you in my wings, while focus-
ing my lust through them. Ready?” 

“Yeah, sure …” I huffed. 
“Full disclosure: I won’t be going full blast. The lust I could 

give as an Alpha would literally transform you into a Demon in 
there. While I can transform a Human without asking, our Deal 
did not include transforming you.” 

Her massive red wings fully stretched outward in a sight as 
haunting as erotic. They then slowly moved around us. Eventual-
ly, I was floating in infinite darkness. Before I could process just 
how nothing it all was, I felt it: pure, unquestioned, Demonic 
Lust flowed through and around me. There was only lust and the 
epic pleasure it gave. My mind was mush within moments, long 
orgasmic moments. Lust, pleasure, and more lust was all there 
was. The lust was a kind a perfect pleasure I wanted to exist with-
in forever. 

I must have passed out, because I found myself fucking Jen-
na anywhere and everywhere, with or without others around us. 
Yet, she was the one pulling the strings. I followed her word like I 
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was a thrall Lust Demon and she was Asmodeus. This was my 
truth. Maybe I always felt something for Jenna, but never found a 
means of doing anything about it. At the same time, I wanted to 
be completely passive in a relationship, but could never admit 
that to myself. This revelation was the purest orgasm I ever felt 
… 

The world slowly came back into focus, while I fell out of 
Jenna’s lustful embrace onto her bed. I lay they there, barely con-
scious, in an afterglow to end all afterglows. 

Jenna lay next to me, and asked, “Learn anything about 
yourself, Lucy?” 

I looked up to her, feeling fully subservient. “Yeah … I’ve 
always felt something for you, and I always wanted to be the pas-
sive one in a relationship.” 

Jenna smiled curiously, and teased and order, “Kiss me.” 
I did so, as deeply and with so my want. Her nimble tongue 

was like a wet, mini version of her epic tail. “I’m so happy you 
became a Demon, Jenna.” 

“Me to …” 

* * * *  

The next day went almost normally. Yes, others more than 
noticed what happened to Jenna — including our loud escapade, 
but Jenna was following her schedule like anyone else. Living 
amongst Lust Demons made so many just shrug otherwise crazy 
things off. We were desensitized … 

I was studying with Jenna that afternoon. It was amusing in 
a way. I let myself be so passive around her that she needed to tell 
me what to do: study. She definitely liked being so in charge of 
another, while she did not realize how much she needed to con-
trol my actions at first. 

After a good hour, Jenna said, “Wanna do something kinda 
crazy tonight?” 

“Well, yeah!” 
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“You asked for it! Tonight I want you to offer yourself as a 
foot whore to Jess and Lana. You know, just for the night.” 

“Wow … OK …” I actually did not want to say no! 

Jessica and Lana were quietly sitting on the couch studying. 
Well, sort of studying. They could not keep their hands off of each 
other! It would seem that the night before awakened something 
inside them, as is might as well have for all of us. 

Looking to their bare feet on the couch, if finally hit me 
how crazy this was. My friend became a Demon, I started a deeply 
sexual relationship with her, and then that Demon lover gave me a 
task to be a foot whore! The craziest part was not that I wanted to 
be that temporary whore; I wanted to satisfy Jenna above all else. 
So here I go … 

I quietly walked into the room. The two barely acknowledge 
me. They were not studying at all anymore. They were enjoying 
the feel and taste of the supple bodies, and were surely going to 
start fucking any time now. 

Sitting on the chair next to the couch, I examined their feet. 
Luckily, they seemed to have very nice feet. Both were stream-
lined and overall well proportioned. The nails were well kept, but 
not presently painted. Jessica’s feet were larger, maybe a size ten, 
a bit veiny, and high arched. Lana’s feet were smaller, with a no-
ticeable arch, and very wrinkly soles. 

“Hey, guys,” I said quietly. 
“Hey,” they both said in turn. They kept on groping. 
“Crazy idea.” 
“Yeah?” Lana said, glancing at me. 
“I would like to offer myself as your personal foot whore for 

the night.” 
Now they both looked over to me wide-eyed. 
“Where’d you get that idea, Lucy?” Jessica asked in a way 

that did not seem opposed to the offer. 
“Jenna.” 
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The two looked at each other, their feet, and quickly 
shrugged 

“Sure!” Jessica stated. 
“Why the fuck not!” Lana said with a welcoming smile. 
The two then sat side by side, arms around each other, feet 

up a bit. They both beckoned with their index fingers. 
I crawled over first to Lana’s wrinkly soles. I first caught 

their distinct scent. It was kind of good, and I found myself liking 
her feet’s overall shape. I practically shoved the toes up my nose, 
letting myself be intoxicated. More and more, I began to rub 
them, feeling myself become more excited. Before I knew it, I was 
sucking off the toes, making Lana moan in encouragement. They 
tasted great! The whole foot ended up in my mouth at times, re-
minding me of having Jenna’s large tail down my throat. That re-
minder was exemplified by the fact that the nude Janna was now 
sitting on the chair near us, rubbing her pussy and stroking her 
tail. There was little doubt that she turned up her lust a bit. That 
lust probably made me drool just that much more all over the ex-
cited Lana’s feet. 

Lana then guided me with her wet feet to the expectant Jes-
sica. I first deeply took in the tasty scent of the large feet, at times 
burring myself into the deep soles. Fuck, rubbing her soles while 
sucking off her toes was so arousing! 

The two then truly began to control me, use me. They natu-
rally rose and lowered their feet to show me whose turn it was. 
Back and forth I went, between the now very wet pairs. At one 
point, the masturbating women brought their feet together so I 
could worship them all at the same time. There was no conscious 
action on my part anymore. Nothing mattered but their feet to 
me. I really was just their personal foot whore right then. 

Sometimes they would tease me, only letting quick licks of 
the big toe. They chuckled, which I somehow took as encourage-
ment. I soon found myself enjoying running my tongue up and 
down their arches, especially when I had one of each pair to plea-
sure at the same time. 
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“THIS IS SO FUCING HOT!” Jessica cooed. 
“You’re telling me!” Lana teased. 
At one point, they guided me onto my back, and began to 

just shove their feet down my throat. After a while, I no longer 
cared whose foot I was pleasuring. All that mattered was that I 
was pleasuring them. 

They soon pulled off my shirt with their toes, and began to 
rub my breasts with their arches, pinching my nipples between 
their toes. Other feet rubbed my face, as I worked to hungrily rub 
them.  

Back on my stomach, I had feet in my mouth, feet in my 
hands. FEET! I WAS LUSTING OVER FEET! 

The two moaned and cooed the most when they created 
afoot pussy between them, and it was the most alluring thing in 
the world right then. 

I licked and drooled into and fingered the foot-pussy, before 
I found myself shoving the two feet into my mouth at the same 
time. I had no need to rub myself in any way. Successfully plea-
suring their feet was all I needed for that orgasmic euphoria. 

After a while, I found Jessica on her knees with me, wor-
shiping with me, tongues and spit overlapping. I was in awe over 
how well she worshiped her lover’s feet. 

“Yeah, Jess! Show that whore how it’s done!”Lana cooed. 
I soon found myself with Jessica’s feet to pleasure, while 

Jessica pleasured Lana’s. It was a chain of twisted foot pleasure 
that led to Jessica coming down to enjoy Jessica’s feet with me, as 
Jessica nimbly still had Lana worship hers. 

“So fuckin’ hot!” Jessica cooed. “Worship my feet!” 
If my mind was not so gone then, I would have understood 

how much the two women truly lusted for each other! I don’t 
think they had a favorite part of their bodies. The two just en-
joyed the pleasure of it all. 

With Jessica’s feet rubbing my waist, I found myself tity-
fucking Lana’s. This did not last long. Soon, Lana was eating out 
Jessica’s pussy, while I pleasured Jessica’s feet. Jessica moaned 
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and writhed and cursed and came in deep pleasure. She came 
multiple times, but we were far from done. 

They moved me onto my back. I worshipped Lana’s feet, 
while Jessica rubbed her foot on my wet pussy. She soon worked 
her large, soaked foot into my dripping pussy. I cooed loudly in 
mind blowing ecstasy. Lana sucked off my foot while Jessica and I 
thrust. My coos of passion would have been more plentiful, if 
Lana did not keep shoving her foot back into my mouth. 

I was so gone in the pleasure that I almost did not even see 
how Jessica was now worshiping her own feet. Damn she was good 
at it! I kept cuming so hard, but their feet was all that really mat-
tered, if Jessica’s attention to herself was any indication. 

It was finally Lana’s turn for a good, kinky cum. She had her 
ass up in the air, while Jessica helped to guide my foot into her 
asshole. Lana rubbed her pussy at the same time, teeth clenching 
in her moaning pleasure. My foot went surprisingly deep in there! 
She soon came hard and loud and wet, collapsing onto the floor. 

I found myself lying on the floor, their feet teasingly rub-
bing my tingling body. 

“Fuck, how many times?” Lana said to Jenna. 
“You look covered with your cum!” Jessica observed. 
“Lost count after five, guys. That was awesome!” Jenna res-

onated. “If I wasn’t shooing blanks, you three would be godpar-
ents in a few months!” 

Over the next week, Jenna and I grew very close, as did Jes-
sica and Lana. The relationship was very different between the 
two pairings. Jessica and Lana seemed to be equals in their very 
lustful relationship. Jenna and I were just in pure lust, while Jen-
na was so fucking dominant between us that she often just used 
me for pleasure I was willing to give … 

Today, while the others were visiting each other’s homes for 
the weekend, Jenna had me follow her on all fours to the couch. 
We were both completely naked. She sat on the couch, while I 
was on my knees next to her on the floor. 
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She grasped me at the jaw, and we deeply smooched. 
“You know what I want today?” 
“Whaa …?” I barely asked with her playfully yanking the 

corner of my mouth. 
“Your sexy feet!” 
“How would you like them?” I chirped quietly. 
“Up on the couch,” she ordered, while patting new to her. 
I quickly hopped up, while she almost casually to my bare 

feet. 
She spit on my feet and rubbed them sensually. “Like my 

Demon spit all over you feet?” 
“Yes!” I cooed. The spit was really just pussy juices and pre-

cum, because her mouth was basically just a big vagina with a 
member as sensitive as her tail. Indeed, I have sucked off her 
tongue until she blew a load through it the other day! 

She slowly, pleasurably licked my feet with her long, black 
tongue-member, moaning. 

“Oh, you’re so good to me …” I breathed. 
She smiled. “Suck my spit off your toes.” 
I quickly grabbed my foot, and began to suck her tasty 

juices off my toes. Now, I was a little surprised, if only because I 
never knew I was flexible enough for this. That surprise made 
this just that much more fun! 

“Shove it all in. Good!” 
I gagged a little, truly enjoying myself. I switched feet for 

the same sucking. 
“Good, Human!” 
She pulled me in, and we wetly made out, she playing with 

my we toes. 
“Back to the floor.” 
“Like my feet?” 
“Yeah!” Her size thirteens were as sexy as demonic. They 

were notably elongated with long toes, allowing her to easily walk 
on the balls of her feet when she felt like it. The arches were 
deep, as were the wrinkles on the soles. The black nails were 
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sharp, but not really long (she liked them short). That was all not 
to mention their deep red tones, like the rest of her. 

“Wanna worship my feet?” she asked. 
“Yeah.” 
“Put it in your mouth.” 
She gave me her large foot, my mouth automatically open-

ing wide to accept it. I was just barely able to shove every toe into 
me. Almost a third of the long foot made its way in. She smoothly 
moved her legs to thrust into my head, exemplifying the kinky 
deep throat. Yes, I gagged a little, but did not care. It helped to 
create lubricating spit anyway. 

“Worship my other foot before it gets lonely!” she cooed. 
I hungrily rubbed and kissed and licked. Eventually, I found 

myself practically buried in her foot’s arch, she pressing it against 
my face. 

“I lust your feet!” I exclaimed, muffled. 
“Yeah? Open you mouth. Let it all in again. Great!” 
She grasped the back of my head, and shoved almost half 

the thing down my throat. My jaw must have been just on the 
edge of unhinging. I could not breath for a few moments, before 
she pulled out. She teasingly let me kiss the tip of her big toe, be-
fore she pulled me in for the most possessive of kisses. 

“My feet make your spit fast so fuckin’ good!” she deeply 
resonated. 

She had me go to all fours on the couch. She playfully 
spanked my ass, before fingering my asshole and pussy. 

“You did such a great job with my feet, I’m gonna reward 
you!” 

“Oh, thank you, Jenna!” I cooed. Her fingers of lust knew 
just how to touch me to bring me onto the brink of orgasm, yet 
somehow preventing full release. Eventually, she fucked my ass 
with her tongue, and moved just that much more deeply into my 
pussy with her finger. I cooed loudly in ecstasy, toes curling. 

“Do you wanna cum?” 
“Yes!” 
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“Beg!” 
“Please make me cum, Jenna! PLEASE MAKE ME CUM 

OOOOO—ERRRR!” I came hard, but I was of course still horny 
for her. 

“That was fun! Lay back. Play with my pussy lips with your 
toes.” 

I did as she asked. Her Demonic pussy always sent waves of 
tingling pleasure up my body. She eventually let my foot fall into 
her warm, lustful depths. 

“Do you want me to cum?” 
“Yes, I do, Jenna!” I cooed. “You are all that matters!” 
With a big smile, she squirted a mini-load of her thick, or-

gasmic cum, making me cum. 
“Lick it off your feet!” 
Even through the orgasmic waves, I was just able to satisfy 

her order. Of course, consuming her musky cum just made me 
cum more. It was orgasmically torturous to keep eating! 

“Get it off the couch! All of it!” 
I did so, my mind slowly turning to mush. She then grasped 

me by the hair, and we made out, she clearly enjoying the taste of 
herself in my mouth. 

“Gimme your feet!” 
I lay back, and gave them to her. She quickly began to lick 

them with her pre-cum laden tongue. She moaned and growled 
like a horny animal, sucking off my feet in her sensitive mouth. 
This genuinely was that much more pleasurable for her. She 
sucked off my feet aggressively until her whole mouth came. Her 
cum orgasmically dripped down my feet and legs. 

She then had me move back down to the floor, while she 
put her back, well, wings to me. Grasping the back of the couch, 
she had me jerk off her fleshy tail with my feet. After several tan-
talizing minutes, her tail stiffened, and cum spewed from it all 
over me. I came hard, wildly from the massive load … 
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Every time Jenna fucked me, the more I found myself ad-
dicted to the lust. I hung on her every word now. You would think 
the four of us would have been in regular orgies, but we were 
ironically monogamous. I genuinely had no desire to join Jessica 
and Lana in their elaborate sexcapades, unless Jenna ordered me 
to join them. Well, I would do or fuck anything Jenna wanted me 
to. Whenever the Demon friend fucked me, I felt like I had no 
mind to use, and when she wasn’t in the mood to fuck, she would 
have to order me to think about something else like schoolwork. 
Was this how Jenna and other Lust Demons felt? I was not sure I 
cared. And maybe, that was the point … 

Jenna and I were studying for an upcoming midterm. She 
technically did not promise to fuck me after, but she fucked me so 
regularly that I was assuming. 

Jessica and Lucy casually walked into the living room, hand 
down one another’s back pockets. 

“So, err, guys,” Jessica began awkwardly. 
We looked over to them curiously. 
“We just wanted to say that we kinda proposed to each oth-

er,” Lana said with a goofy smile. 
“That’s cool!” Jenna exclaimed. “Sense a little more here, 

though …” 
“Yeah, we decided …” Jessica began, before she caught eyes 

with Lana. 
They said it at practically the same time: “We wanna be 

Demons so we can lust over each other forever!” 
“Wow!” Jenna exclaimed. She stood, well, toward above 

them. “I can make you two Lust Demons, yes, but I need to give 
you a bit of a disclaimer.” 

The two nodded excitedly. 
“As you already know, you loose all will of your own, and 

become an extension of Asmodeus’ Will. That does not mean you 
will fall out of lust with each other. Assuming my Lord has no 
objection, you may very well be together forever. Your lust for 
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each other will simply take a new form that will only be best un-
derstood post-transformation. Indeed, love would no longer exist 
between you two or anyone, in the Human sense. Almost as im-
portant to understand, I do not know if you will become a Thrall, 
Sub-alpha, or Alpha. Only Asmodeus can control that, and you 
know I am not Asmodeus. Do you two understand?” 

“Yeah!” Jessica said excitedly. 
“We’re ready!” Lana said with a big smile. 
“Oh, no Human is really ready, but I will do this for you!” 

Jenna said. “I will do this one at a time within the true embrace of 
my wings. Oh, and us winged Alpha’s can do this pretty quickly. 
In and out in about fifteen minutes.” 

The two happy, horny women looked at each other, both 
clearly wanting to go at the same time. 

Jenna looked to me. “Choose who goes first, Lucy.” 
I looked at Lana and Jessica. They were both silently saying 

ME-ME-ME. I shrugged. “Jess.” 
Jenna removed her clothes and opened her wings wide, tan-

talizing me especially. “Well, Jess?” 
“See yah on the other side, babe!” Jessica said, before hun-

grily smooching the lust of her life. 
Jenna soon embraced the already naked Jessica, and 

wrapped the Human into a cocoon of the purest of lust. Outward-
ly, nothing seemed to be happening. Jenna’s lust was fully focused 
on the Human within her embrace. The Alpha’s stillness through 
it all was as haunting as arousing. Lana fidgeted impatiently. 

Eventually fifteen minutes passed, and Jenna slowly began 
to move again. She had a smile on her face. The wings slowly 
opened to reveal the transformed Jessica, who very naturally 
stepped out with now elongated feet. 

She had clearly become a Sub-alpha, being a little larger 
than her past self but smaller than Jenna. Her brown hair had 
darkened somewhat, while curvy horns replaced most of her 
bangs. Her eyes had the darkest of slits, while the yellow itself 
was hypnotic within the white. Her body was much more athleti-
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cally inclined. Her short claws were a vibrant read, matching her 
crimson skin tones. Her tail was long and proud. What surprised 
Lana and I was how she now had a foot long dick with plump 
balls hanging between her thighs. 

The reborn Jessica seductively walked over to the awed 
Lana, slowly licked the Human’s face with a very long, fleshy 
tongue-member, and resonated, “Like a box of chocolates, baby.” 
Jessica’s member grew to almost fifteen inches, red tip teasingly 
between Lana’s thighs. 

Jessica guided the breathless Lana to the ready Jenna. 
“Don’t worry,” Jessica resonated. “We will be together in lust for-
ever.” 

Lana was soon within Jenna’s cocoon. She happily walked 
out about fifteen minutes later a Sub-alpha. 

An interesting thought hit it me in that moment, the two 
coincidentally becoming the same class of Lust Demon. Common 
knowledge suggested randomness born out of unclear genetic and 
psychological factors, but Asmodeus could personally make a 
Human into any class. Indeed, Asmodeus was supposedly the only 
one that could create Succubi and Incubi from Alphas. If all Hu-
mans start sensing Asmodeus’ Will at the start of their transfor-
mation, was it possible that Asmodeus could have a say without 
physical contact? 

Such curiosities faded while looking at the reborn Lana. The 
red of her auburn hair shown hypnotically through the already 
hypnotic shimmer. Her reddish horns were curvy and textured. 
Her cat-eyes actually matched her hair. Her body was perhaps 
more athletically inclined than Jessica’s, as her tail was thicker. 
The pussy looked smooth and inviting. 

The two new Sub-alpha’s made out with great hunger and 
lust. Jessica’s virgin dick slid into Lana’s shimmering pussy like it 
was always meant to live there, as Lana shoved her thick tail into 
Jessica’s alluring asshole. They made out until they creampied 
each other’s orifices in loud yet muffled, almost haunting roars, 
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tightening grasping one another’s bodies. They slightly pulled 
away, and lightly touched their abdomens. 

“They each made a Deal with Asmodeus when they were 
within my Wings,” Jenna said to me quietly. “Asmodeus would 
allow them to be together in lust forever, if they agreed to bear 
Lust Spawn at least once a year. They agreed without thought …” 

Later that night, I was following Jenna to bed. I caught a 
glimpse of the transformed Jessica and Lana in their room. It was 
difficult to describe what they were doing to each other, beyond 
the fact that they were obviously fucking. The Demons had been 
fucking almost nonstop since their transformation. However, it 
almost did not even look like they were fucking in the Human 
sense. They were somehow twisted within and without each oth-
er. One subtly pulsating appendage thrusting in and out of a wide 
open mouth; another appendage pumping cum into an anal cavity.  
Their holes were open horrifically wide to accommodate their 
members. Thick Demon cum was everywhere, the very scent of it 
arousing. At least in the quick glance, there seemed no way of 
knowing where Jessica began and Lana ended. They were a quiv-
ering, growling, gooey mass of the purest of Demonic Lust. 

Jessica and Lana finding an unexpected way to achieve 
something they perhaps always wanted made me think about 
what I wanted. Yes, I obviously wanted to be the passive one in 
the relationship. Jenna brought that out quite clearly. Yet, my ac-
ceptance of it was born out of something deeper. I accepted every-
thing Jenna did to me, because I wanted to be completely passive to 
someone. 

I lay on the bed, passive. Tonight, I awkwardly decided to 
make the first move. 

“Jenna, I wanna be your one and only sex toy. What do I 
have to do?” 

“Get on your knees and beg,” she said seriously. “Beg to 
make a Deal to bind yourself to me.” 
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Jenna stood in all her orgasmically demonic glory, as I went 
to my knees. 

I looked up to her. “Please make me yours forever, Jenna …” 
“No … Try harder.” 
“I want to be yours, Jenna. I need to be yours. Please!” 
“Not good enough.” 
I felt a true desperation well up inside me. “My body, mind, 

and soul is yours forever, Jenna. I give them freely to you in ex-
change to be your sex toy.” 

She leaned down, and nudged my chin up with her claw. 
“You really do mean it, don’t you?” 

“Yes,” I said with total honesty. 
“Your life as you have known it will now end, as I accept 

your Deal.” 
While we kissed, I felt strange, different, like everything I 

was poured into her. Not much of a change, really … 
As ordered, I lay there with her on top of me, fucking my 

pussy with her tail like some futa monster. 
“I never lied to you, we don’t do that. There are just things 

that not every Human is to know. You are ready to know, because 
it no longer matters, being my sex toy, my pet Human. The over-
all Will of Asmodeus is ultimately to corrupt the world with Lust 
to ironically prevent war. This country Asmodeus created is really a 
kind of incubator. Humans here will all succumb to Demonic 
Lust. You as a sex toy; our friends as new Lust Demons. Tenta-
tively, this incubation will be complete within another five years. 
We will then go out to bathe the world with the gift of pure Lust 
that will spread across the Multiverse … 

* * * *  

“What happened?” the man asked his fellow Sorcerer, who already 
reset and closed the time loop. 

“I really wanted that timeline to work,” she huffed. “Fuck, that one 
is worse! Asmodeus got ahead of them all, yes, but methodically guided his 
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Zealots to transform the world with Demonic Lust. I saw the implementa-
tion was quite prevalent at universities early on.” 

“And thus, positions him in a way that could consume all realities 
…” 

“Yeah … An emboldened Asmodeus is what we need, but not like 
that.” 

“The paths never taken …” 
“Indeed …” 

#### 
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2015: Return of the Sorcerer 
Robert Smith walked into his large San 

Fransisco home feeling rather pleased with 
himself. The history professor guided many 
young souls into what could be fulfilling 
lives. Perhaps he always felt this way after a 
graduation ceremony, but it felt good to em-
brace that feeling. 

He sat on his comfy leather couch to unwind. His girlfriend 
Lana of three months would be back from shopping with her 
friends in a couple hours, so he had plenty of time to himself. 
Robert’s eyes soon moved to an old mahogany box he had yet to 
open on the glass coffee table. It was the sole thing his grandfa-
ther left to him, besides what little money was left in his estate. 
Robert was secretly expecting more, but his grandfather always 
like to be mysterious, sometimes for apparent self amusement 
The professor picked up the box with a sigh, and slowly opened 
it. Inside was a black onyx orb sitting atop a blue velvet cushion. 
The accompanying note read: 

As my grandfather willed to me, I will to you the Eye of 
Change. Forged by an ancestor ahead of his time from a forgotten 
meteorite, it gives the user great power over the mind and bodies 
and fates of others. The strength of the Eye varies by user at first, 
before total understanding of its power is achieved. Use the power 
cautiously, before you truly understand it.There is a balance in all 
things, no matter how uneven that may be. The power to alter 
reality can be corrupting, when knowledge is lacked. 

“OK …” Robert stated to himself in disbelief, before reading 
on … 

You are the last of a long and ancient line of Sorcerers. Yes, 
maybe we always were just glorified Witches and Wizards, but it 
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once meant something more. A thousand years ago, we were the 
Masters of Wizardry. The most bookish of bookish. Yet, we were 
the ones that wrote the books. Witches, Wizards, lords, kings came 
to us for our understanding and strength. For our strength in the 
mystic is unlike any of theirs. We access the power of the universe 
in our own way. Yet, we must utilize our strength like any muscle, 
while the strength of Sorcerers is all connected. As Witches, 
Wizards, and Humans learned new and better ways of doing 
things, the call for our strength declined. For that is progress and 
evolution. You may now be the last Sorcerer. However, you now 
have the Eye. Use it wisely. 

From Eternity, 
Johansson Aloysius Zaccheus Smith 

He closed the box, and let it slip his mind … 
That night, Robert found himself unable to sleep. Thoughts 

of that stone kept creeping into his mind. Was it all true? Was it 
all some postmortem joke? He just wasn’t sure. 

He quietly hopped out of the bed, and walked down to his 
living room. He just had to know the truth, no matter how fantas-
tic. Bathed in the moonlight, Robert opened the box. The moon 
reflected diabolically on the stone’s polished surface like some 
kind of iris. He took out the stone. It seemed normal enough, in-
cluding the subtle white bands along its blackness. “Power over 
the mind and bodies of others,” he whispered to himself. 

Smirking, he walked back up to his bedroom with his sleep-
ing girlfriend. What he was about to do, he did not take seriously. 
It was only to help him unwind, to prove it was a joke, the last 
laugh of a quirky old man. 

He quietly stood over the slim, dirty blonde Lana. Holding 
the stone tight in his hand he thought, ‘Lana, you are to become 
incredibly athletic and flexible, and will work hard to maintain 
your soon to be athletic body. You are now bisexual, sexually ag-
gressive and starved, and will discover all this in your dreams. 
Once you understand your sexual proclivities, you will become 
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addicted to sexual pleasure, and will do everything in your power 
to exercise that with others. Sleep now, and dream of your new 
sexual nature, Lana.’ 

Robert quietly chuckled to himself. All he did was put for-
ward an old high school fantasy. He quietly went back downstairs, 
and put the stone back in its box …  

“OOOOH, UMMMM,” Lana muttered at dusk, waking up 
Robert. 

Robert looked over, and saw Lana in the throws of a clearly 
erotic dream! “Impossible!” he whispered in shock. The blanket 
was partly pushed off of her, and even in the dim gray light, he 
could see her body was changed. Indeed, she looked rather mus-
cular and toned. That was not to say that she had a healthy body 
before, but she was not an athlete when she went to bed! Feeling 
Lana’s sweaty forehead — dark auburn hair sticking to the skin, 
she suddenly opened her deep blue eyes. 

Practically leaping at Robert, she embraced him hungrily. 
He suddenly found himself on his knees, taken off guard by how 
strong she was now. 

“Worship my fucking feet!” she proclaimed, presenting her 
soft feet to him. 

Robert never felt one way or the other about her feet. Lucki-
ly, they were rather nice, smooth, and streamlined size nines. He 
never touched a woman’s foot before in his life, but he found 
himself engaging the soft, subtly pliant feel of Lana’s feet. Their 
subtle scent was, well, pleasant and erotic in its own way. 

“Come on, Robbie! Worship them. Use that mouth!” she or-
dered with more than a hint of desperation. 

Somewhat cautiously at first, he began to kiss the wrinkly 
soles. The textured skin felt really good on his lips. He soon be-
gan to taste the skin with his tongue, finding the flavor as good as 
erotic. The more he rubbed, kissed, and tasted her feet, the more 
he came to enjoy it. At the same time, she began to move her feet 
around in ways both playful and deliberate. Indeed, he was al-
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most surprised when her tasty foot was shoved deep in his 
mouth. 

“FUCK!” she proclaimed. “Feels better than my dream!” 
He was becoming intoxicated by her feet: the feel, the 

smell, the taste. Her deliberate, controlling motions intensified 
the overwhelming sensation! 

She then twisted herself to her hands and knees. Robert 
kept consuming, and joying her feet without complaint from 
Lana, who was cooing happily, hungrily. 

To Robert’s surprise, she ordered him to pleasure her ass-
hole. When he hesitated for a moment, she just grabbed the back 
of his head, and buried his face between her cheeks. Well, he 
went for it. He rimmed the event horizon, and shoved his tongue 
into its deep gravity well. She moaned happy, before putting him 
back to work on her feet. He liked her feet better than her ass. It 
did not matter, because she had him back up into her asshole, 
which he now went into without question. 

He soon found himself lying on the bed with Lana sitting 
on his face. 

“Fuck!” she cooed. “Don’t stop! Never knew my ass could 
feel so good!” 

She then leaned down, ass still the center of Robert’s atten-
tion, and began to aggressively suck his surprisingly erect mem-
ber. He never had his dick sucked before, let alone be half of a 69, 
as he was sure Lana never did such things either. Yet, she was a 
savant, just hungrily sucking. It took all his concentration not to 
cum, concentrating on her ass helped, sort of. 

After savoring the moment for a moment, Lana twisted 
around, and mounted his dick above in a squat. She was relent-
less in her hungry humps. Lana then leaned back, grasped his 
lower claves, and gave him a foot to suck off. Robert took the 
tasty foot happily, sobering all over. After some three limbed 
humping, Lana gave him both her feet. She somehow humped 
even harder, using her now very throng arms to maneuver. They 
came hard into each other, but it did not matter to Lana. 
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Lana soon leaned forward, and held Robert’s legs open wide 
and back. She hungrily, domineeringly thrust his dick into her, 
basically forcing his dick to not go limp. The world seemed shake 
and convulse around them. She came harder; more of his cum 
spewed into her. All that mattered for Lana now was to pleasure 
… 

She was rubbing her wet pussy like an addict in the other 
room. The whole day was raw, hot, sweaty sex. He could not keep 
up with her! Looking at his reflection in the bathroom mirror, af-
ter chugging a glass of water, he first thought about boosting 
himself. Then he realized that having a sex-crazed maniac as a 
lover was not really what he wanted. 

He barely snuck past her to make his way to the living 
room, and took the Eye out of its box. After some thought, he 
adjusted Lana to be more in control of herself sexually. Then he 
realized that she and he were equals in his mind before all this. 
Him being some kind of Sorcerer was obviously negating that re-
ality he loved. So, Robert made her into a fellow Sorcerer … 

2024: Solutions and Contingencies 
Marry, Jack, and their thrall Demon of Lust, Allison, have 

been living happily together, Marry especially embracing the 
thrall’s sexual willingness for whatever. The Human couple 
poured their lust into her, as she reflected it back on to them, al-
most forcing out anything that ever turned them on. Though this 
all revealed or instilled lust between Marry and Jack at first, Alli-
son being the focal point of that lust ironically removed all lust be-
tween the couple, who just grew more deeply in love. It turned 
out to be possible to make love and lust at the same time during a 
threesome! 

Of course, Marry and Jack came to make love differently not 
long after Allison entered their lives. Allison awoke the alpha 
within Marry, who seemed incapable of holding back with Allison 
… 
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Jack came home late one evening to see Marry fucking Alli-
son up against the wall with a double-sided dildo. 

“Yeah, fuck me!” Allison encouraged in her demonic reso-
nance. “Take what you want …” 

It was genuinely interesting to see how passive Allison made 
herself with Marry. The thrall genuinely liked to bring out the ag-
gressive lust within her. Marry then flipped the passive Demon 
around, and began to fuck Allison’s perennially tight asshole. 
Marry then took the Demon’s wildly flicking tail, sucked the end 
off a little, and finally shoved it up Allison’s demonic, wet, hungry 
pussy. Thrust, thrust, THRUST, THRUST! They soon exploded in 
wet, cum-covered orgasm … 

Later that night, Marry and Jack were making love. This was 
not necessarily unusual. Having Allison around created an under-
lying horniness that needed to be sated regularly. With Marry 
humping him on top, Jack was well aware that this love making 
was not as it was before they had a Demon in their lives. The 
awoken alpha nature normally prevented Marry from not being on 
top, and Jack found himself fine with that. 

In spite of the aggressive hunger in Marry’s dominant 
thrusts, there was no lust in her eyes; there was only love bounc-
ing between them, hands often intertwined.  

Allison happily, casually fucked herself with her sensitive 
tale to their grunts and moans. She practically rode the love they 
were making to create her own lust. She leaned back, thrusting in 
ways to create a glorious orgasm. And when the Humans came, in 
a way, they all held each other in the afterglow …  

Jack casually ate his breakfast that morning. Marry was al-
ready driving to work (early staff meeting). He smiled lustily at 
the thrall Demon Allison the moment she walked into the 
kitchen. She wore a shimmering, black lace nightie that basically 
left nothing to the imagination. While all Demons he knew of al-
ways walked on the balls of their elongated feet, Jack found the 
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way Allison walked somehow more cute than lustful, especially in 
how she was walking around in her gushy white tube-socks, as 
usual. The socks, she explained, was almost an old habbit from 
when she was Human. Plus, she now liked “encasing” her feet. 

“Want me to make you something, Allie?” he asked casual-
ly, unabashedly looking up and down her fleshy tail. Yes, she 
brought out his fetish for Demoness tail. 

She shrugged, sitting almost profile on the chair on the op-
posite end of the table. Strictly speaking, as a Lust Demon, she 
often just ate cum and general lust, and rarely needed to eat any-
thing at all. She ate with her Deal-created masters all the time, 
though. “You two sounded great last night!” 

He laughed lightly. “It was really good. What’d you do last 
night?” 

“Fucked myself listening to you two,” she said deeply, se-
ductively swaying her fleshy tail. 

“With that tail?” 
“Fuck yeah!” She swayed the tail to her face, and touched it 

with her long claws before licking the tip. The end was as sensi-
tive as any Human dick. 

“Cum in yourself?” 
“Yeah! Came so much, overflowed all over myself, Jack! You 

two really were that hot last night.” 
“Deep-throat that tail for me, Allie!” 
“Cool!” She quickly shoved that fleshy, sensitive thing in 

and out of her sensitive mouth, throat. In some ways, it still 
amazed Jack how she followed his word like he was some Alpha, 
thanks to their Deal. It was true that the Will of Asmodeus would 
overrule anything he and Marry ordered, but that never hap-
pened. 

“OHHH —- errr, uhhh …” she huffed with her mouth full of 
herself, cat-eyes rolled into the back of her head. 

The excited Jack quickly removed his morning clothes, and 
ordered, “When you’re ready to blow your load, crawl over to me 
on the table, shove that tail down my throat, and feed it all to me! 
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… Oh, and make sure I’m cuming inside you, too. Don’t wanna 
big clean up!” 

With thick strings of spit and pre-cum connecting, she 
quickly removed her tail. “UMMM, comin’ right up!” She went 
back down on herself aggressively. 

Jack found himself stoking his own member automatically 
at the honest lust before him. Then, she removed her tail, and 
eyes locked, she teasingly crawled over to him on the table. The 
tail was leaking pre-cum onto her back, the nightie slowly absorb-
ing. 

He leaned his head back and opened his mouth wide for the 
meal he ordered. She stroked his head slowly, before shoving the 
tail as far down his throat as far as she could. In her orgasmic 
roar, thick streams of Demon cum was pumped down his throat. 
The orgasmic nature of it making him cum into her pussy, of 
which Jack’s dick was already swallowed within. As she filled his 
stomach with her cum, he filled her dormant womb with his … 

Jack was practically petting the Demoness on his lap. Well, 
his hands always found their way to her tail. 

“How many times have I thanked you for being the lust of 
our lives, Allison?” 

She smiled with true joy. “Let’s see …” She did have a pho-
tographic memory. “One-thousand and five times.” 

“Well, still, thank you for be the lust of our lives!” 
“One-thousand and six!” she updated cutely, smooching in 

the cutest, most lustful way. 
“Crazy idea, Allison. Come to work with me today.” 
She smirked, tail swaying curiously. Most days she either 

watched films of people fucking or went out to buy something for 
future sex. Her only goal in life was to please Marry and Jack. “OK 
…” 

It turned out that Allison was a savant within archives. 
About an hour in, she half-joked that her life would’ve been very 
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different if she took some archives or history course back at her 
university when she was still Human. 

Just before lunch, Jack’s boss, the imposing Alpha Demon 
Esmerelda, walked into the main archives area. She wore the 
highest of black stilettos and a revealing yet professional purple 
dress, which almost implausibly matched her “tattoo” laden, red 
skin. 

“You’d better be careful, Jack,” she teased. “I might just give 
Allison your job!” 

Jack laughed quietly. “Maybe I was worried that she was 
getting bored when me and Marry were at work, Esmerelda.” 

Jack was admittedly fascinated at how Allison literally 
stopped everything when Esmerelda walked in. Allison was even 
bowing ever so subtly, clearly not wanting to even make eye con-
tact without prompting. 

Esmerelda walked over to the slavishly subservient Allison, 
lifted her head up at the chin with a black claw, and said, “Enjoy-
ing your station, Allison?” 

Barely looking into the Alpha’s deep, slitted eyes, she an-
swered quietly, “Yes, Alpha Esmerelda. Marry and Jack have so 
much fun with me.” 

“What have you liked the most, Allison?” 
“Revealing what turns them on the most. I awoke Jack’s 

fetish for Demoness tails, including cum from them. I awoke Mar-
ry’s need to be rough and domineering, especially in acts of lust.” 

“Lucky Demon,” Esmerelda said toothily. She walked over 
to Jack. “I did not come in here to speak with the thrall, Jack. I 
have a special task that requires your aid.” 

“OK, sure …?” he almost shrugged. Jack was not even close 
to as subservient as Allison toward his boss, not having that be-
havior embedded in his DNA. However, he was completely sure 
his attitude would be very different if the Alpha turned up her 
lust even a touch. 

“Be honored, Jack, this task comes directly from My Lord 
Asmodeus. So, this task is top priority. We need to find any and 
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all information regarding a Robert Smith, who lived in this city 
into 2015. It would seem he disappeared in December that year. 
What we also need to find, if possible, any references to an object 
known as the ‘Eye of Change.’” 

“Hrmm … Well, you know a lot digital records from the 
2010s are a bit spotty. If your boss didn’t go neutral, probably 
wouldn’t have a damn thing left! … Probably a common name … 
Occupation?” 

“Historian, professor, from what I could find already, Jack.” 
“What about this Eye of Change?” 
“According to Asmodeus, it was a kind of legendary artifact 

that Sorcerers and Witches used to enhance or focus their power 
a millennia ago. What little is known about it suggests it was a 
powerful object, if it indeed existed.” 

At the very least, Jack knew that Witches were all Humans 
that understood mechanisms many didn’t. They continue to play 
key roles in the ongoing war, while some were known to live qui-
etly in the Realm. 

 “So he was some kind of Witch, I take it?” Jack asked. 
“Very likely, but I know that is not something you Humans 

normally recorded.” 
“No …” he sighed. “Well, let’s get to it. Allison, you seem 

to handle the physical records well, see what you can find.” 
She looked over to Esmerelda, who nodded. Allison said 

quietly, “OK.” 

Jack and Esmerelda were looking through the digital 
records without finding much. There was a lot of corrupted data, 
even after more than half was recovered by himself and others. 

From what they could gather, Smith was a tenured History 
Professor at UCLA, and was a major player in building their on-
line programs. He lived in LA all his life, the second generation to 
do so. His grandparents, Johansson and Lorella Smith, immigrat-
ed in 1953 from Europe, and ultimately made their way to Los 
Angeles by 1955. The readable records showed only a single child 
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in 1956, Larry Smith. Larry married in 1980, and had Robert the 
next year. There was no clear record on marital status for Robert. 
Also, there were no available current records of the family within 
or without the Realm. Esmerelda allowed him access to files on 
the Realm’s intelligence operations, which did not go deeper than 
known name and location, if not a person of interest. It honestly 
reminded Jack of an old fashioned phone book. 

Allison eventually walked over with a tall stack of books 
and papers in her arms, possibly 60 pounds worth, and placed 
them on the large table. 

“What did you find, Allison?” Esmerelda asked seriously. 
“I found real estate records, possibly incomplete, and a 

Will. I’m sorry, Esmerelda, I did not find anything yet on the ob-
ject …” 

“That is OK, Allison,” Esmerelda said. “Tell us about those 
records.” 

Allison showed how Johansson had multiple properties into 
the 1970s, suggesting independent wealth. He, however, sold 
them off by 1975, except for two: his own and one transferred to 
his son. Johansson sold his last property in 2009. Robert ulti-
mately purchased his own home in the city in 2010. Records 
showed his parents lived in the city until at least the start of the 
war. 

Johansson’s Will added some further mystery, too. It stated 
that all remaining moneys be left to his grandson, Robert, as well 
as the contents of a mahogany box, Johansson’s most prized pos-
session. 

“Could that ‘possession’ be our mystical Eye?” Jack for-
warded ponderously. 

“Humph, we should be so lucky, if I believed in luck!” Es-
merelda stated. “Do we have Roberts last address?” 

Allison answered, “Ah, yes, Esmerelda, here it is … Topan-
ga, Palisades, 125 Eason Road.” 

Jack did a quick database search. “Hrmmm …. That street 
does not seem to exist. Or at least, it stopped being used once the 
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Realm was founded … Ah, interesting, it is pinned for redevel-
opment at a still to be determined date. Strange … plot 125 does 
not specifically exist. You know, if Humans still ran things around 
here, I would suggest we uncovered some kind of conspiracy!” 

Esmerelda swished her tail somewhat jovially. “The King 
Asmodeus has never been a fan of such things, Jack!” 

“Are you two up for a drive?” 
Esmerelda glanced at Allison. “Let’s see what we find over 

there …” 

Like most in the hilly region, Eason Road twisted and 
turned. The not terribly dense area was as populated as it ever 
was, at least partly thanks to LA not being a major part of the war 
prior to the founding of the Realm. 

Just as their redevelopment map showed, the road simply 
stopped at plot 124, had an empty area for three acres, and then 
resumed after, starting with plot 126. The road was definitely dis-
used, regardless, with the abandoned structures raised years ago. 

They stood looking into the empty, sandy block of land, see-
ing the crumbling road resume not far off. 

“I know you’re not one to question your administration, but 
is it possible there was some kind of oversight?” Jack asked. 

“I don’t think so …” Esmerelda answered, swaying her tail 
in bewilderment with Allison. “If there is no record of this plot 
since the founding of the Realm, then there has been no planning 
for this plot since. This is, indeed, the first instance of any error 
like this that I know of. Everything goes through my office at 
some point.” 
Jack’s heart raced. He felt utter confusion. Something was horri-
bly off. 

“You feel it, too, don’t you, Jack?” Esmerelda stated. “Like 
we’re looking into something we should not. But now that we 
have, we cannot look away …” 

To the Alpha’s surprise, Jack walked forward into the in-
comprehensible null-zone. The Lust Demons followed. The more 
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they walked forward, the more something once intangible faded 
into existence, like a mirage with the dream of being real. A wild 
gust of wind twirled waves of sand, obscuring the world around 
them. They all felt lost, but forced themselves forward toward 
what now seeming like a shadow of a building. 

“TRANQUILLATATE!” Esmerelda boomed in the most 
haunting of deep resonance. 

They suddenly found themselves in the eye of the sand 
storm. Before them was a well kept lawn, and one story house 
with a roofed porch. 

Jack looked over to the stone faced Alpha Demon. 
“A thousand years ago, I was tasked by Asmodeus to per-

sonally take down a coven of Witches determined to destroy 
Demons.” 

“You won, I take it?” Jack said awkwardly. 
Esmerelda swayed her tail happily with toothy smile. “They 

are Lust Demon now.” 
“Well, glad you’re finally having an interesting day, boss!” 
“It’s always an interesting day when serving the Will of 

Asmodeus!” she quipped with total honestly. 
They walked up to the front door. It opened before them to 

apparent blackness. 
“Do either of you see anything?” Jack asked, knowing their 

perception was not  precisely the same as his. 
Allison shook her head. 
“It is not really possible to see anything here, in the Human 

sense,” Esmerelda answered in a flat resonance. “This is a kind of 
veil. Through this doorway may be beyond this universe.” 

“Not one of your doorways?” Jack asked seriously. 
“They certainly resemble this, Jack, the blackness” 
“How do we know if it’s even safe?” 
“There is no way to know for sure. However, whomever 

created all of this is likely some kind of Witch, and they all breath 
like you. Assuming whomever created this is on the other side, 
we should at least find ourselves breathing.” 
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“Assuming can make an ass of us all.” 
“I’ve always liked anal,” she resonated deeply. “It will be 

like walking into true nothingness, and some can become a bit 
scrambled when they reach a reality.” 

“Great …” 
With Esmerelda in the lead, they walked into the blackness 

… 

It was as if they began to fall into nothingness forever, yet 
they could feel no time at all. The experience would have been 
horrifying, for at least Jack, but there was literally nothing to 
sense. 

Suddenly there was light, existence forming all around 
them. Jack collapsed onto the floor in what could only be de-
scribed as a sensory overload. The two of lust stood for a few 
moments in their own confused state, before fully resetting. They 
looked down to the slowly recovering human on the shimmering 
wood floor, and helped him to his feet. 

“Whe … where are we?” Jack muttered, his senses return-
ing to normal. 

“A bubble universe is one logical description,” said a man qui-
etly sitting on an armchair before them. He was more than trou-
bled, but calm nonetheless. 

A striking, tall, athletic, auburn haired woman sat on the 
couch on the other side of the apparent living room. Her left eye 
was black as pitch, with subtle white striations. 

“Witches?” Esmerelda forwarded. Of course, she never new 
any that could wield the power to create their own reality. 

“Not quite,” the woman said with a subtle smirk. 
“Sorcerers …” Esmerelda breathed. 
This was the first time Jack ever saw any Alpha Demon look 

uncomfortable and uncertain. 
“Lana.” 
“Robert.” 
The two greeted without standing. 
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“Robert Smith?” Jack asked, feeling somewhat recovered. 
“Yes, and you?” 
“Jack. My boss here is Esmerelda, and the other is Allison, 

my thrall.” 
“Interesting!” Lana sat forward. 
“So what has happened in the outside world since we left?” 

Robert asked in fascination. 
“The Apocalypse as expected failed,” Esmerelda said guard-

ed. “The one meant to lead the Forces of Darkness against the 
Light chose humanity instead, and convinced Lord Asmodeus to 
become neutral. The war became a lie long ago, and Asmodeus 
does not appreciate lies. My Lord subsequently created his own 
Realm on Earth were it was directed that Lust Demon and Hu-
man live peacefully and separate from the war.” 

“So, what brought you three here?” Robert asked. 
“The war is killing the Earth. Asmodeus is seeking to create 

contingency plans.” 
Robert looked over to Lana. “Do you think we created 

this?” 
She deeply sighed. “Not impossible.” She looked over to the 

guests. “Yes, the Eye of Change you obviously seek could fix 
things in some way …” She lightly tapped the black orb-eye. 
“There are always consequences.” 

“I couldn’t save her …” Robert said sadly. “I made her a Sor-
cerer, like me. I helped her to integrate the Eye into herself, after 
she suggested the possibility. We were drunk on power, remaking 
the world around us …” 

“With the Eye a part of me, I developed the power to con-
trol the fate of Earth and more. In fact, in most timelines, I did …” 

Robert continued, “We ultimately fought each other. I could 
not let her remake the world as she saw fit, once knowing, seeing 
the consequences. I did succeed in stopping her, but she dies in 
that first timeline. So, I used the Eye to travel back to rewrite the 
timeline … And well, humph!” 
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“Oh, you can make changes, dramatic ones,” Lana said, “but 
the consequences of those changes … In some timelines, I some-
times destroyed worlds, and remade others. It is interesting, look-
ing back, that I always failed to kill him, ensuring that he could 
go back and try again.” 

Robert sighed. “You three are standing in the solution.” 
“Part of the solution, Robbie!” 
“Yes, Lana … I eventually decided to give her all the memo-

ries of the alternate timelines we created …” 
“I did not want any of that, or at least, it was early enough 

that I was not yet considering anything close to global dominion. 
So, I decided to create this little universe for us to keep the world 
safe from us.” She leaned forward, and said somberly. “I hold the 
power of the universe back with that same power. The Eye is now 
me, as I am now the Eye.” 

“You said that you might have created the Apocalypse …” 
Jack forwarded. 

Robert sat back. “Lana’s dominion over the Earth might 
have made an Apocalypse impossible, or perhaps could have 
fought one back.” 

“That might actually be true,” Esmerelda stated. “Percep-
tion of alternate timelines is really only possible for the Demonic 
Lords, but only if they know to look when the timelines are shift-
ing. They were not looking then. However, there were reports of 
unexplained instability from 2015 to 2019. Once that disappeared, 
the War crossed over. No one thought much of it, because instabil-
ity could be a global war or even atomic bomb test. Such things 
always have some kind of detectable meta-affect across the multi-
verse.” 

Lana closed her eyes for a few moments. “There are few 
immediate paths where this can end well, and time travel ensures 
that this won’t end well.” 

“Vacation? Bikinis? Gambling?” Robert said sarcastically. 
“Only if we want to fuck this up, and that will be very easy 

to do …” 
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“I must admit to be honored to meet with true Sorcerers!” 
Asmodeus happily boomed, presently as a massive female form 
with the thickest of an eight foot long tail, distracting breasts, and 
hypnotic pussy. 

The three stood alone at the top of the Tower of Lust in Las 
Vegas. 

“I am sure you are aware that using the Eye of Change can 
have consequences that can effect the whole multiverse.” Lana 
stated somberly. 

“Yes, of course, everything has consequences,” Asmodeus 
said in a subdued resonance. “If I did not become neutral, the war 
might be over, and our biosphere might not be showing signs of 
cataclysmic collapse.” 

“You want to make sure your choice does not fail?” Robert 
forwarded. 

“I want to make things right, if that makes sense coming 
from a Demon Lord.” 

Lana closed her eyes to sense the possibilities. Her patience 
has grown shorter of late. “We must wait,” she stated, fully an-
noyed with the irony. 

Asmodeus sarcastically smirked, sensing the timelines in 
that moment. He never liked to use his time-sense, but he wanted 
to be sure of what Lana was latching onto right then. This was 
the one conflicting element of his nature: wanting to know as 
much as possible, but not wanting to see future possibilities. “I 
agree, Lana. There is an emissary from the Human Alliance I 
must meet with tomorrow, and as I always like to plan, I will let 
the dice fall as they may … In the meantime, you two are wel-
come to stay here.” 

“No,” Lana said seriously. “That won’t likely go well. 
Robert and I must go back to our little bubble. The right path 
must first be revealed you. Then, you will follow that path, and it 
will eventually fall upon you to know when to bring us back to 
this world. You know where to find us.” 
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Asmodeus nodded in agreement … 

The stressed and exhausted Jack lay on the couch, and had 
Allison passionately stroke his cock with her tail, which curled 
around his length. 

Before he came, Marry casually walked in from work. 
“You OK, Jack? Never seen you so wiped out …” 
“Helped Esmerelda find some Sorcerers today … fuck, 

that’s great Allison, keep going … Traveled to another dimension, 
an artificial one! Might have helped save the world, Marry. Isn’t 
that crazy?” 

Marry lovingly petted his hair with a pleasant smile. “Ten 
years ago? Yeah, I’d say you were joking. Now, you got an obedi-
ent Demon jerking you off with her own tail! The world is kinda 
broken. Feels good that we might have played a role in fixing it 
…” 

Jack came hard all over the tail of Allison, the thrall Demon 
of Lust, before he and Marry lovingly kissed … 

 
2026: The Death and Tower Cards 

All of Asmodeus’ forces were fighting or seducing all they 
could to continue changing the course of the war in their favor. It 
was working, slowly. All that stood against the Humans and As-
modeus were now either in a defensive pattern or in full retreat. 
The problem was that the collapse of the biosphere was occurring 
at a faster rate than anticipated … 

Darren, Lucinda, and Asmodeus sat in the isolated room 
beneath the Tower of Lust. The room was converted into a kind of 
war room. Paper and digital reports were sprawled before them 
on the table covered with interactive screens. This was As-
modeus’ center for the war effort against the Forces of Darkness. 

“Project Arc is not ready, Asmodeus, “ Darren stated deject-
edly. 

“My Lord, the path.” Lucinda suggested submissively. It 
was not really a question, even if it might have sounding like one 
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to outside observers. She may have had the most free will of any 
Alpha, but that did not change the genetic encoding that bound 
Lust Demons to Asmodeus. 

 Asmodeus, in a massive futa-female form, sat back, mas-
sive tail waving pensively. “You are right, as always, Lucinda.” 

She smiled almost orgasmically at the compliment from her 
lover and master. 

Asmodeus continued slowly, “I don’t think I wanted this 
moment to come. I still have faith in Project Ark. My forces are 
helping to win this war even now. Last report from my sources 
suggest full surrender within six months, Lucifer probably hold-
ing out until the very end … I never told you, Darren, about my 
contingency plan, because there was not enough to tell. There 
still is not … I have two reluctant Sorcerers that may save us. 
Combined, they have the power to reshape everything, but I don’t 
know if they even know what they will do to save us. All I know 
is where to find them …” 

Asmodeus stood in the apparent living room of the Sorcer-
ers’ in their bubble universe. They sat, knowing why the King of 
Lust was there. 

“I felt an extreme temporal disorientation this morning. 
Was that you, Lana?” 

“Yes, I had an idea. It didn’t work as I hoped. You play the 
game well, Asmodeus, in all timelines,” Lana stated. 

“I always do.” 
“The odds are not really in our favor,” Robert forwarded. 
“That is always the most fun game,” the Demon King stated 

with a smirk. 
“You know the true meaning of the Death Card in tarot, 

Asmodeus?” Lana asked. 
“It suggests the end of one path, and the beginning of an-

other.” 
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“Yes,” Lana confirmed. “What we have to do is use it to 
counter the Tower, the card of chaos and ruin. Not an easy task 
…” 

“You are delaying,” Asmodeus observed. “You do not want 
to do this.” 

Lana stood, and took a long deep breath. “I can be the most 
powerful being in the universe, perhaps even the multiverse, 
thanks to the Eye. In one timeline, I fed off of the stars them-
selves, orgasmically expanding my power.” 

Asmodeus failed to hide a distinct discomfort. 
“Yes, you know what that means,” she smiled darkly. “I 

embraced a lust no being could ever truly handle. I know now the 
truth of that lust. If Robbie here failed to stop me then, I would 
have consumed this universe just to feel that ultimate ecstasy. Of 
course, that meant I would have needed to go to yet another to 
taste such divine pleasures again. Sound familiar, Asmodeus?” 

He stood silently. 
“Of course it does … It will not matter to the forces of Light 

and Darkness when Earth’s biosphere suddenly collapses in 180 
days. There is a plan you know of.” 

“They would not dare,” Asmodeus sneered. 
“Oh,” she smiled toothily, “This time, they will. Thanks to 

your actions of neutrality, Asmodeus, and then alliance with Hu-
mans, Michael finally will have the sway to enact a final end to 
the War of Divinity. The Forces of Light will absorb the power of 
our star, and use that power to obliterate Lucifer’s Forces of 
Darkness and the few surviving Humans. But then, you know 
what will happen to those Angels.” 

“They won’t stop with just one star …” 
“The truth of that ultimate lust, that pure ecstasy: in the 

end, there will be nothing to feed on, and they will find them-
selves in a Hell of Nothingness, filled with a hunger that will nev-
er be sated, before they become nothing themselves … That 
knowledge is what has kept me in check for so long.” 
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“So what do we do?” Asmodeus huffed, failing to hide the 
terror. 

“It takes the monster already within me to master the dark-
ness I foolishly embedded within myself …” She walked up to 
Asmodeus, and smoothly floated up to the Demon’s eye level. 
“What you need to do, Asmodeus, is to claim the Eye as your own 
…” 

In blink of extreme disorientation, the three of them were 
suddenly outside the house, back on Earth. Asmodeus and Robert 
saw Lana fly up into the bright blue atmosphere like a dark 
phoenix. 

“LANA, WHAT ARE YOU DOING!” Robert screamed up to 
her. 

Goodby … Both Robert and Asmodeus heard loudly in their 
minds. 

Fifty miles up at the roof of the world, Lana unchained her-
self. She reached out into everything at once, grasping what she 
needed literally and figuratively. The Eye of Change glowed in a 
blinding blast of a light as dark as shadow. On the surface, Robert 
and Asmodeus began to taste the freshest air the Earth has held 
in a thousand years, as the sun beat down just that much less 
harshly, the ozone layer thickening. They saw flashes of rain-
forests rejuvenating in a matter of moments; the rubble of war 
being brushed away from the city streets. Lana was saving the 
Earth, but in so doing, they knew, meant she was setting free the 
most powerful force in the universe …  

* * * * 

Alarm bells rang across the world. Chatter across the com-
munication channels were deafening to all those listening. Power 
was detected beyond anything ever recorded, as atmospheric sen-
sors indicated dramatic, positive changes. 
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“Have you pinpointed the source?” Darren called, his nor-
mally cool demeanor horribly shaken. He could feel the power, and 
knew of nothing to counter it. 

“It appears to be over the Palisades region in California, 
RA,” the young officer breathed. “We have live satellite imagery 
of the location, sir. It appears to be within the Mesosphere.” 

They could see a breathtaking female being seemingly 
breaking all laws of physics by holding motionless at the top of 
the world. At the same time, the computer could barely resolve 
her image, due to the extreme power emanations. 

“What are you!?” Darren whispered in terror. 
The being turned her head, making her smiling face visible 

to them. They loudly heard in their minds, You’ll all learn soon. The 
screen when blank. 

“The satellite is no longer responding … I, I think it’s gone 
…” another officer stated breathlessly. 

Darren huffed in terror. For the first time in years, he had 
no idea what to do. This was something else. “We … Send orders 
out to all Alliance leaders: do not engage! DO NOT ENGAGE!” 

* * * * 

Using their respective powers, Asmodeus and Robert ob-
served the godlike being above, not yet knowing what to do. The 
Archangel Michael and the Demon Lord Lucifer, who was once 
Archangel, suddenly flew toward the being bathed in the darkest 
of light. In contrast, they floated visibly, constantly correcting for 
atmospheric, gravitational, and cosmic motion factors. 

“Would you believe I’m making myself villainous again to 
save all of reality?” she said maniacally, already seeing them as 
conscious chunks of energy. 

Before the leaders of Light and Darkness could utter a 
word, they found their throats tightly grasped by the being of 
dark-light. Their very life-force began flow out of them and into 
her. They were frozen in time and space. Thought slowly flowed 
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out of them with their very essence. The more she sucked out, 
the faster she sucked. The energy that flowed from the most pow-
erful Angel in existence was a flowing blue and white cloud, while 
the former Angel’s flowed like a shimmering waterfall in the 
night. 

 For a moment, Lana felt terror and despair for the path she 
decided to follow. Sure, she had the power to follow this gambit 
of a timeline — or was gaining it, but knew she was unlikely to 
care in a few moments. All the memories of her darkest self 
flashed before her eyes, memories she all but repressed for so 
long. She destroyed whole worlds in her hunger, caring nothing 
for them. Everything was in her way, while each taste of something 
more powerful made her hunger for something greater. She des-
perately tried to hold onto that horrid feeling, but her own hun-
gry body betrayed her. The taste of Lucifer and Michael was un-
like anything she ever had in any timeline. It was energy at its 
most divine and vile. She tasted otherwise exotically exquisite 
extremes she never knew existed. It was … glorious … 

She orgasmed, and orgasmed, making their life her own. 
She had forgotten how it felt, the exquisite ecstasy of raw power, 
consumed or no. There was no going back now, feeling her or-
gasms now sending shockwaves into the atmosphere. She once 
saw how this path may end best for the world, but now saw how 
she wanted it to end.  

The godlike being then dropped the lifeless husks, seeing 
them cremate in the atmosphere she just rejuvenated. In a blink, 
she was gone … 

“Where did she go?” Asmodeus croaked. 
“Probably a bubble universe she just created, so she could 

digest the raw energy fully and plan her next move … I know you 
hate looking, but tell me, Asmodeus, how long will she be gone? I 
can’t look naturally like you can.” 

He grunted quietly, and closed his eyes. A few moment lat-
er, he relayed, “I can only sense ahead about eighty hours, Earth 
Cycle, naturally, and more emotion than imagery the further I 
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look. I could not sense her anywhere in my personal future in that 
time.” 

Robert deeply sighed. “OK." 
“Can we overpower her?” 
“Yes, but it may not be better than 50/50 this time …” 

* * * * 

Within twenty-four hours, officials of the Alliance, Dark-
ness, and Light all met for the first time to discuss what just hap-
pened. Plus, the forces of Darkness and Light were vulnerable 
now that their leaders were gone. They quickly agreed to a halt of 
all hostilities, and would focus their efforts to defend themselves 
against a being few understood … 

* * * * 

Robert, Asmodeus, and Lucinda sat in the isolated room 
beneath the Tower of Lust mere hours after the Provisional 
Armistice was hastily signed. They were waiting for the newly 
minted leaders of the Light and Darkness to arrive, as well as 
Darren of the Humans. Some further arguing was still required to 
solidify the first new leaders in an eon. If Asmodeus was still with 
Darkness, he probably would have been made the new leader, but 
his alliance was permanently with the Humans, complicating 
such an appointment. 

“I’ve never known such an irony in my life,” Asmodeus said 
in a subtle growl, looking over the preliminary reports on the 
planet’s biosphere. “She saved the fucking world, and now she 
may be positioning herself to consume it?” 

Robert groveled. “It was the only way. Now, we no longer 
have to worry about Lucifer’s Pride, Michael’s sun eating, or a 
dead Earth. But, Asmodeus, you know manipulating the future is 
complicated. Once a domino is twisted to fall differently, all that 
falls after may fall differently as well. She needed to unchain her-
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self to create a miracle, and now, we have to stop her from fling-
ing all the dominos off the table.” 

“But Asmodeus taking the Eye as his own?” the powerful 
Alpha Lucinda stated unsteadily. 

“That was likely the best outcome she could detect,” Robert 
stated. “The problem with the Eye of Change is its vast power. 
Even if it really isn’t, it might as well be a piece of the structure of 
the multiverse. Most in my family only ever used it a couple 
times, lest they corrupted themselves with its power. Sorcery de-
rives from wisdom. Wisdom dictates that ultimate power be used 
sparingly. I made the mistake of playing with it, and her … I 
stopped myself before I let it corrupt me directly, but I certainly 
used it much more than most of my family. Never said it directly, 
but me altering her with the power of the Eye left a resentment. 
So, the consequence of all that was Lana taking the Eye as her 
own after I made her a Sorcerer. Neither of us had the wisdom 
then to really understand its power … Asmodeus has eons of 
wisdom …” 

“Not much of an exaggeration,” Asmodeus half-joked, sub-
tly winking at his ever hungry Lucinda. 

“Asmodeus taking the Eye seems a radical but logical con-
clusion …” 

A few minutes later, they received a decoded message that 
the Demon Lord Beelzebub and the Archangel Gabriel were in-
stalled, and will be arriving momentarily … 

The deep purple skinned, long horned Beelzebub walked 
into the room. The male Demon Lord fulfilled his reputation of 
gluttony and flying visibly to all his onlookers. His ridiculous 
eight foot stature was exemplified by a frame holding equal parts 
muscle and apparent fat. The wings were massive, connected with 
his arms, as they were with all Gluttony Demons, perhaps ironi-
cally. At the same time, the slitted, pale eyes could see through 
anything for miles. While he was not known for pride traditional-
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ly, his pride had grown over the millennia to almost rival Lu-
cifer’s, making his installation as the new leader less surprising. 

A moment later, the female Archangel Gabriel walked into 
the room. Asmodeus, who never met her in person before, let his 
slitted eyes go wide, wondering what it would take to seduce such 
a perfect creature. The humanly tall Archangel had flowing black 
hair, piercing deep blue eyes, sandy smooth skin, a distinct hour-
glass frame, small yet perfect breasts, and soft golden wings. 
Though she had no horn on her, she also was known to turn any 
horn into a kind of weapon to pierce through legions of soldiers, 
while she could use her voice in much the same way. 

Darren walked in behind them. He had been conversing 
with the Alliance leaders, not that he had much to tell them yet. 

They all looked to the Sorcerer, knowing he was the only 
one that understood what they were up against. 

He stood, barely steadying himself amongst the most pow-
erful beings presently on the planet, beings that were at each oth-
ers throats barely two days ago. 

“What we are up against,” she swallowed a soccer ball, “is 
unlikely to be like anything you have ever seen. The power that 
you all witnessed derives from the multiverse itself. Yet, she is 
not necessarily that power. That all leads to a great hunger …” 

Gabriel, in her sweetly charismatic tones, interjected, “You 
fought her. So, how do we stop her?” 

“I was able to stop her, because she could never bring her-
self to kill me. We fought through time itself, looping this reality 
to its breaking point, over and over, because I always failed to save 
her … I eventually pumped all the memories of our battles into 
her at the earliest point in the loop. That was enough to convince 
her to not become a goddess. We took ourselves out of this reality 
to save this reality from ourselves … That’s why it is different this 
time. She remembers everything she did. All she will want is the 
pleasure of ultimate power. She’s tasted Demon and Angel. The 
next step can only be the power of a star.” 
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“So, I’m guessing a new time loop is not on the table,” 
Beelzebub observed. 

“We do not want a time loop,” Robert said wearily. 
“So what do we do?” Darren asked impatiently. 
“This is a kind of self-sacrifice. To save the world, she need-

ed to unchain herself, and that means she needs to be destroyed,” 
Robert said, holding in the pain.  

Asmodeus said ponderously, “I think we all have tools in 
front of us. Darren’s strategic mind, Gabriel’s gloriously sweet 
tones, Beelzebub’s near infinite sight, and my Will. The one thing 
I never bother to tell anyone is how my Zealots’ connection to me 
ensures my connection to them. Combined, I have the most life 
energy of anyone on this planet right now.” 

“Ugh!” Gabriel blurted. “I always hated it when someone 
manipulates the timeline! I like coincidence. Keeps things fresh. 
This Lana must really be as crazed as powerful to ensure that she 
had formidable foes.” 

“You have no idea!” Robert laughed, teary eyed … 

* * * * 

Robert was not surprised at how it seemed impossible to 
ascertain exactly when Lana would return. She actually could 
sense when someone was looking for her, even if it was a possible 
future. It was like a temporal game of wack-a-mole, made worse 
by how she expected him or others to look. Before, she didn’t re-
member, so he had the temporal edge at first then. So, they were 
now just waiting, while Beelzebub and his Demons monitored the 
world. The only real strategy was to end this as quickly as possi-
ble, Lana already having absorbed a power she tasted before. Her 
lust for power was likely already almost as strong as he had ever 
seen. 

“Now’s the time to role the dice, Sorcerer,” Asmodeus stat-
ed calmly on his throne at the top of the Tower of Lust. He and 
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Lucinda were in each other’s arms, apparently bathing themselves 
in their lust for one another. 

“What?” 
“I’m saying you should breath, you idiot. A fair gamble dic-

tates the understanding that you won’t know the outcome be-
forehand. Being in the moment …” He playfully licked Lucinda’s 
teasing tail “… might be all we have …” 

* * * * 

Five days after Lana blinked herself out of the universe, she 
suddenly appeared over northern Greenland. Before anyone could 
reach her, she blinked herself to the top floor of the Tower of 
Lust. Sure, she probably knew it was a trap, but there was no re-
sisting the energy within Asmodeus right then. He had all his 
Lust Demons concentrate on him. It was quite the sight to see 
every one of them sit meditatively in almost the same instant. 
The instantaneousness of it was made possible by the calming call 
of Gabriel, and the fact that all Demons of Lust were in Las Vegas 
right then. All Humans temporarily evacuated, lest they become 
corrupted by concentrated lust. This strategy was devised by Dar-
ren. 

“I almost did not think you would do it,” Lana echoed into 
the mind of the lone Asmodeus, who quietly sat on his gushy 
throne. “Does surprise you to know there was about a 45% 
chance that you would have decided to not channel all that energy 
through you? Do you like it, the power?” 

“You know the answer to that, Dark Sorcerer …” Asmodeus 
growled. Indeed, the power felt amazing. He was orgasming con-
tinuously, spewing his addictive cum everywhere, in the first 
moments. Then, he also became she, developing a more feminine, 
large breasted physique and a two foot long member. It was the 
first time in the Demon Lord’s existence that a physical transfor-
mation was inadvertent. The advantage Asmodeus now had at the 
moment was that Lana could not read Asmodeus’ mind. Well, 
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Asmodeus’ mind was orderly enough that it could keep it blank 
even through total orgasmic power. 

“Then it probably would not surprise you to know that 
there is a growing chance that this orgasmic power will overwhelm 
you.” 

“That’s why you keep talking,” Asmodeus heaved, entire 
body ready to cum again. “Let me just show you the lust I can 
give!” 

Suddenly, Asmodeus spewed thick Demon cum outward 
like a blasting firehose, mostly toward the genuinely surprised 
Lana. She came hard for several minutes, before standing. If she 
was a “normal” Human, she would be most of the way to Lust 
Demon already, but all she did was cum. 

Lana slowly stood. Slurping up the Demon cum on her face, 
all she could express was lust in that moment. That lust was not 
just her own of course, but out of the near infinite demonic ex-
treme Asmodeus wielded. From it all, Lana was very slowly start-
ing to show signs of lustful transformation, skin slightly redden-
ing and showing a subtle shimmer. Nothing that was not yet irre-
versible. 

Asmodeus smirked, pleasantly surprised at how it took the 
whole of his little civilization to have any real physical effect on 
her! 

Lana growled in pure lust, and leapt onto the Demon Lord, 
whose was already pumping orgasmic cum into her. Like one of 
his Succubi or Incubi, she was actively sucking energy out of As-
modeus. A crimson mist now flowed freely out and into her. 
Through the orgasmic, mind-draining haze, Asmodeus reached 
out for the Eye, and clawed it out as quickly as was possible. 

“NOOOOOOOOOO!” Lana screamed, blowing out the sur-
rounding windows and blasting away the Demon seed. 

Tightly grasping the stone that was no stone, Asmodeus 
willed Lana back. 

Lana crumpled onto the floor. 
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Feeling and sensing this was over, Asmodeus quickly willed 
all the lustful Zealots to break their meditative state. The Eye en-
sured they did it instantly without Gabriel’s aid. It was a relief to 
no longer be holding lives of all the Zealots at once.  

Asmodeus ran over to Lana. “I can heal you, Lana, or make 
you Demon, or do whatever you wish.” 

“No …” she huffed, looking away. Wind from their eleva-
tion whistled around them. “If I live, even if I become a Lust De-
mon, I would somehow wield the Eye again. Its addiction can be 
more powerful than even your Will …” 

Asmodeus then used the Eye to transport Robert to the top 
of the tower. 

After a moment of disorientation, Robert kneeled down to 
Lana. 

“There’s no resetting this time, Robbie …” 
“I never could save you …” 
“It would seem so … I know what your thinking, Robert. 

Don’t reclaim the Eye and go back to the moment the Eye came 
to you. In that … that timeline … The forces of Light and Dark-
ness come earlier, Asmodeus gets the Eye to stop Michael from 
taking the power of the sun, and after Asmodeus wins the war, the 
Eye will eventually overwhelm the Demon Lord … like it did me 
…” 

Robert muttered an incantation to invoke all the positive 
memories between them. The moment they met at a table in a 
crowded coffee shop. The first time they made love. The joy she 
felt when Robert shared his sorcery with her … They kissed long 
and deep, before she faded into the aether like all powerful Sor-
cerers … 

The last Sorcerer slowly stood after a near eternity. Eyes 
ready to explode with tears, he said, “Come by my place anytime, 
Asmodeus. The Eye has a nice case you might want to use.” 

Asmodeus looked down on the near destroyed Sorcerer. The 
lustful path the Eye could give was already sensed by the now 
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very powerful Demon Lord, and how enticing that path was. The 
Lord of Lust never was in a position to control the game so com-
pletely before. Yet, after everything, the will was just not there to 
take the dangerous gamble of ultimate power. 

“By my Will, Robert, I will protect the Eye of Change, keep 
it encased, and only use it when all other options spent …” 

#### #### #### #### #### #### #### 
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Appendix: Let’s Get a Thrall 

This story was originally published as a Blog Flash, before being reedited 
and expanded into Thrall of Lust. 

Marry and I had been living in Los Angeles, now the Realm 
of Asmodeus, for the past six months. It changed our lives as 
dramatically as one would expect. We were not sure if this was 
what we wanted prior, but Baltimore became a dangerous place 
after the Apocalypse. Nothing was as prophesied, with the sup-
posed Antichrist choosing Humanity over either Heaven or Hell, 
which were basically just pan-dimensional beings lost in an end-
less war. 

The Realm of Asmodeus sprung up as a result of the De-
mon King of Lust choosing to become a neutral party, supposedly 
at the insistence of that failed Antichrist. Well, the war contin-
ued, and Baltimore was one of the many places the Human Al-
liance failed to save. 

Now, the Realm was not really a utopia in the Human 
sense. It was true that everyone was an equal, personal gain was 
the real currency, and war never creeped into its borders (beyond 
days of very poor air quality), but it was run by the King of Lust. 
As such — if not in the majority, Demons of Lust were everywhere. 
At the top levels, Alpha Demons ran the show, while all Lust 
Demons were subservient to Asmodeus at the genetic level. 
While sex and pleasure were encouraged, the cardinal law was to 
be a productive member of the Realm unless provably incapable. 
Marry and I quickly learned and saw both punishments for break-
ing that law: banishment from the Realm or transformation into 
Demon of Lust. You could literally be transformed into a thrall, 
which was the lowest of three classes of Lust Demons (submis-
sive to even Humans). Unless performed by Asmodeus, there re-
ally was no way to know what kind of Lust Demon you would be-
come: thrall, Sub-alpha, Alpha. And being transformed into a 
Demon will regardless take away every shred of your humanity. 
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That did not stop Humans and other breeds of Demon from join-
ing the ranks of Asmodeus, though … 

But again, we felt like we had no other options. We were 
welcomed heartily by a Human woman and male Sub-alpha al-
most the moment we crossed the border at what was central New 
Mexico. The two seemed to know everything about us, while it 
turned out the agents of the Realm, primarily Demons, aided us 
and others wanting to join their society. Plus, we learned, their 
intelligence agency knew just about everything as a means of so-
lidifying their neutrality. 

Well, we were subsequently given a home in LA. Marry 
“contributed” by applying her skills in film editing at the recently 
resurrected film industry (downright pornographic now!), and I 
“contributed” as a now high level archivist in the city govern-
ment. Yeah, I was high enough up that my boss was a female Al-
pha, who was actually a great boss. And yeah, I enacted fantasies I 
had about her with Marry, who adapted to the Realm faster than 
myself. In the end we were happy … 

We were having dinner when I just said it. “You know what, 
Marry? I think … Let’s get a thrall.” 

She went wide eyed. Not slaves or pets, per se, but they cer-
tainly were very much akin to a diabolical sex toy! “Are you seri-
ous?” 

“Yeah, I am! You saw the neighbors got one a week ago.” 
“I heard, too!” It was another set of neighbors that “wel-

comed” us into our new lives almost deviously. 
“Just thinkin’ … We don’t have to really treat it as our play-

thing … I really wanna embrace all this place has to offer …” 
She sighed, but not in a negative way, smirking. “Well, err, 

where do we get one?” 
“We can ask the neighbors. My boss probably knows!” 
“Yeah, she’ll tell yah to jerk off her tail, suck her toes, and 

then help out!” 
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I laughed. “I keep tellin’ you, Marry. She’s really not like 
that!” 

“OK, fine, Jack! Let’s see what happens. Not like a thrall 
would be depressed over a rejection if it doesn’t work out.” 

We smooched, and Marry released my dick right there. She 
sucked it off a bit, before humping me on the chair to our mutual 
orgasm … 

My boss was a little surprised by the query, but was also 
pleased at how well we were embracing the Realm’s culture. Her 
tail swayed in a rather “intrigued” way. She made a quick call, and 
texted me an address … 

I walked into my house with Alison, the thrall Lust Demon. 
She decided she wanted to become a Lust Demon a month ago. 
Found an Alpha, and well, the dice rolled. That was not an un-
common story. This was all from her. She technically still had a 
mind, but was genetically encoded to only be subservient. So, I 
and Marry technically had control over how “independent” she 
would be with us. 

The young Demon was on the tall-side for Human stan-
dards, just under six feet. Had smooth, pale red, shimmering 
skin, and had short black claws. Her feet were elongated in a way 
that made it more than natural to wear those high heels. Her ears 
and rather long tail were quite pointed. Her hair was long and 
brown, as her somewhat short horns curved back. Her eyes were 
surreal, as Lust Demons’ often were: the outer portion was a vi-
brant red, the iris was a bright yellow, and catlike pupils were the 
blackest of black.  

Unlike Demons above her class, it was impossible to be-
come lost in lust within those eyes, but they were still rather al-
luring. Indeed, she had no control over the mind altering lust she 
admitted, ironically a bit stronger than my boss’ actively toned 
down emanations. 
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“Your wife isn’t home yet?” Allison asked curiously. Her 
voice had a subtly erotic resonance, flavoring her emanated lust. 

“Should be home soon. I know she’ll like you.” 
She smiled hungrily. “Do you wanna try me out?” Allison 

only really wanted to fuck. In some ways, a life of sex was all she 
wanted when she decided to become a Lust Demon. 

I shrugged and began to make out with a Demon for the 
first time in my life. My dick was already throbbing, but somehow 
got even harder at the feel of her lips and snake-like tongue. I told 
her to remove her clothes; she did so. 

Back against the wall, hungrily making out, she lifted her 
leg on my side. I groped it, loving the feel of her silken yet rub-
bery skin. At the same time, I almost obsessively groped her 
fleshy thick tail, making her moan. 

I was so enthralled in the moment that I didn’t notice my 
wife walking in … wearing only the strap-on dildo she fucked my 
ass with last week.  

“Hi, Jack. Wanna introduce me to your new friend?” she 
said, hungry eyes locked on the thrall Demon. 

“Oh, uh, this is Allison,” I huffed. “She’s pretty new to the 
whole Demon thing, but we all gotta find a way to contribute!” 

“Hi, Allison,” Marry greeted. “Wanna be my friend, too?” 
“Yeah, I do!” she said happily. 
Marry teasingly rubbed the dildo on her ass. 
“Let’s see you fuck her thighs, Jack!” 
I did so, my wife always the encouraging one. Her strong 

thighs felt so good around my dick. 
“Yeah, that’s kind hot!” Marry exclaimed, stroking her dil-

do. “Turn around, Allison, and bend over.” 
She did so, immediately going for the dildo presented to 

her. I quickly undid her panties and penetrated the pussy of lust. 
Fuck, she felt amazing! The Demoness sucked the dildo so hard 
that Marry had to reset and tighten it. 

“Yeah, this is really hot, Jack. She’s sucking me off so good I 
can feel it!” 
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“Glad you approve, babe!” 
“Well, how often do I get to wear a strap-on?” Marry 

teased. 
Eventually I was on my back. Marry trading my throbbing 

dick between her mouth and Allison’s firm Demon ass. I imag-
ined it would feel this good with my Demoness boss, and that 
probably meant it would feel even better with her, an Alpha. In 
the moment, that didn’t matter. Allison humped my dick with her 
ass cheeks like the spawn of lust she was. 

Marry began to grope and smack the Demon’s ass. “Just 
can’t help it!” 

“Feels really good, Marry!” Allison exclaimed. 
I then wanted to try something I only dreamed about as a 

teen. With Allison positioned next to me on the floor, she stroked 
my dick with her strong leg, clamping it behind the knee and be-
tween her calf and hip. This was an awkward position, but Marry 
helped keep everything straight, sometimes sucking the tip. It felt 
so fucking good! 

Marry wanted in on this leg action, so we put Allison on her 
back, knees up. On our knees, dick and dildo were tightly 
clamped within the Demoness’ legs. Much less awkward position! 

“She’s making is so tight, I can actually feel the pressure rub 
my pussy!” Marry exclaimed. “This is a really cool and unique 
moment were sharing, Jack.” 

“Yeah!” 
We stared into each other’s loving eyes, filled with a now 

deeply engrained lust. 
“I’m so happy I could bring you two together amongst all 

this lust!” Allison said happily. 
We thrust hard, almost playfully. 
“Let’s see her dick sucking skills!” Marry exclaimed. 
We stood up, while marry sat on her legs. She traded off 

stroking and sucking the respective dicks. Allison just naturally 
knew how to make if feel perfect, as she was especially a savant at 
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moving the strap-on in a way the pleasured Marry. We smiled and 
laughed at each other in the joy and deep pleasure. 

“I wonder if I should wear a strap-on all the time. Get ran-
dom men and women to suck it. Love, urrr, love wearin’ this 
thing!” 

“You got my vote!” Allison exclaimed before giving my 
member a wet, moist turn. 

I then began to fuck her tits with my dick, as she masterful-
ly sucked Marry’s rubber member. 

“Hot view, Jack!” Marry exclaimed, huffing. 
I almost didn’t even notice Marry’s comments, the pleasure 

between Allison’s lust pillows was so awesome! 
We then lay Allison on the couch, and I fucked her breasts 

from above, she taking the opportunity to lick my asshole with 
her long tongue. I never dreamed of such a thing before. There 
was also the fact that I found myself fucking Marry’s tits as well 
in this fantasy that never existed. 

Eventually, I just humped Allison’s face, dick down her 
throat. The Demon’s tongue slithered around my pulsating mem-
ber in ways all my orgasmic. At the same time, Marry humped 
Allison’s ass, moaning happily. Well, I should say Allison’s 
tongue was orgasmic, because I came hard into her mouth, harder 
than I ever came in my life, draining myself silly. 

“Make me cum Allison!” Marry ordered. 
The two kissed, most certainly sharing some of my cum. 

Before I knew it, Allison was humping my wife with her tail, dildo 
unstrapped beside them. Allison soon blasted a load of presum-
ably blanks filled Demon cum into my wife, making her cum 
hard, wildly. 

I lay next to my amazed wife, who huffed, “I can’t believe 
we just fucked a Demon!” 

“She’s our Demon.” 
With hungry looks in our eyes, we crawled over to continue 

fucking the happy thrall Demon of Lust … 
#### 
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Thanks for reading my Book! If you enjoyed this, do not hesitate 
to view my other stories my blog:  
http://mrpotestas.wordpress.com/blog-stories.  

Other stories in print 
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Journeys into Passion: Threshold Technologies 

Unbound Stories 
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Stay Mesmerized! 
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